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Eecaan'
Transmission
Greetings EurUilings.

This month's
packed transmission of
Gamer some
marvellous features.
We Lake an indepth look

at ArioIasolVs Racing
Destruction set, take up

if? challenge of
Gold's Summer Games 11

.

provide the rn Issing
material for Exodus Ultima
HI and give help to galactic
Iran ' are trying to

become Elite.

Intergalactlc scanning
shows that September IS

month when computer
people flock to Olympia to
see the PCW show
going, be sui come
along and see us and have a

join
club <it" your not a member
already j.

We'll be on the Argus
tASP> stand 3057 on the 1st
llo

If you're going to the
show don't forget to cheer
on the finalists of the
Knockout competition

y slog it out on the
AlMgata stand for that corn-
par ; play 1

My mark the
September 27th clearly on
your calendar. As in the
next mission of

ible to

enter the excit orld of
"The Cavern"

It meeting place
go to if you want to rind out
wh ippening in adven-

ts gaming you'll
tdven:

news, reviews and features
well as one
ises.
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In an industry that's suf-
lered from the odd bug or
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not surPrising that
the software charts have

Mem
by th° Same pro *

.

For a recent local paper
included such classics in its

SKI*8 A v*ew to aKrillwhich is a whale of a goodgame. Also an. as yetunKnown, cowboy samefrom Ultimate called Night
A?.!!L

and a^new Same called
Alienate. Best of all is the
25™, charttopper fromMelbourne House "Way ofthe Exploding Cyst")

under the same attack
since some press releases
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9 arpi^ed in the officeaddressed to Computer

Ca
a
mer
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^ ComP^er

QvfLa
!
ly readei' has otherexamples of such misprints

Please send them into us atthe normal editorial ad-
dress.

Hitch-Hikers
Guide to the

Towel
You've heard the radio

Merles, read the books,

ffatened to the record, wat-

c'hed" the TV series even

seen the play, now dry

yourself with the towel
* For now you dry your

self after a long adventur-

in* session on a genuine

Hitch-hikers towel here

modelled by Douglas

Adams. ™..m-
The towels are available

If you'd like to Jump the

either a caption for tne

nhotoCraph or an explana-

&on as So what Douglas is

Ssing the towel to protect

hU
T
S
he

f

Test entries, as

choJen bv Douglas will

pantrllv become tramei£S who really know
where their towels are.

InfoconVs latest adven-

buie Wishbringer is

reviewed in this trans-

mission of Gamer.
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Ultimate
Releases

Ultimate are set to release
two more games. Night*
shade for the Spectrum and
Blackwyche for the C64.

Nightshade is described
as a " fully animated,

graphic, fantasy, arcade,
adventure, role playing
game" in which you must
save a village from the evil

one. Until you do the
villagers, corrupted by evil,

will continue to spread
plagues and enslave any
that threaten the evil
overlord.

Blackwyche is the third
in the Sir Arthur Pen-
dragon series of games,
which this time. Is set on a
ghostly galleon.

Nightshade and
Blackwyche will be
available soon and will cost
£9.95,
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Activision's

Autumn Attack

Activision plan to launch 8
new titles before the end of
October with more to come
for Christmas. These new
releases Include All
American Cross Country
Road Race. Rescue on Frac-
tulus and Tour de France
that are reviewed inside as
well as a cassette version of
Mindshadow. a previously
disk only graphic adven-
ture.

The fight sequence is

joystick controlled and
should you win you'll move
up the league table of 20
boxers,
Gamemaker is a games

design tool that allows even
the non programmer to try
out game ideas.

The package includes a
sprite editor and a mini ver-
sion of Activision's Music
Studio.

Ballblazer is a fast action
sports game of the future
designed by Lucasfilm
games. The game is played
on a split screen display of
a curved playing area with
a goal at either end. Each
player controls a robot
blazer that tries to collect

the ball as it shoots onto the
pitch then heads for the op-
ponents goal while the
other player tries to tackle
him. A goal scored at close
range is only worth one
point whereas an "over the
horizon" shot is worth 4
points.

Should you exhaust all

of your human opponents
then you can play against a
droid at any of nine dif-

ferent skill levels.

Barry McGuigan's Box-
ing is the latest Gamestar
game and features your at-

tempts to emulate Barry's
achievements.

You start the game by
choosing your fighters skin
and hair colour as well as
his style or image. Hence
you can have anything
from a "Dancer' ' whose
thought of a nice guy or a

loud mouthed bruiser.
You then have 12 weeks

to train for your next fight
which includes weeks of
weight, bag and road train-

ing that will improve your
boxers stamina, strength
and even attitude.

The final release is the
curious Someone's Living
in My Computer that was
first reported in last
month's US Scene.

This is the result of ex-
tensive research and has
cumulated in a disk based
house into which your "so-
meone' 1

will move into.

Here you can watch him (or
her) play the piano, read a
book, exercise and so on.

The type of someone that
your copy of the program
will attract depends on how
long you take to unwrap
their house.

Known characters in-
clude antisocial ones that
sit and sulk, untidy ones
that never do their washing
up, enthusiastic but awful
piano players and even
some impatient ones that
tap on your TV screen if

you're ignoring them!
According to Activision

you'll be able to buy one as
soon as they've taught
them to play card games
and draughts.

One word of warning,
having watched one for an
hour they are ridiculously
addictive even if you find

Sou've got a sulky one*
nee created, the only way

to change its character is to
buy another copy.

Ballblazer and Boxing
will be available in C64,
Atari, Amstrad and Spec-
trum versions, Gamemaker
in Atari and 64 formats and
Someone's in My Computer
will soon be driving C64
and Amstrad owners mad.
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JustWhen You Thought ItWasSafeToWalkThe Streets

£B5

HAVE YOU ENOUGH CATOPLEXIC ENERGY?
WILL YOUR STRENGTH AND STAMINA LAST OUT?

YOU MUST STOP THE DOGS DESTROYING YOUR HOME!

LOOK WHAT THE MAGAZINES SAY ABOUT THIS ARCADE ADVENTURE:
Home Computing Weekly: "I love this don't miss this one"

GRAPHICS:
Sinclair User: "Well designed and attractive'

H.C.W:
'
The best I've seen in multi-colour"

SPECTRUM
AMSTRAD

£6.95
£7.95

IS

Available from most good computer outlets.

PLAY IT

!

DEFEAT IT !

Order direct from:

Artie Computing Ltd.

Main St. Brandesburton
DRIFFIELD Y025 8RL
Tel: 0401 -43553

MAUATCAHO



Top SO 1

1 Way Of The Exploding
Tist Melbourne House

2 Hypersports Imagine
3 Soft Aid Various
4 Elite Acornsoft
S Cauldron Palace
6 Rocky Gremlin Graphics
7 Jet Set Willy 2 Software Projects
8 Combat Lynx Durell
9 Action Biker Mastertronic
10 Spy Hunter US Gold
11 Bocky Horror Show CRL
IS Daley Thompson's

Decathlon Ocean
15 Spy Vs Spy Beyond
14 Alien 8 Ultimate
15 World Series Baseball Imagine
16 View To A Kill Domark
17 Gremlins Adventure International
18 Pitstop 8 EPYX/US Gold
19 Shadowfire Beyond
80 Ghostbusters Activision
ai Knight Lore Ultimate
82 Finders Keepers Mastertronic
23 Air Wolf Elite

24 Bruce Lee US Gold
25 Dun Darach Gargoyle Games
26 Jet Set Willy Software Projects

27 International Tennis Commodore
28 Beach Head US Gold
29 BMX Racers Mastertronic
30 International Basketball Commodore

Commodore 64 Top 10

1 Way Of The Exploding Pist Melbourne House
2 Elite Firebird
3 Soft Aid Various
4 Pitstop 8 EPYX/US Gold
S International Tennis Commodore
6 International Basketball Commodore
7 Dambusters US Gold
8 Action Biker Mastertronic
9 Xlk Start Mastertronic
10 Impossible Mission EPYX/US Gold

1
2
3
4
5

7
8
9
10

Compiled toy Gallup for the industry'* waekly trad* megailn*. Computer and Softwara
Retailin* Tor detail* contact John Sorrenti. Computer and Software RalalHng. Liberty
Houii. sail Hsfenl Straat, London Will 7t>B 01-434 1131

c°>

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Spectrum Top 10
1 Hypersports Imagine
8 Rocky

i Gremlin Graphics
3 Soft Aid Various
4 Gauldron Palace
3 Jet Set Willy 8 Software Projects
6 Spy Vs Spy Beyond
7 Spy Hunter US Gold
6 World Series Baseball Imagine
9 Glass Quicksilva
10 Bruce Lee US Gold

BBC Top 10
1 Revs
8 Combat Lynx
3 Alien 8
4 Knight Lore
8 Elite

6 Mini Office

7 Repton
8 A tic Atac
9 Castle Quest
10 Football Manager

Acornsoft
Durell
Ultimate
Ultimate
Acornsoft
Database

Superior Software
Ultimate
Micro Power
Addictive Games

Amstrad Top 10
Beach Head
Starstrike 3D
Daley Thompson's Decathlon
Knight Lore
Ghostbusters
Dun Darach
Combat Lynx
Alien 8
Rocky Horror Show
Jet Set Willy

Ocean
Realtime
Ocean
Ultimate
Activision
Gargoyle Games
Durell
Ultimate
CRL
Software Projects

Atari Top 10
Air Wolf
Pole Position
Ghostbusters
Jet Boot Jack
Decathlon
Miner 2049ER
Blue Max
Soccer
Kissin Kousins
F1S Strike Eagle

Elite

US Gold
Activision
English
Activision
US Gold
US Gold
US Gold
English
US Gold
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AND ON THE EIGHT!-}/

Experience the thrill of top international
competition in your own homel Summer Games II

brings it all to you with eight challenging new
events. You and up to seven other contestants can
compete in your favourite individual event or go for

It all in the grand competition. Some events, like

cycling, rowing and fencing even challenge you with
realistic head-to-head competition.

First, decide which of the 18 different countries

you're going to represent. Then, in true Olympic
fashion, you will need the proper strategy and
mental toughness, not just speed and agility to excel
in each of the eight events. That's why we included

a feature that lets you practice each event until

you're ready for the real competition.

Remember, it's not too early to get ready for 1988.
With the right diet, proper training and lots of
practice you just might make it. In the meantime,
put on your sweatsuit, grab that joystick and let

Summer Games II give you eight new ways to Go
For The Gold I

• Includes Cycling, Fencing, Kayaking, TVipIc

Jump, Rowing, High Jump, Javelin and
Equestrian Events

• Opening, Closing and Awards Ceremony
With National Anthems

• Compete Against The Computer or Your
Friends

• Individual and Head-To-Head Competition

• One to Eight Players

SUMMER GAMES II DOESN'T LOOK
SET TO BECOME A CLASSIC-

IT IS A CLASSIC I'

"d
1«?b.utV ::.

WERBH...:;

^ Eoyx

•-96%



TIOAY EPYX CREATED . .

.

Summer Games II now takes the
Gold as the greatest sports
simulation ever created for the 64,'

-Commodore User

Summer Games II is eight
outstanding games rolled into one
piece of software-100% value for

money/'
-Computer Gamer

AOpening Ceremony

THigh Jump

CD Equestrian A
Kayaking

Cycling

Screen shots as seen on
the Commodore 64

AVAILABLE AUGUST
for Commodore 64/128

CASSETTE £995
D,SK£14.95

TRY THESE OTHER
GREAT GAMES FROM EPYX
SUMMER GAMES IMPOSSIBLE MISSION

immmrji Hwrnnr

PfTSTOPH

pitstop ii BREAKDANCE

AND COMING50W...WINTER GAMES
U.S. Gold Limited, Unit 10, The Parkway Industrial

Centre, Heneage Street, Birmingham.
Telephone 021-359 3020
Telex 337268 *

ft



Tony Hetherington takes an in depth
look at a computerised, slot car
racing game that will drive you to

destruction.

Racing Destruction Set is a
two player, computer slot
car, racing set with a dif-

ference . For each player
chooses his own racing
machine ranging from dirt
bike to Indy racer, arms it

with oil, mines and a
crusher before racing on
any of the 50 supplied
tracks or on one designed
on the games track editor.

The race is contested on
a Pitstop II style, split
screen display which gives

an overhead view of each
car. The cars are joystick
controlled with the com-
puter taking control of the
second car if your short of
humans.

As soon as you've loaded
in the game you can start
racing on a demo track bet-
ween two unarmed Can-am
racers. This gives you the
feel of the cars and the
jumps, bumps, bends and
surfaces of the tracks that
lie ahead.

The Tracks
The 50 prebuillt tracks in-
cluded in the game cater for
all racing tastes as they
span from a dirt track for
bikes and Jeeps through
grand prix circuits to
tracks designed for
destruction races.

The grand prix circuits
are all based on famous
European and American
tracks such as Monaco,
Silverstone, Monza and Las

COMPUTER GAMER SEPTEMBER 1985
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Vegas . Here high speed
duels are fought between
Can-Am and grand prix
cars. There are no jumps or
weopens, Just fast cars.

The American roadrace
courses are a little more in-
teresting with the inclusion
of dirt and icy surfaces that
make your choice of tyres
important. As the wrong

set may send you spinning
out of the race.

If you prefer racing of
the death and destruction
variety then, like me, you'll
head straight for the
destruction tracks.

These consist of jumps
that will test your cars
power and suspension,
bends to try out your steer-

ing, ice and dirt surfaces to
get you spinning and
crossovers to cause colli-

sions.
They range

pie oval track
to the self
"kilter"

"Destruct" is the
smallest possible circuit so
it is inevitable that the

from a sim-.
("destruct")
explanatory

racers will have ample op-
portunity to force each
other ofi the raised track
where they'll plummet to
destruction.

"Killer" is less subtle as
it contains a mixture of
jumps, bends and
crossovers that will
guarantee that only one car
will finish the race.

Between these two ex-
tremes are a selection of
circuits with their own par-
ticular way of destroying
the cars. For example
4 'jumps" contain huge
Jumps that will trap light
cars that can't get up the
hills and destroy heavy
cars when they land.
"Whlchway" consists of
seven different routes each
there own problems
whereas * 'headon'

'

guarantees to aim both cars
directly at each other at
breakneck speed.

Finally there are three
test tracks including the
ones used by Ferrari and
Porsche on which you can
try out your own custom
designed car.

If you ever tire of the
prebu lit tracks you can
always use the games track
editor either to modify an
existing circuit or to design
your own from scratch.
With the editor you can
select basic pieces which
you can modify before fit-

ling in place. For example,
a simple straight can be
turned into a jump by ad*
justing the height of its
various sections. Simarlar-
ly a chicane can be con-
structed by altering the
normal width of the road
from 3 to 2 or maybe even
.L *

The Cars
As there is an incredible
variety of tracks to test the
cars there are nine basic
types of vehicle from which
a car can be custom built to
meet the challenge.

An open cockpit racer is

ideal for grand prix circuits
as is a Can-am road racer
but Baja bug is more suited
to motorcross races.
Similarly a pickup, jeep or
stock car can take t,he

punishing Jumps and a
bike (dirt or street) can take
the corners. Finally for the
more bizarre, low gravity,
moon races you should
choose a lunar buggy.

1985 COMPUTER GAMER SEPXEMRER 198S



Once you have selected
your basic car you can fit a
different engine, a new set
of tyres and even arm it for
battle.
The choice of tyres

varies from car to car with
some being restricted to
only one type. For example
a dirt bike can only have
dirt tyres. However, if you
have a choice then look
carefully at the traction
figures on the screen
display. These show the
grip that a tyre will have on
either dirt ice or paved sur-
faces. Obviously you
should choose the tyres
best suited for the selected
track

,

Engine size is equally
important as it not only ef-

fects the acceleration and
top speed of the car but also
its weight. In fact there Is a
point where increasing the
engine makes the car so
heavy that It actually
reduces the speed of the
car. This also happens
when you add armour and
weapons for a destruction
race,
Armour can be added to

most cars to add protection
in the inevitable collisions.
Similarly a crusher can be
fitted to inflict damage.

Oil cans can be fitted to
leave oil slicks on the road
to send your opponent
spinning and mines to be
dropped in his path.
However, to retain some
sanity cars cannot carry
both oil and mines. If they
did it is unlikely that either
car would reach the first
bend.

A good guide it to choose
a car that will beat the
track then arm it to beat
your opponent,

Finally, you may have to
modify your car selection
to fit in with the extra
"rules" that can be defined
to add to the excitement.

Spicing things
up
When you load the game
the race is between to in-

destructable cars whose
aim is to finish the two lap
race first.

Changing the race to
"destruction " adds armour
and weapons to the contest
and adjusting the difficulty
level will now send ex-
tremely destructable cars
off the track if they take a
bend too quickly.
You can also alter the

gravity between 14 dif-
ferent settings ranging
from the moon which is the

r

lowest and Jupiter the
highest. This will have a
dramatic effect on a race
since for example a light
car taking a high Jump at
top speed on the moon may
never land. Similarly a
heavy car on Jupiter may
be wrecked by the slightest
bump.

Finally you can also
alter the number of laps,
from 1 to 9 and choose bet-

ween four different
backgrounds including a
inotorcross scene and lunar
landscape.

Destruction
racing

Since normal racing
consists of getting in the
right lane and keeping your
foot on the accelerator
there is little to be addedd
to what's already been said
about games such as Pole
Position and Pitstop II.

Destruction racing is
something completely
different.

Your choice of car will
decide the tactics you will
use. A fast lightly armed
car will try to outrun the
opponent and win through
speed alone. Whereas a
heavily armoured truck
will try and takeout the
other car and win by
default. If this sought of
tactic is used and you
manage to destroy your
opponent you only have to
finish your current lap to
win. Consequently unless it

is a 1 or 2 lap race you
needn't try to keep up with
the other car. Instead you
should set traps either by
mugging them (forcing
them oft the road) or by
carefully placed mines or
oil slicks. The fun really
begins if both of you have
and use weapons.

It is important to realise
that you can skid on oil

that you 've dropped and
blow up on mines that
you've placed so think
carefully before you drop a
mine on a one lane section.
You can, however, do this
quite effectively against a
faster opponent who will
hit the mine before you
cross, what will become,
the finishing line.

Oil can be used in
Snatches immediately in
ront of the other car to
cause a quick skid which
will slow him down or in
planned slicks that will
guide him off the road.
Similarly a mine dropped in
front of a chasing opponent
can end the race {depending
on the difficulty level) or
they can for more subtle
effects be dropped on your
opponents own oil slick.
The principle being that
since you dropped it, you
should avoid it. However,
your opponent may guide
you to your own mine with
a well placed oil slick.

kiDEPTH
Mines and oil slicks can

be used to force your
opponent to take a jump too
quickly either by a
uncontrolled skid into it or
having to hurdle a mine set
at the bottom of it r

Whatever the tactics
used the game will
certainly be eventful.

Conclusions
Racing Destruction Set is a
computerised slot racing
kit with so many variables,
cars, tracks, and rules, that
it will challenge beginners
and experts alike.

A series of joystick con-
trolled menus guide the
players through the
mamouth task of construc-
ting their game and selec-
ting their track. If they get
bored with the 60 preouilt
tracks then they can
modify an existing one or
build another from scratch.
The track editor can be a lit-

tle tricky to use as obvious-
ly each piece of track must
fit its neighbours exactly.
However, the editor only
allows you to see one piece
of track at a time and so it

can take a while to com-
plete your masterpiece.

i

The split screen race
graphics or functional but
not up to the standard of
single track games such as
Revs and Pitstop. This is
more than compensated for
by the increase in variety
and fun caused by destruc-
tion racing.

Racing Destruction Set
was written by American
Software house. Electronic
Arts and is imported into
the UK by Ariolasoft. The
review is based on the C64
disk version which will cost
£14.95. Ariolasoft are plan-
ning C64 and Atari versions
in the coming months.

Racing Destruction Set
has brought a new dimen-
sion to car racing games. If
it's not the ultimate racing
game it's certainly on the
right track.
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Ccmpumart

• DW/&P^
Atari 800XL Co uter & Atari 1 050 Disk Drive

arflHH

Atari 050 Disk Drive

ri 130XE Computer & Atari 1050 Disk

Drive (with 10 Blank Disks FREE) £'

BLANK DISKS
Top Quality 51" Single Sided/ Double Density Blank Dish

Buying in bulk has enabled us to supply these disks at the

Best Prices in the U.K.

With a LIFETIME WARRANTY
Box of 10 51" SS/DD Blank Disks including labels and write protect tabs

ONLY £9*-?&p—
Buy 5 Boxes and get a FREE Storage Case worth over £10)!!

50 5V SS/DD Blank Disks in a FREE Perspex Storage Case

mtm only £49-;-,
Goods despatched same day .... Disks 1st class post, Hardware - parcel post

Postage A Packing . , , . Add £1-00 per box of disks, £9.00 per box of Wand £3.00 per item of hardware
Please send cheques/postal orders to:*

Compumart, (Dept. CG )

71 Graccdieu Road, Loughborough,

leics- 1X1 1 0QF Tel: (0509) 26Q259
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TJte GietttltitOkMsm
Gremlin Graphics are so
confident that Abu Simbol
Profanation will take
months to solve that
they're offering a monitor
to the first Gamer reader
who completes the game.

The game, reviewed in
this issue of Gamer is set in
an ancient temple where
our hero Johnny Jones
must battle to free himself
from the Pharoahs spell

,

reach the mortury chamber
and discover the temples
secrets. The temple con*
tains 45 screens that accor-
ding to Gremlin are the
most difficult screens yet to
be found in a platform
game.

Complete the game and
you could, if your the first,

add a fantastic Microvitec
monitor to your Spectrum.

For twenty runners-up
there's the next two
Gremlin games as a con-
solation prize. Super Sleuth
is to be released in
September and Monty on
the Run in October.

How to Enter
When you've completed the
game simply fill in the form
below and include on it the
message that appears at the
end of the game.

The first entry, with the
correct message, will win
the monitor. The next
twenty will collect the
runners-up prl2es of copies
of Super Sleuth and Monty
on the Run.

According to Gremlin,
the game will take month's
to complete so the competi-
tion wul remain open until
all the prizes have been
won.

Win a Microvitec monitor as Gremlin
Graphics throw down the challenge
"finish our latest Spectrum game!"

I
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* m&:ti
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>>
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fa !

/ n
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Computer Gamer (Gremlin Challenge). No. 1 Golden
Square. London W1R 3AB.

Name .

Address

The message on completion of the game is:

The prize,

a Microvitec Monitor
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DOMARK

GAME TYPE :, YOU'LL NEED A KEEN SENSE
OF STRATEGY AND AN ACCURATE
FIRE BUTTON FINGER

HOOKABIU7Y : COMPULSIVE

NOW ON SPECTRUM 48K

AMSTRAD

LASTABIUTY

GRAPHICS

RESPONSE

INFINITE

COSMIC

LIGHTNING

COMPETITION : HI-SCORE PRIZES

AVAILABLE AT ALL GOOD SOFTWARE RETAILERS
AT C8.95
OR SEND A CHEQUE/PO TO
DOMARK LTD, FREEPOST, LONDON SW20 8BR
OR ORDER BY CREDIT CARD ON 01-947 5624
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What's new from
Sega? The usual
two arcade ad-
dicts went to find
out, read on for

morp

called 'Hand On* and is one
he beat arcade games

It
1
s success was so

'eat in America that the
oln mechanism had to be
modified to take coins of a
higher value bo that the
player doesn't have to keep
putting in lower va
^oins. The game looks like
eing the first UK game to

be fitted out for £1 coins.
The rate at present Is 30p a
go or 2 for 50p. so at 25p a
play it is competitive with
lesser games.

The units themselves
cost around £5200 each to
buy. and have been known
to take up to £200 a day! So
what is the secret of this

iible machine,
he game Is based on
orcycle racing with a

ort of super-pole position
e display and a view of

track from slightly
*ove and behind that of
s bike,
'he big feature come.
control method, the

en and controls are
ounted on a huge
•esentation of a racing
I, You have to sit on this

fike and control it by lefl

* the bike from side to
?, there is also a throttle

>n the right hand grip a

a brake on the same side.
The screen just
underneath the place that
you would expect the front
windshield to be and is in a

v comfortable position



for looking at. The facia is
adorned ^ coupU

the whole thing the right
feel.

On the whole,
game is out
summer rush i: -

smash h.
Another game that I

seen thi:

Pac-Rai by Ata
con . 3V the hit game

Madness. A con'
ircade

operator to change an old
game at low co^ I has
to bu e con-
version and any external

details tha;
game may ha

eplace
i

Peter Pac-Rat is sv
to the ladders and :

game that computer
users have been used to
ever since Miner 204

^

graphics are very g
ough il doe;

have the s^
ma: er ga: tt does
sort o: / on y

Boogie Manor
L&R type grr

ore reme: as-
Z . "

*
.

else. Great graphics a:

-nake the
game exciting to play,

Excitabike is

: iv 1

those BMX ganv
been cropping up recerr
You have a motorbike and a
number of opponents an*

Ie6 of 9 *

quahfi ;s are
'lenging,

oppone.
y goci.

track has a d

I I*W*T
.
<? *! 1 1 1 I -9flH fc'ixJ

detailed g i

nks ag Lin
Leisure and apolog
Gary Newman.

..-..
is ago!

Mike Roberts
Steve Phipps



Johnny Jones, modern day hero and explorer

extraordinaire, has finally discovered the lost Temple of

Abu Simbel, built by the great Pharaoh Ramses II over

3000 years ago.

In frenzied desperation he enters this secret world and is

drawn into a frightening adventure, threatened by the

Pharaoh's curse, in constant danger until he can reach the

inner mortuary chamber

lOMIAfKSk* wc-»»*- "l-^- 't._- ./•-- £'«*'

SPECTRUM 48K £ 7.95

Gremlin Graphics, Alpha House, 10 Carver Street, Sheffield SI 4FS. Tel: (0742) 753423
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The Computer Gamer
Readers Club is a
FREE club open to all

readers of Computer
Gamer. All you have to
do is to fill out the
form on this page and
send it with an AS
(minimum) envelope
with your name and
address on it for the
return of your
membership card —
no need for a stamp on
this as we'll supply
the postage.
Send both the

envelope and the form
to:

•_---" STr Gamer*

Gamers' Club
Computer Gamer
1 Golden Square
London W1R 3AB.

What do you get out of
it? A FREE news letter

once a month with of-

fers, club activities

and news. The chance
to participate in the
Gamer Club ratings
scheme, this is a
scheme where by per-
forming various tasks
a member can fill up
his membership cards
with the ratings

*>--ssssssssssassr
(to help u» Identity y»

and send It to:

Reader's Clnh

1 Qolden Sana™
London W1K 3AB

in the envelope - ONi-

(rather like
Scout / Guide badges).
On completion of all

tasks the person is

awarded the Master
Gamer Award — and
can be very proud of
himself indeed.

But enough of this,
fill in the form get
yourself an SAE, bung
our address on the
front of another and
dig yourself up a
stamp. Then you can
see what it's all about.

* - *

NAME - -

ADDRESS * *

1
I

'.' POST CODE

PHONE NUMBER. -

age ::.:„,«nwsEJJ

readers Club

TirPE Or COMPUTER
OWNED

STRATEGY . . - "
SIMULATIONS..-
OTHER lB""™BOTOU BUY?- .

•

WKAT COMPTER
MAGAZIKB8 DOY

WHATTY«0,«».S
D YOU WATCH,

WHATTY^OEBOOKSDOYOUREA,,*....^-
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International Soccer Impossible Mission

;4

Tony Hetherington finds a distinct
American flavour to this month's
selection of classic games for the
Commodore 64.

In the two years since Its

UK launch, the C64 has
become THE games machine.

The success of the 64 has
been made easier by the
wealth of American soft-
ware that has accompanied

of it consists of conversions
of existing Atari software
but all of it makes the most
of the machines sprite
graphics and 3 channel
sound.

This collection reflects
this US bias as it contains
only a handful of British
software. The American
titles have been imported
into the UK by US Gold,
Ariolasoft and until recent-
ly CBS where they have
dominated the charts. Con-

sequently the selections
below include not only the

probably already got this
excellent football Simula-

;iMtl#)ti;i iiliV!k«1 ii;i 111*1 M L'ltltV invi-jil iIIVAIf

original American software
house.

This is so you can
highlight consistantly good
companies such as Elec-
tronic Artg^and get their
new games as they are im-
ported.

The British contingent is

now. It s quite simply the
best computer football
game.

Zork I Infocom
(Commodore UK)

ESP-EEl NfTt^mifip wv
conversion and New Genera-
tion's Squash.

International
Soccer
Commodore
£9.95

This is probably the best
selling 64 game. Over
100,000 have been sold to
date, so most of you have

#>1Q3]

Infocom are the masters of
text adventuring and Zork
I is just the first of a classic
trilogy of underground
adventures. The Infocom
expertise extends beyond
fantasy and their excellent
range includes detective
thillers, science fiction
adventure and even a game
based on the Hitch-hikers
guide to the Galaxy.

If you need an excuse to
buy a disk drive look no

COMPUTER GAMER SEPTEMBER 1985 COM



UALKVRIC <FLV 3>
Decathlon Archon

Li

further than these games
that will keep you adven-
turing into the small hours.

Boulderdash
First Star
(Monolith) £7.95

To defeat the evil Dr
Elvin Atombender our hero
must somersault killer
robots, search everything
including the kitchen sink
in order to solve fiendish
puzzles.

Pitstop II Epyx

1984.
The efforts of the games

hero. Rockford, to collect
jewels while avoiding fall-

A split screen all action rac-
ing game in which you

f ff-^ i* i«i r w^V 1 1 mi*. R

flying nasties proved to be
:'emely addictive.
Now Monolith have

human and computer op-
ponents.

Nine different grand
rUl IE»H B«)tfKm*it^M\fclPkl'wAn¥g=f[Wl

with its sequel. Rockford's
Riot in a bumper package.

Impossible
Mission Epyx
(US Gold) £9.98

Superb animation and
breathtaking sound and
speech combine in the best
B«r platform game.

However driving skill isn't
enough as to win you will
also need a good pitstop
team.

Decathlon
Activision £9.95

Ten gruelling events that
simulate the Olympic
decathlon push you and
your joystick to the limit.

This was the best of the
sports games that flourish-
ed last year and featured
superb animated graphics.
The only drawback was the
lack of an awards
ceremony to reward you for
your considerable efforts,

Spy vs Spy First
Star (Beyond)
£9.95

Based on the MAD cartoon
strip, the battle between the
black and white spys made

superb game.
Either 1 or 2 players

fought for the secret plans
|Hirif;U^Btl^H:¥i^HzHlIi

Either with clubs or with a
variety of ingenious traps
including bombs, springs
and buckets of water.

Elite Firebird
£9.95

A conversion of the original
Acornsoft game in which
you must trade, kill and
pirate your way through
the galaxy.

;^f : SMHf:iHiiT'MH«JMr;-?:tiW:liTtg:^ il:*£UL4HtTf^H*)tT-T:<i

You begin your career
clean and harmless and if

you successfully avoid
Thargolds, the police, other
traders and the
troublesome trumblies you
may become one of the
Elite.

Archon
Electronic Arts
(Ariolasoft)

£11.95

A fascinating strategy game
. in whichin which

knights. Banshees.
Unicorns and Wizards bat-
tle for every square.

Each piece has its own
strengths and abilities
which are put to the test on
the games combat screen.

BR 1985 COMPUTER GAMER SEPTEMBER 1985
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Dropione

M.U.L.E.
Electronic Arts
(Ariolasoft)

£11.95

An electronic version of

Space Monopoly In which

other to become the First
Founder.of the colony. Un-
fortunately you can't
destroy your opponents too
much or the colony will fail

and everyone will lose.

Dropzone Arena
Graphics (US
Gold) £9.95

Jetpac meets Defender In
this excellent shoot em up.
Amazing graphics, stunn-

ing sound and swarming
aliens will keep you
blasting into the night.

Squash New
Generation £7.95

A suoerb simulation of

Blue Max

complete this excellent
simulation. A must for pin-
ball wizards.

Interdictor Pilot

Supersoft £17.95

A space flight simulation in
Ku»TIEli»IfI\il[:I-N^MUilfiiB'liT^M vlflWffiw.l

originalheart than the original
sport.

Endorsed by Jonah Bar-
rington one op two players
can compete at four dif-

ferent speeds with Jonah's

BO

David's Midnight
Magic
Broderbund
(Ariolasoft)

£11.95

A ridiculously addictive
pinball game in which you
must flip, bump and tilt

your way to an even higher
score.

Extra balls, bonuses and
even multiple ball play

against the Jahdra-Gallan
Alliance.

Your craft, a federation
Interdictor MK III, is faster
than most but when your
outnumbered, speed Isn't

Blue Max
Synapse (US
Gold) £9.95

As the infamous Max
Chatsworth you must fly

dangerous missions behind
enemy lines in this WW I

action flying game.
Straife and bomb the

German's tanks, ships, air-

fields and installations to
increase your performance
rating from "runway
sweeper' to "flying ace".
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A whole new world awaits you and your 64. The world of

Prestel, Micronet Viewfax. Homelink, Citiservice. Compunet

(Commodore's own database) etc. This is the world of product

reviews, mainframe games, home banking, business information.

commodity futures, armchair shopping, real time conversation,

electronic notice boards, helpful tips, ICPUG. news, Telex-Unk.

Mailbox, Chatline. Gallery etc. This is theworld of telesoftware. with

programmes to download into your 64 and save to disk or tape.

Many telesoftware programmes are provided free of charge or at

nominal cost

Dialog with over 600 massive databases on call and almost

unlimited information onjust about any subject is accessible from

your 64. together with BT Gold, Easylink, One to One etc, with

electronic mail, business services and telex facilities.

You can link to Bulletin Boards inyour area for local news, club

news, letters,jokes, poems, helpful tips. etc. It's a whole new

experience.

Take the first step. Make a giant leap foryour 64. Communicate

with Modem House and you'll soon be talking to other '64 users,

linking to other micros and swapping files, tips, programmes orjust

chatting.

Modem House are the largest suppliers of Commodore

communicationequipment We also supplycomplete systems for the

Pet 2000, 3000, 4000 and 8000 series.

The most popular 64 micropack in use today, will link you to

Prestel, Micronel800, Viewfax 258, Homelink. Farmlink, Otiservice.

Compunet etc. From Modem House, the complete system ison offer

at the incredible price of £99.95 inc. VAT. p & p.

Optional terminal software to link you to BT Gold, Easylink.

One to One. Dialog and Bulletin Boards is available at £29.95 inc

VAT, p & p.

Complete Commodore 64 micropack

special price£99.95 inc VAT p & p

for a limited period only.

Special, special offer, order your 64 micropack now and

get a FltEE quarter's subscription to Micronet800 and Viewfax 258

(Prestel Microcomputing).

Modem House, loiantfie Drive, Exeter. Devon EX4 9EA. Tel: |0392| 69295

Please send me Commodore 64 Micropack(s| £99.9Seach

I enclose £

Name

Address

mm
HOUSE

Optional Terminal Software £29,95

Bill my Access No. -

.-.*+•••*••••

|t»Mfl
iHl'll*""-*' M"

Telephone No. —
Please allow 28 day delivery

.

This offer applies only while stocks last

lolanthe Drive, Exeter. Devon EX4 9EA Tel: (0392} 69295

I

I
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Your winning ways have been
coming in thick and fast this month.
We kick off this issue with a mega-
hint from O.C. Severn on Gribbly's
Day Out:

Gribbly's Day Out is
where you play the part of
Grlbbly Grobbly, the one
footed Blabgorin. It's his
job to look after the young
Blabgorians (Gpibblets).
gathering them to the safe
cave for the night.

The game is located in 16
scenes of play, each very
different from another. The
first thing you need to
learn to do is levitate. This
may sound obvious but it is

only once you have
mastered this that you can
set about completing the
scenes and eventually the
game (perhaps!).

Having got the hang of
levitating learn where all
the islands are so that it is
safe to fly at full speed to
avoid Seon after the web is
de-activated.

Always set the real time
clock. It's easy to look at
during play, otherwise you
may not notice how long
you've been playing and
miss your favourite TV pro-
ramme, last orders or that
ate with Bo

Derek/Richard Gere.
If you have a black and

white TV/monitor use
black and white mode
otherwise some of the col-
our schemes will leave

things invisible. Also,
unless you have a very good
TV (or a monitor) some of
the colours are very in-
distinct and it is a good idea
is always play in black and
white mode.

In the instructions for
my copy of the game no
mention is made of pause
mode or the quite option.
To pause press run/stop,
restart by pressing fire or
run/stop again. If you use
fire make sure that nothing
embarasslng will happen
(bubbling Seon, closing a
web section in your path,
dropping a Gribblet etc. ). In
pause mode the animation
continues which is rather
disconcerting, this can be
stopped by pressing F7
(note the cheese in the
message area). If this
feature was added to enable
photos to be taken then
why isn't Gribbly Grobbly
giving a "broad beam of ap-
proval?" Anyway getting
back to quit, in pause mode
press home/clr to return to
the first title screen.

Only put Gribblet8 back
when there is nothing bet-
ter to do, or if you are low
in Psi (1-2 towers). This
means that if anything hap-
pens you have a supply of

psi without needing to visit
the bank.

The object of the game Is
to return eight Grlbblets to
the safe caves on 16 dif-
ferent, parts of Blabgor. It
has nothing to do with time
or points, they are just ad-
ditions to the game. There
should be no limit to the
number of points you can

' get by repeating a scene
and this will increase the
length of game. If you're
looking for something dif-
ferent try completing the
first scene as fast as possi-
ble, anything below three
minutes is good (my best is
2,11, though I don't know
how!).

If you get good enough to
complete a scene transfer-
ing psi to the bank, only
save five (or less) Gribblets
until you build up a good
deposit, this will soon go on
the later scenes.

Don't bother to close all
the web sections you open,
the effect on Seon's
wanderings is minimal,
and the loss of 10 points
isn't worth the lost time
and probably headache
(loss of psi). If you can, it's
a good idea to activate both
switches at the same time,

The sound is an integral
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part of the game so don't
turn it off. Also, listen for
danger as well as look out
for It. Where there Is a large
open area, {safe place for
Gribblets to land), in the
bottom right corner don't
worry about preventing
stompers from capturing
inverted Gribblets. The
resulting winged creatures
(flappers) are easily and
safely dealt with for lots of
points. Really good screens
for doing this are "Hide the
Gribblets in the Cave",
"Aerial Lakelands" and
"Gribblets in Peril".

The first scene ("Hide
the Gribblets in the Cave")
is a nice friendly start to

the game, all the Gribblets
are in accessible areas and
it is only necessary to deac-

tivate one section of web to

complete the scene. This
makes it sound easy but
once you get the hang of it.

it is (yes honestly).
If you rescue all eight

Gribblets on the first scene
you should find the next
scene is "The Infinite
Waterfalls", here it is

necessary to recover as
many vulnerable Gribblets
(ones which might get
caught by flappers) as
possible. This is because it

is very difficult to bubble
the flappers to recover a
Gribblet without murder-
ing it.

Rescuing only seven
Gribblets will probably
leave you searching in "The
Flooded Cavern". With this
scene the temptation is to
bounce across the large
central island near the top.

but I prefer to open the way
through and fly under-
neath. This route is quicker
and safer as frequently
Seon is in the way across
the top.

"Aerial lakelands" is the
scene selected if two Grib-
blets are lost on
"Hide. .

.". Again there is

a temptation to do a lot of
bouncing but this is like

committing suicide as it is

so slow. Bounce out of the
cave and then fly up.
anywhere within the top 2
or 3 rows is a good place to
go left. This is a fast route
to the left hand side where
most of the Gribblets are
frollicking. Make sure you
get the Gribblet at the top
left as soon as possible
because if he (she?) is flip-

ped by a topsy when to the
left of the lake Gribbly can-
not rescue him unless he is

captured by a flapper.
Finishing any of these

scenes leaves you in danger
of meeting "Wot, no
Ground?". DON'T let Grib-
bly drop, there's nowhere
for him to landl Sorry if

this advice is too late, I still

get caught out by it

sometimes. There is very
little advice available for
this scene except learn
where all the Gribblets are
(a good point to remember
for all the scenes), and use
the mid-bounce take off to
get into the web above the
large island on the right (it

should have three Gribblets

on it). This not only enables
you to rescue the Gribblet
on the island beneath
(there's no other way), but
provides a shorter route
back to the cave.

The last scene I'll offer
£ju any help with is "The
levated Forests". After

completing all these scenes
you should have a good
Idea of how to play the
game; a lot of this is per-

sonal perference anyway.
There are two questions
which need answering to
complete this scene: where
is that last Gribblet and
how do I open that section
of web? Taking them in
order, the last Gribblet Is,

probably, left from the safe
cave. This gap looks im-
possible but with practice it

can be done. One more
thing to remember is don't
approach it too slowly, the

Srogram will notice your
ick of confidence and rat-

tle you in the jaws of the
cave. Secondly, one of the
hardest sections of web to
open (wait till you see
"Gribbly's Bane (It's a
tough one)"!) is up and left

from the safe cave, not that

1.
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Gribbly is allowed to get
wet to activate the switch.
This enables you to get to
the three Gribblets to left of
this section of web.

With this advice and a
good Joystick you should be
able to spend many happy
hours bouncing and bubbl-
ing before seeing the six-
teenth scene (and even
more before completing it!).

Everyone's a
Wally

Stephen Horn of
Humberside has compiled
this list of problem solu-
tions for 'Everyone's a
Wally ' from Mikro-Gen:
1. Don't go into the zoo

unless you have the
monkey nuts, if you
don't then you will end
up running for your life,
chased by a homicidal
dolphin! I thought
dolphins were supposed
to be friendly!

2. Make sure you have the
gasmask before you
enter the cave. I've been
in there but I can't get
out because of another
dolphin.

3. To get the letter B you
must be Wilma. The let-
ter B is in the library but
before you can get it you
must return the library
books, In order! When
you have the letter B
take it to the bank and
place it in the safe.
Another letter B will ap-
pear in the top left-hand
corner of the bank.

4. To mend the fountain
you must be Dick. Take
him to the baker's
straight away. The
monkey nuts should still
be there, take these to
the zoo and take the
wrench in exchange.
Now go to the post office
and take the plunger. If
It isn't there then so-
meone's taken it. When
you have both the
plunger and the monkey
wrench you must go to
the fountain in the town

square and go right to
the top. The water
should start to flow.

5. To build the wall you
must be Wally and the
fountain must be re-
quired. Get the bucket
and sand (which is in the
park) and fill the bucket
at the fountain. Go to the
cement mixer in Pete
Street and take the ce-
ment. Now find the
trowel and take the ce-
ment and the trowl to
Wall Street. Walk past
the wall and it is built.

6. Mending the fuse wire to
the fuse and It is fixed!

7. To mend the electricity
pylon you must be
Harry. First of all you
must play 'Asteroids' in
the 'phone booth until as
short jingle is played.
Now get the good In-
sulator. Wilma usually
has it. Now get the
screwdriver from the
station and go to School
Lane. The sparks will go
everywhere but then,
you're a wally aren't
you? Jump up to the top
and replace the cracked
insulator with the good
one.

8
. To stamp the parcel you
have to be Wilma again.
She must get the rubber
stamp and the parcel.
Take these to the post
office and walk to the
end. It should now be
stamped.

9. If the object you 're look-
ing for isn't in it's usual
place then someone has
taken it. To check them
you must first find
them. Quickly change to
that person and see what
he has got. If he hasn't
got it then you must
change back. If he does

then follow the person
you were until you find a
suitable place to drop the
object you want. Now
quickly ohange to the

Sarson you were and
ike the object.

That's all I know at the
moment except that I think
the jump leads and the bat-
tery in the garage have
something to do with
charging up the flat bat-
tery. Does anybody know?
Also, is there anyone who
knows how to get the
Eound note in the 'Red
ion'? I think I need it to

do the shopping.

Harrier Attack

Lastly a qulcky from
Alistair Maclnnes about
Harrier Attack from Durell:
On leaving the carrier,

skim the water and use
your first missile to knock
out the patrol boat's
missile. Then use the se-
cond missile to knook out
the patrol boat itself. You
should then rise quickly to
avoid smashing into the
cliff.

You will then find that
there are not so many
enemy aircraft around to
annoy you.

That's all for this month.
Watch out in the club
magazine for details of the
ratings system and
especially 'Beta' which is
this one.

Send all hints to
Hints
Computer Gamer
1 Golden Sq
London W1R 3AB
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The big problem we've had when the high score has Indeed, the lower a percen-

this month is that a been printed (so you don't tege score is for a finished

nu mber of people have sent waste a stamp if your score game the higher the under

m their scores without is not printed). If you send standing of the game the

stating what the game is! your SAE at a later date, player must have (they

Come on now, we're not please drop us a note say- don t need to go to places

Dsvchic — it wouldn't be so ing what issue you ap- that are unnecessary) so

bad if you lust gave us a peared in, or use the form perhaps the lower a percen-

clue but nothing at all? that will be printed in the tile score is the higher it

So if MrR Wylie of North Club Magazine. should be considered.

Shields (score 112.800 on Another thing that has As always, good luck

an Atari Computer, but struck me in games such as and send to:

your guess of the game is as Knight Lore, these give a

good as mine) wants to get percentage rating for how
into the magazine can he much through the game
send us some more details you have been, however to Mike Roberts

lease? complete the game you Hi Scorei

Also If you want to get needn't get 100%. So a Computer G«ner
the rating for having a high higher percentage score Argus Specialist

score achived you must that has not completed the Publications

send an S.A.E., this can game will not beat a lower x aolaeiLs,
t*u*"

either be with the entry or percentage score that has. London W1R sab

Game System Scorer Score Your Score

Snapper BBC R Brown 145000

Chuckie Egg Spectrum William Lacey 2170710
Knight Lore Spectrum A Parkinson 96%
Decathlon (Ocean) C64 Stuart Pimblett 181 786
Decathlon (Ocean) Spectrum Ian Plnder 7?ZgiR
Decathlon (Ocean) Amstrad Sean Brady ii§x2°
Confusion Amstrad Simon Green 4750U
Pole Position Atari Mike Roberts 108950
Pole Position Spectrum Graham Divine 63560
Pole Position Amstrad Graham Divine 59950
Pole Position C64 David Edwards 120830 ........

Pole Position BBC Alex Roy J-ggggO
HERO C64 Frode Mong 108932
Bald nn Bungling Bav C64 Gary Cox 199900
Elite

Buneune Day
BBC D Codrington 13437772Cr(E lite)

David's Midnight Magic C64 Gordon Hamlett 711385
Ghostbusters C64 P Harklns Jgggg00
Cyclone Spectrum A Parkinson ^020
Seaside Special C64 3 Payne

i^SIR
Bruce Lee Spectrum Jeremy Glyde 459550
Dropzone Atari Steve Phipps 68230
Donkey Kong Atari Stuart Moore TglOO
Spy Hunter

*
Spectrum Tan Whittaker 188410

jgtPac Spectrum Chris West 1231670

Pitfall II C64 Phil Goodrldge 155328
Decathlon (Activision) C64 Phil Goodrldge 11784
Raid Over Moscow C64 P Ford ijit00
BC's Quest for Tyres C64 David Jolley 8455
Staff of Karnath C64 Kevin Mundow 7 .22
Defender Atari Claran King ZT^QOO
Impossible Mission C64 David Edwards 29883
Psst Spectrum Sean Spencer 120840
Pajamarama C64 K Barber 93%
OBert Atari D Stephens 89750
Moon Cresta Spectrum Malk Makin 8

g§i°
Soelunker C64 Mike Roberts 138750

Xcel Spectrum Graham Divine 88% (5 planets)

Zalatfa BBC Paul O'Malley 15007810

FrSf BBC Paul O'Malley 20000200
Hopper Electron John Brough 11432
Chuckie Egg Electron Barry Johns 216720
Zaxxon Atari Alistair Slater 111100

3D Starstrike Spectrum James Obeirne 1120600

WitnM*

Membership
Number

ppucabie^wbjM^
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SHUFFLE
Hours of fun for

kids of all ages
(the grown up kind

|too!). Beat the clock

and rearrange the

muddle to its

perfect formation.

[8 individual puzzles

to test your powers
of logic and speed

of thought
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id your order today. Cash/cheque/AccessA^sa must accompany order. Goods should reach you within 7 days of orderKComplcieinBLOCK(APrTAIi? PI«««mivliith^fn ii ftu»M p- ri«n—1_ w___ J "i«4«i * u^a ui uiuu.mplete in BLOCKCAPrTAI^^ £2-99 each Name.

TQiy. Description Computer

Carriage

Total £

0,50p

Address

.

Postcode

Signature . __
I enclose a cheque/PO/cash for£.

Card Number__
Charge my AccessAlsa account£ M

All cheques/postal orders should be made payable to Rino Marketing Ltd All orders
returned to Rino Marketing Limited, I Orange Street, Sheffield SI 4DW.
Available in all good software stockists.
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Jolly old Rupert can walk

jump, leap, climb stairs

-

and even fly - but can yoi

get him to the party?

32 challenging screens

of animation and fun.

The most powerful games in the Universe

Quicksilva Ltd, Liberty House,

222 Regent Street, London WIR 7DB.

Telephone 01-439 0666

Rupert Bear© Express Newspapers PLC



BACK-UP PROBLEMS SOLVED

DCL1 Dual
Datasette

Interface

Enables mo quick and easy creation of back-up copies of ail
Turbo*, M/Gode. Data Fifes <rtc. If your program can bo loaded it will
be transferred emcily on a second d&ta&ette. Does NOT require
software or modifications lo your computer

ORDER AS DCL1
Price £10.00 (CBM 64 A VIC 20)

DCL4 Audio
Recorder
Interface

A deluxe DCU with added facilities so that back-ups can be made
using one audio cassette and one dataaette, or with two datasottes
LEDs indicate when data is being received from tape. This unit can
be IM permanently connected to the computer, me LED Indicating
When data is being sent from the datasette

+ very useful for finding
the start of data.
ideal for anyone with only one datasette and one audio Gtttetto

ORDER AS 0CL4
Price £1B.0O (CBM 64 & VIC 20)

1541 GT
Disk Loader
Cartridge

1541 LOADER CARTRIDGE

This CARTRIDGE will enable your 1541 disk drrve to load
approximately 4 limes faster and is compatible with mos!
commercial software Although, there are slightly faster turbo disc
loaders available. TRIGSOFTaGT LOADER is the only one (lhat wo
are aware of) that retains full disk error checking and as it is a
cartridge is always available for instant use.
".bbreviatsa load/SAVE coaimend* er**bulH In

1

ig typing load
"filename will load file etc. Typing LOAD"J will display the directory
to the screen without affecting basic memory. An ON/OFFswIich is

fitted so there is no need to remove it m the unUMy eventof software
contl.ct

Just think, from the moment that you turn on, you will be i

load programs 4 times quicker
ORDER AS GT LOADER

Price £20.00 (CBM 64 WITH 1541 DISK)

n

pcccTi This reset unit plugs Into your computer enabling a reset withoutncoc i i erasing the program
ORDER AS RESET! Price £3.00 (CBM 64 & VIC Ml

* * 10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE * *
We will refund your payment less postage if any hardware item is relumed undamaood
within 10 days. *

ORDERING: ALL PRICES INCLUDE RECORDED DELIVERV & ARE FULLY INCLUSIVE
'oversees add £1 00)

send to ma
TRIGSOFT DeptACG
29 Holme Lane,
Bradford,
BD4 0QA.
Bradford dept lor malt order only.

Please send SAE for free catalogue

order dopts at either Bradford or Grimsby

TRIGSOFT Dept ACG
161-163 Rutland Stmt,
Grimtby,
South Humbenlde, DN32 7ND,
Tel 0472 48304

Callers welcomed at Grimsby dept

SPECIAL DEAL FOR ATARI
400 / 800 / XL / XE

HIRE your first 2 games FREE from our extensive
range of software. Up to the minute releases avail-

able. Apply Now!

OR
BUY all the latest software titles at best possible
prices. (New releases available direct from U.S.)

Atari hardware and modems now available at
discount prices. For further details send S.A.E. to:

CHARNWOOD GAMES
30a WARWICK AVENUE, QUORN,

LOUGHBOROUGH. LEICESTERSHIRE.
TEL: 0509 412604

..STOP PRESS STOP PRESS

Tournament
= Snooker-

FOR THE EINSTEIN
(See review In this issue)

Available Immediately by mall order from:-

Hard Software
6 Arum Way, £14.95
Leicester L£3 6NB Incl. VAT/P&P FREE
HARD SOFTWARE

Setting new standards

Ol

IS

*rse

#

BARGAIN SOFTWARE
Dept CG2, Unit 1, 1 Esmond Road,

London W4 1JG
Phone orders welcome Ring 01-995 2763

*4
Chess game it is not!" Your Computer

SPECTRUM
ALIEN 6
ARC HON
MlflSI

BULGE THE
CAULDRON
CKUCKIE EGG 2
DALEY'S SUPERTEST
DWGU5TERS
DAN DURAGH
DYNAMITE DAN
BIEflALO ISLE

EVERYONE'S A WALLY
EXPLODING FIST

F BROWS BOXING
FOURTH PROTOCOL
HANKIE GOES TO HMO0D
GH0ST6U5TERS
GREMLINS
HERBERT'S DUMMY RUN
HIGHWAY ENCOUNTER
HYPER 5PQRT5
INT BASKETBALL
JET Sf WHY II

JK6ERNAUT
MEGA HITS (10 TOP TITLES*

ETABOUS
MOPOEhSOUfSF
WGHT5HADES
NODES OF YfSOD
ONE ON ONE
RED WON
ROCKY
ROLAND'S RAT RACE
SHADOW FiRE

SOUTHERN BELLE
SPY HUNTER
SPY VS SPY
5URI0N
STREET HAWK
S0UASH (j BARflJNGTQN'S}

SUPER PIPELINE?
ttSWORD 2

WIZARDS LAIR

WORLD SERIES BASEBALL

996
10.99

i?95
999
799
6.90

695
995
9,95

655
695
BflS

695
695
12 01*

995
999
995
995
795
7.95

5.99

695
795
lies
6*5
fi&5

995
9 95
699
| 95

7.95

6 90

995
7.95

795
9 95

7.85

695
795
70S

13 90

695
I
K

Our

Fnc*

6«
7M

|0 GO
7.SO
599
<75
499
7.40

6 »
5.2S

550
690
650
5 25

10 «
bm
750
7.25

6 99

S9D
590
499
495
590
9 95

5 25

525
690
725

B n
550
590
520
695
590
560
I BB

570
525
5 70
590
750
520
520

COMMODORE 64 RRP
Chf

Pra
ARCH0N 1195 699
BEACH HEAD 995 740
BLAGGER GOES TO H/TO0D 9 95 7 20
BRUCE LEE 9.95 740
BULGE THE 999 750
CAULDRON 799 590
DALEY'S SUPERTEST 7« 599
DAMBU5TERS 995 740
DROP ZONE 9% 7 40
B.JTE 14 95 11.00
ENTOMBED 9 95 680
EXPLODING FIST 995 7.25
EVERV0NES A WALLY 995 695
F BRUNOS BOXING 7.95 5JW
FIVE A SIDE FOOTBALL 595 499
FOURTH PROTOCOL 12 99 10 40
FRANKIEGOE5TOH/W000 985 7 40
G G00O.1 S CRICKET 999 7.25
GATES OF DAWN 695 725
GH05TBUSTEAS 10 fr 625
GREMLINS 995 725
HERBERTS DUMMY RUN 9.95 Ml
HYPER SPORTS 695 650
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 6 95 665
INT BASKETBALL 599 450
INT SOCCER (R0M| 1499 10 95
MEGA HITS (10 TOP TITLES) 19 95 995
ON COURT TENNI5 10 99 625
ON FIELD FOOTBALL 10 99 6 25
PIT STOP II T095 850
ROCKFORD S RIOT 9 95 7,00
ROLANDS RAT RACE 7.90 629
SHADOW FIRE 995 695
SKYF0X (DISC) 12.95 11.50
SLAP SHOT 685 650
SPITFIRE iO MS 750
SUMMER GAMES 14 95 IQJO
SUPER HUEY 995 6,99
SUPER PIPELINE l 69G 650
THEATRE EUROPE 9 35 fi99
THING ON A SPRING 7.95 590
VIEW TO A KILL 10 99 50
WORLD SERIES BASEBALL 795 575

All prices Include p&p. Overseas orders please add £1 per tape

Computer Gamer September 1986

THE CHESS GAME
Commodore 64 - Now Available - RRP £7.95

i r

If Lewis Carroll had written a computer program
then this would be it." Home Computing Weekly

"Brilliantly designed opening screen . . .

Perspective animation and sprite design are
excellent ... A very clever and original program."

Commodore Horizons

"Excellent 3D graphics ... Top Notch."
Commodore Computing International

"\ strongly recommend this game whether you
understand chess or not." Home Computer Weekly

tt"An arcade extravaganza from MicroClassic.
Your 64

THE FIVE STAR REVIEWS CONTINUE . . .

Home Computer Weekly - Commodore Show
Products Review Week - The chess game rated top
game - Popular Computing Weekly - Rated equal
top for week - Commodore Horizons - Top two
best game - top graphics - Commodore Com-
puting International - Five star graphics-

PRIORITY ORDER SERVICE
If your dealer has sold out. simply send
us a cheque or postal order for 17.95 and
we will rush you a copy by 1st class post

MICROCLASSIC, GREENFIELDS, PRIORY ROAD,
FOREST ROW, SUSSEX

35



M# an ATARI \

Compumart have just laun-

ched a computer pack for

£299.95 that includes the

new Atari 130XE com-
puter, along with a 1050
disk drive and a box of 10
blank disks.

Although this represents

excellent value, you can go
one better by winning one
free by entering our easy to

enter competition.

The Prize

The Atari 130XE is a

powerful computer featur-

ing 128K of memory, sprite

graphics and 3 channel
sound.

. ,---
Together with the 1050

disk drive the 130XE is

ready to use a wide range of

software including some of

the excellent disk based In-

focom adventures. As well

as a wealth of American im-

ported software.

Compumart of

Loughborough are giving

away a fantastic prize to the

first Gamer reader who
solves our disk puzzle.

One the more serious

side the prize will allow you
the opportunity to word
process or keep a home
database.

How to Enter

All you have to do to have a
chance to win this
marvellous prize is to solve

our disk puzzle.

It seemed appropriate to

base It on a disk since Com-

pumart, as well as being an
Atari hardware dealer, also

specialise in cheap, reliable

disks. For example a pack

of ten blank disks would
only cost £9.95 to buyl
The picture opposite

shows the result of taking a

pair of scissors to a disk.

All we want you to do is put

it back together. We've
numbered all the pieces so

that you can tell them apart

but to make things a little

more difficult we ve added

a few extra bits.

COMPUTER GAMER SEPTEMBER 198S
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All you have to do to t — — ^ ^ ^ ^ _— _ _ _ _ __ __ ^ ^ m_m
enter is to tell us which are / ,-.

the extra pieces. / Computer Gamer (Compumartj Competition No 1 /
Write the numbersof the /

Golden Square, London W1R 3AB. *

extra pieces on the back of * /
an envelope and include /

Name ........ a

with it a completed entry
. ...» I /

form. / Address
Then send it to Computer . 1

jGamer (Compumart) Com- /
petition, No.l Golden /
Square. London W1R 3AB. ' ..."

Entries should reach us /
by October 24th. ' A6e Tel No

The prize will be award- / _
ed to the first oorrect entry Tne extra pieces are /
drawn out of the hat.

COMPUTER GAMER SEPTEMBER 1985



Title:

Author:
Price:

Publisher:

Brainteasers
Genevieve Ludinski
£5.98
Phoenix Publishing Associates

:

OC>

This booh is the latest in

the popular series of
Brainteaser books
published by Phoenix for a
variety of different micros,
and it makes a very
welcome change from the
usual run-oi-the mill
program book full of shoot
'em down games. What you
get here is a good collection
of interesting and
challenging brainteasers of
varying difficulty, that will

let you pit your wits
against your computer.

There are nearly thirty

puzzles here, and as
several of them contain a
number of puzzles within
themselves you actually get

very good value for money.
The first one. Hexagon
Puzzle for example,
contains eleven puzzles.

The collection is a varied
one. You will recognise
several old favourites here.
suchas"A-Mazeing". "Odd
One Out" and "Word
Search", while you will

also meet a lot of

interesting new ideas. Some
of these, such as the
"Francis Drake Adventure
Game" and "Don't paint
the Cat" (!) are really very
original and should provide
lots of fun. Those who are
good at maths needn't
think that they are going to

walk away with all the

prizes, because the
programs also include logic

tests, memory exercises
and observation challenges
— all cunningly disguised
in scenarios such as a Wild
West saloon bar, the
landing of a flying saucer
or the scene of a bloody
murder. They range in

difficulty from the very
simple, which are suitable
for quite young children, to

some quite ambitious ones,
which would easily flex an
adult's brain muscles.

In addition, there are'
some useful hints that the

author has provided with
each program, as she
shows you how to make it

harder if you want to and

provides some handy
advice and tips about the
routines she has used.
Children will enjoy these
games for their fun value
and adults will like them
because they also have an
educational element.

The book is well laid out
and has a screen shot of

each puzzle accompanying
the listings so that you
know what to expect as a
result of your laborious
keying-in. The dot matrix
printout Is clear and has
not been reduced in size as
some other books do, so it

is nice and easy to read.
You should find these
programs a doddle to key
in, as most are only two or
three pages long and the
instructions are very lucid.

The only quibble I would
make is that one or two
typos have crept in from
time to time, which could
have been avoided.

This book should appeal
to many people. It is one of

the better games books on
the market — well
produced and containing
some very good programs.
If you want something
that's a bit different and
more original than most
books this one should keep
you and your family
cudgelling their brains
right through the holidays.

COMPUTER GAMER AUGUST 1988



Title:

Author:
Price:

Publisher;

How to write Amstrad CPG
464 games programs
W. Simister
£2.50
Bernard Babani (publishing)
Ltd.

If you have had an Amstrad
for a few months and are
looking for some ideas on
creative programming now
that you have taken your
first tentative steps in
BASIC you might find How
to write Amstrad CPC 464
games programs worth
looking at.

The author aims to teach
beginners some of the fun-
damental tricks and
routines of games program-
ming, while at the same
time demonstrating them
practically in a few selected
programs throughout the
book. It is a nice idea and it

works well. There is one
major limitation however:
only a limited area of games
is disaussed, boara and
card games. So if you were
hoping for hints on
shooting down aliens or
creating limitless scenarios
for adventure games, this is
not the book for you and to
this extent I feel the title is
somewhat misleading.
There is certainly nothing
wrong with board games In
themselves, but the fact
that the book concentrates
on this should be made
more obvious to the buyer.

Within this area the sub-
ject is covered very welll.
You are shown how to write
a game of Patience,
draughts, reversi, Go,
chess and a few other well-
known favourites. The
routines are carefully ex-
plained and demonstrated
so you should then be able
to go on and create your
own variations, having

mastered such intricacies
as creating UDGs, LOCATE-
ing text on the screen at
certain positions, selecting
colours and simulating the
throwing of a dice.

Seven games programs
are included in the book,
each of a reasonable length
for typing in, so you get
pretty good value for
money packed into these
134 pages.
One aspect which I feel

could have been Improved
upon — though no doubt it

would have Increased the
£rlce — ts the presentation,
ome of the routines are

complicated to explain and
understand initially and
the very densely packed
text in this small book does
not help. Single program
lines would have been bet-
ter picked out of the text so
they could be clearly seen
for typing in, and a few
subheadings would have
broken up the chapters a
bit, especially where
several different points are
covered. I also feel that it

would have been useful to
include some screen shots
to illustrate the effect that
is being explained.

Overall this is a useful
read for Amstrad owners
and will be particularly in-
teresting to board and card
game enthusiasts. It in-
troduces some elementary
programming concepts in a
lively and readable way,
while at the same time pro-
viding many useful skelton
routines and some full
blown programs.

Howto

Gat
"a<' CPC«*

w<srea

BOOKS

V.U?

JQ
'&

Title:

Author:
Price:

Publisher:

Games for your MSX
computer
Graham Carter
£2.99
Virgin Books

There are still only a few
games books around for the
MSX range compared to the
number available for
owners of many other
micros, and of those that do
exist too few could be
classed as really good.

Unfortunately, this book
from Virgin does nothing to
change the status quo. It Is
a collection of 23 games in
the standard format of a
very brief introduction to
each game, followed simply
by the listing and some
pretty pictures.

The games themselves
are a hoary old collection
that almost everyone must
have seen before by now,
such as Hangman,
Calendar, Nim, Noughts
and Crosses and so on.
There are a few graphics
programs which play about
with the MSX graphics
capabilities a bit, but on the
whole this is a very tired
selection.
On the plus side, the

book is nicely produced,
with clear listings, an
attractive layout and some
appealing Illustrations.
However, some screen
shots would have been
more useful than the pretty
sketches which are purely
decorative, and some more
original games would have
been better still. It Is a pity
that the publishers did not
put as much thought into
the content as they did into
the wrapping.

The amount of padding
here is quite shameless; out
of 124 pages the programs
take up only 73 and that is
including plenty of

illustrations. The rest of
the book Is taken up with a
five page section on how to
write better programs
(which could actually have
been fuller and more
useful); a 14 page glossary,
and a bibliography
describing a seemingly
random selection of books
that have little connection
with either MSX or games
programming for example.
Apple II BASIC!). It's a pity
that not more of the space
was used to supply hints on
aspects such as varying or
improving the games, or
explaining useful routines
and how they work.

The listings are short
and simple — on average
between one and three
pages — so they would be
suitable for a complete
beginner to key in without
too many problems, and
the instructions, although
bare, are adequate.

If you have Just bought
an MSX machine, are a
complete beginner and Just
want to make your micro
do something, then you
might feel this book was
worth its £2.99. But there
are better buys around and
I would advise you to spend
your money more wisely.
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RHP

Bite ute
f. Bruno* Boping 96

G Gooch Gricket
lan Botham Cricket 9 99

Hyper Sports 5 95

Po:*ford Riots N :i --

Shadow^* i«
Frankle go 1a H'woad B 9Li

Daley Toms Superteel 7 95

Dam Busters
Spy v Say 2
Mig A <iey

Jump Jet
Shy Fo« (disk) 14 i8

Ranter Pilot »
Prniopii '0 99
Droptone IJ 80

Wizardry
c*s;.

Street Hawks 7.9a

Spy Hunlar 3 95

5plt'tre40 ».
Aviwloklll IW
Alrwolt I W
Jet Set Wily ll «9S
The Forth Protocal

- Karate 8 95

Archon 1 1 95
Impossible Mission

Ra*d en Bungling Bay B Bfl

Tim loves cricket fl 95

5 a e*ce tootbali
Quake minus 1 B H
Entombed B W
Cauldron
Azimuth (hoed alignm^ntl a.95

Ftocky Horror Snow I 8fl

Red Moon 6 95
Starion 9 »5

Terromollnos 7 95

Way of exploding fist B ft
1 Beacn Head II tM
* Summer Garner 2 (cass) SW
• Summer Game* ? (disk) 14.95

Airwoll |C16> M8
ThflBow(C1€( 6 95

oup
PRICE
11,25
5.95

7.50
7.50

6,75
750
7.45

7.50
5 95

7.50

7,50
7.50
7.50

11JS
7.50

B.45

7.50
7.50

5.95

7.50
7.50

50
5.95

575
10M

675
7.50

7.95
499
750
7.50

7.50

5.75

SJS
7.50
5.95

7.50

7«
7.95

1195
&50
US

FaMloM
Frankit* goes to H/wOOd
Daley Toms Supartesi
Street Hawks
Jot Sal Willy II

Hyper Sports
A view to a kill

f>jn Darach
E Idol
Archon

Way of exploding hit

Knightshfid** (UHimatei
Rocky tRoceo)
Spy Hunter
Oiaada
Beach Head
Raid over Moscow
inter Karate
The Forth Protocai
Highway Encounter
Thats the spirit

Monopoly
Bruce Lee
Alien 6

aian
* Damousters
F Brunos Boxing

* # * AM8TRAD
Onlay Toms Superiest
Dun Darach
Bnan Bloods*e
Anmuth (head alignment

t

Way of exploding flat

F Brunos Boxing
Beach Head
Allen 6
Knighiiom
Inter Karate
Archon

g daj

B M
696

7.50

7.50

La
6 95 5.75

695 5.25

;« 590
10 99 8 50
fW 7.50

9JC 7.50
ir, fit 8.50
{i gg 7J5
1295 10*5
6.95 6.75

9 95 7.50
795 5.95
7 95 5.90

9Jfi 7.95
7.95 5.90

7 95 5.90

B 96 499
12.95 10.99

795 5 95
9 95 7.50
9 95 7.95
7 95 s.eo

9 99 7.50

r.w 6.45

PJE 7JS
6.95 5.25

k * *

95 675
999 7,50

7J0
6W 7.50

9 95 7.50

6 95 875
'< ^ 750
9.99 7.50

ft.M 7.50

BAG 499
1199 999

Rei**

Aden 8
KnighWe

BBC/CLECTRON *

1175
7.50
7,50

I hpqiM piyabir t.i s c s (CG)
only) Tel: 01-100 3156, (S.A.E (or

QUICK SHOT II E8.50
653 Green Leoei N a O O.Y London (Mail order eorjrese

further till**] Europe ndd CI per lepe Eltewher* al ooat
(* Rrrtg tor availability)

OR
COME AND PICK U* YOUR SOFTWARE AT OUR SHOP AT -MARBLES 5HOPPING
CENTRE* UNIT 11 517-531 OXFORD 5T W1R 1DD OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK FROM 10 AM -

19 00 PM (1 MINUTE FROM MARBLE ARCH TUBE STATION) SUNDAY 11 00AM - 1B0O.PM.

PLEASE BRING COPY OF ADVERT TO OUR SHOP FOR ABOVE DISCOUNTS.

©©PirOUDSOSMTF DISCOUNT SOFTWARE

SPECTRUM RRP OUR
PfltCE

spy y spy
Cl-UN I-Al^n 995
EXPL0NNGFI5T I IS

CJYNAMlTf OAN 6.95

H.'WAV EMXlUtflCT 795
W*FR5POflT5 7 95

CAULDRON 7 95

FHiNK flfiuNOS

won 7 9s

GLASS 7 95
4TH PROTOCOL »2 95

flEO MOOt* fi 95

EMWALOrSLE 1 9S

A*Y LEVEL 9 GAMt 995
tfOW0P0LV 5 95

OLBJOO 595
PALFYS 5UPEFTIEST 7 95

STATION ' 95

ROLArJOS PAT RACE 6 95

IRANSFORME* 9 95

hlCK FALDO'S GOLF 9 95

htOOES OF VE50D 9 95

POLf POSITION fX
r*iGHl5HA0E 995
ALIM 6 9 95

KH>WTL0FIE
FRAMKtE a'* HWDOO 9 95
^ ^nOHfl 7 95

INT KARATE 6 95

ME ARTIST 12 95
WHITE UGHTHING 14 115

9 M
STREfTHAWR US
r*Ffi AfiBOWB BH5
rUJPtRT5T/MA«EftS
PARTY 795

740
740
5.H
:
..ii

590
590
- y.

5*0
5*0
590
10 (H

5 40

F 40

740
T40
590
5.90

1.41

595
740
740
5»
740

7 40

7.40

590
54(1

)0«
ii H
740
540
700

COMMODORE §4

FRAHKIE fl/t H/W00D
EXPtOOlNG R5T
aiTE

OUN DARACH
G GG0CKS CAICKFT
KVPEBSP0RTS

THEATRE EUROPE

IjAMSOSTERS

9 95

BH
^ K
I 05

995
9 95

9 95
7 95

SHADflWHflf
0ALF>"SSUFERTEST
JU4IP JET
RED AflftOWS
:

-

BLACKViWIE
47h protocol
b m'! U

ANVLEVa9GAME
IMP MISSION
prrsTOP?
ODAKt MINUS 1

THE MU5C STUOO
ftWlTE LIGHTNING
TOUR UE FRANCF
FRAUK BRUNOS
RUPERT COMAKERS
PARTV 995

995
9 95
12 95

MAS
695
9 95

m
R,9C

14U
1995
9 95

7 95

740
;so
750
740
7*0
B SB

740
7.40

7 411

l ..

7.40

740
7*0
;*o
10 00

1100
5 40
740
7 40
740
740
nftn

f {J
[
l

7.40

'40

AMSTHAD

EXPL00IWJ FiST 9 95

THE COVENANT P95
MASTER OF LAMPS 9 95

GUANO paix 7 »
AIRW0LF * 95

ALIEN 6 95

r,r.n *RWW 995
JUMPJFT ^95

DUN DARACH 9 95

ALIEN fl W
fiEO MOON ' J -'

AS> LEVEL 9 GAME 995
BEACH HEA0 B M
«:dmbat tVHX n

1-*:

SORCERY I

B

30S7AR5TRKE 6 95

TAMK HUNTERS 7 95

DALEYS DECATHLON * 95

GREMLIN5
|

R HORROR SHOW 9 95
HANDICAP GOLF 7 95

ChUCKIt E«? 7 95
5UP6RPIPFUNE2 9 95

RONG^DEF€NDER 9 95

HiSOfT COMPILER M 95

740
5.40

7.40

700
7.00

700
740
7*0
700
7*0
740
749
5*0
740
740
700
700
5»

7.00

740
7*0
650
G»
700
74Q
^9ft

BPC

ftNNMTLflflF |,H 740

*U0 I 995 740
ATIC ATAC 795 S40
REVS |*J3 11 50
aiTE 1*95 11 M
fltACH HEAD 995 740

ATARI

0R0P ?0NE 9«
AIRW0LF I

CHOPSUD Ifr-ARATF! LOS
ONEON0NF "95
AACH5N 10 95

MULE. i'. "' :

-

7.40

7t00
700
7*0
i n

AJI pricaa *nclu<*a fnta raai

iMvary to lha U.K. only.

PleiM »Ud 75p p»r Ufw Tor

cniwttt orriara. Na« ttflai

nntvlng avanfday, plaaia ring

01-305 0521 far (Malta. MaK*

chaquai. poiial ordara
payabla to Soil tnttght and
Mod to Sotl Inalo*'*' 3 SlaHon
Creacanl, W«lcom*>a Parfc,

EUacKhaaith SE3 Arc«»iord«rt

wakoma on Ol^JOS 0790. For
Ihnta at you who would raThor

ooiact your to'tw«r«
F why od

villi our discount tftop. Opan
on Saturday* only tram 10.30,

'111 9.00pm. Right ouliida

Waalcomba Para railwiya
lallon on ttw toulnwm mglon.

Unitsoft
AFFORDABLE PRODUCTS
UNIT 6
136 INGRAM STREET
GLASGOW Gi

COMMODORE 64

Sr*adowfire 675
Hypa<apof1a 5»
Lord* 04 Mid.** 6.25

Evoryocie*a a Wally . . 6.75

A Day in the Ufa

or A Wally 6.75

Blaggar goes to
Hollywood 6.75

Knockout 4.75

Graham Gooeh's Teal

CncAat 650
AViewloaKill 695
Exploding Fist 650
Cauldron ** 76

Jat Sat Willy II 630
EnlombW 6M
Wprcartary 6.95

NicfcFaldo'a

Opaci . ..... .
.6.95

Thing on a

Spring 505
Robin of Shacwd 6 95

FATM*. 6.95

Frank Bruno t ..5.75

Hoooit **•* 6 95

Mig Allay Aca 7.25

Sky Fo* (d*ak) 950
Dun Daragh 6.95

Quake minus One* * .
6.95

RocMord i Riot 6.95

ElWh 5.95

Rocky Horror Snow . . -5.95

Gaulle or Terror 676
On Court Tennis R25
Gt American Racaj,..,B.25

Jump Jot 675
Inter/Bawetball 4 25

Droprono. ............ 7.25

Star LMguofiavfbail. $2$
On Field F/bali 635
Pacman 755
Dig Dug 72b
Galea of Dawn 595
Raid on Bung/Bay

i
675

HARDWARE
Ouickanoi H

Gunahot

Hard Hal Mack
One on One
Daw*o» M'nighi Mngin

Loo« flunne*

Chop^tt&r
Murrtor Zinderneuf

,

Mule
Realm of impost -

OpVWnirlwind . .*..-.
Archon
Ghttitobtaatar

Grand National

MordonaOueat
Inter/Karate

Beach Head H

Biackwttch
Summer Gamac
Strange Loop
Soroafy

Fourth Profocol .

6.75

675
676
675
675
675
8 95
7 75
075
075
.595
595
.4 95
.4 75
.725
.6 95
9J5
.5 75
.550
.9.95

SPECTRUM
Frank Bruno *<

Hyponporta .i

A view to a kill

CauWron
Dun Daragh —
Grand National

Dynamite Dan
F.GTH
Ouake Minus One...

Spy vsSpY
Chuckle Egg II

Buck Rogers

Spy Hunter—
Up & Down
One on One ...
Realm of Impose ....

Hard Hal Mack
Archon
Mordons Quest
Starion .

Lords of Midnlte , *

Doomdarka Revenge
Nodes of Vesod

Jet Set WMty2
Rocky-*— *

Faicon Patrpl 2

550

475
6*95
4 95
4 95
6 95
.6.95

660
.5.25

.5 95

.595

.5 95
675

B
^

.695
B K
4M
.525
.675
6 75

.695
.4 95
.4 95
525

Gremlins
. . + , ..... . * -

.

Shadowlirc
Gyron t

Everyone's a waUy
i

-

HerDert's Dummy Run.
Bartons Squash
Alien 6
Kempston Inlace . - 1

.

TurOo^n^aoa +1

inter .'Karate

Nightshade
Paws
Exploding Fist

Highway Encounter

BBC
Lode Runner
Revs
Contraption , r f

Allene *

KnighUora
Sabrewoil

Cnicane

AMSTRAO
Eaplodmg Rat
Mordona Queat
Hooolt
Allen 6
Sorcery
Eiidon * T

......

.

Kntghtlore-..

Frank Bruno
Hypenperta
ViewtoaklM
Inter/Karate

Dun Daragh .

Nodes of Vesod
Sir Lancelot
30Siarstrike

ATARI

Mule.
One on One ...

Hard Hat Mach .
.

,

Murder Zinderneuf

Archon. . .

Realm of impose
DrpoJOne.

Posiag* indudtO" Ut. Pieeee state which Micro. Owaaas orcl.ni add £f per Item. All^^ cheques payable to: Affordable Products,

= Vdk i =4
SPECTRUM 0ur

Game RRP P^ce

Frankie Goes loH/Wood ,.9.95 6.50

AVJawtOWll 10,99 7.99

Spy vsSpy 995 5.91

P'i- DanQtj ... 9=^ B N
Stahon 795 5.95

Hypersports .... 7 95 5.25

Saima/oom 6 95 3 99
Baoa-Liba 7,95 4.75

World Series Baseball' 695 4.99

Oeathstar Interceptor . . . .7.95

Dale/a 5U PER- TEST 695
STREETHAvVK 6.96

Cauldron 7 99
Shadowflra ^^
Romper Room 9.95

Tales of Arabian Niohta 6 00
"Twin Kingdom Valley",. 7 95

GYRON 995
Jet5otWmy II G 95

Nodes of Yesod 9 95
Mini-Office 5.95

Rockfords Riot (B'da&h II) 995
Way of Exploding Fist 9 96 939
International Karate 6.50 4.99

Worm in Paradise 6.96 5.25

Profanation 7 MS 5,50

Battle of Britain 9 95 6.95

That's the Spirit 7.95 5.95

Fanlight 7.95 5.95

BBC/ELECTRON
Combat Lynx 695 6.50

Mini-otfic* 5.95 4 75

Mr Mephisto 7.00 2.99

Micro Olympica 6.95 4 75

Bnan Jacks 'S/stara' 795 5 95

Gromlina 7.96 MB
Worm in Paradise 6,95 5J5-

5.75

5.25
5.99

630
5.50

4.75
2.99

5.99
5.25
6.99

475

Oukck Shot tl only E6-50

Please note, if our order eicaeds C50 you
get 10% further discount Send cheque/

POto.

Overseas orders welcome Pieeae add
75p

COMMODORE 64
Game RRP

FranWe Goes To H/wood
.

,
9.96

AViewToKIII 10 99
Way Of The Exploding Fist 9 95

""ELITE"* 1495
Jump Jot 995
G Goocb 7est Cricket' .. .9.95

Hypersports 8 95
Theatre Europe 9*96

"Brtnn Jacks S/stara" .... 7.95
Mint-Office 54*
Rocky Hoffor Show 8,99
Rocky Horror Show (disk) 12 95

Azimuth 3000 6>95
Snadowfire *•. * .9.95

Worm In Paradise 6 95
Inter national Karate ,.. . 6 GO

Battle ot Britain 9.95

Nodosof Yftsod 9.95
Wizards Lair 895
Wizardry 9 95

AMSTRAD
Sorcery ..- .8 95
Combat Lyns B.95

DunOarach .., 995
Darkslar 795
3D Star Strike 695
Daley Thompson D/thlon . B 95

Gremlins 995
Tankbusters 7 95
JetSetWiMy fi 95
Battle for Midway 9 95
Superpipelme It 8 95
Everyone's A Welly 9.95

Worm tn Paradise 6 95
International Knrato 6.50

Spy vs Spy 9.96
Snadowfire 9 95

Lords of Mldnighl 8 95

Stenon 9 95
Way of Exploding f est 995
Dragon Talk 7 95
Theatre Europe 9 95

Battle of Britain 9 95

Rocky (Rocco) 895
Projocl Future 8.95

Brian Jacks , -BB5
WkardsLair 895

Our
Price

5.50
7.99

699
11.00

6.99
5.99

5.99
4.99

4.75
6.50

B50
6.50

6.50

5.25
a.99
6.95

899
6.50

7.50

6.50

fi.50

6 99

5.95

5.25
6 50

7,50

555
6.60
7.50

650

5.25
4.99

6.99

6.99

6.75
6.99

Ml
6.50

6.50

6.95
6.50

650
650
6.50

GOODBYTE |CG|. 94 Leather

lano, London EC1. Tel. 01-
404 4245.
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hum
Mike Roberts tells you everything
you've ever wanted to know about
galactic trading, but were afraid to
ask

Elite has been called the
program of the century, in-
deed, If not the program of
the century , then It has had
at least the most impact of
any computer game up to
the present time.

Indeed the whole con-
cept of the game was so
large that it was probably
that small detail that
prevented it being done
before, that and the
phenominal speed that the
BBC Micro was capable of
processing at.

The lucky ones amongst
us with Aoorns and Com-
modores have almost cer-
tainly got a copy of the
game. The market penetra-
tion of it was exceedingly
high reaching as many as
half of all Acorn computer
users and looks set to do
the same on the Com-
modore 64. Soon there will
be a version for Spectrum,
Amstrad, Einstein and
MSX Computers.

Starting Off
Broadly speaking Elite Is a
-ding/simulation game

with full three dimensional
real-time combat. The aim
of the game is to travel bet-
ween planets (or perhaps
not

.
. buying (or

perhaps not...) various
goods and materials, and
gelling them at a different
planet for a higher price.
Doing this earns money
with which you can buy

universe
galaxies,
these is

more and better equip
ment.

I say perhaps not,
because you can also pirate
goods off other ships in the
area, or mine asteroids, or
become a bounty hunter
and live by shooting down
pirates. But the bottom line
is that you can be anything
that you can possibly do in
any combination, to
whatever the game will let
you do — which is more
than enough for the most
people,

In the Elite
there are eight
Travel between
enabled by buying a galac-
tic hyperspace (very expen-
sive!). Each galaxy has
around 250 star systems in
it, and each star system has
a single planet orbiting it.

The second aim of the
game (apart from earning
as much money as possible)
is to get status up to the
rank of Elite. You start off
as 'Harmless', and pro-
gress through Mostly
Harmless to Poor, Average,
Competent, Dangerous,
Deadly, and finally the
ultimate achievement —

-.te.

It is very difficult to
become Elite and generally
takes many months of con-
tinued play. Your rating is
raised by shooting down
enemy spacecraft. It can
also be raised by com-
pleting a mission. Missions
are offered to you occa-
sionally by the space navy.
Such as destroying a
valuable prototype of
spaceship that has been
stolen and is being used

against its maker. If you
oomplete them then there is
usually a big fat bonus in
the form of status, money,
and equipment.
When you trade there

are certain Items that are
regarded as illegal such as
slaves, narcotics, and
firearms. Running these
can produce big profits, or
big losses (as in the case of
the generally law abiding
galaxy two). Be warned
though, if you do any of
this, or if you are involved
in too much piracy then
your legal status starts to
change. It starts off as
clean, goes through of-
fender, and ends up as
fugative. The problem with
having a criminal record
such as this is that police
ships tend to attack you.
Knocking them out does
nothing for your reputa-
tion with the forces of law
and order though.

Your record changes
though when you eject or
when you go far enough or
long enough away for them
not to recognise you.

The Hardware
Equipment available for
the ship is varied, though
sometimes only some of it
is available as that planet
doesn't have the necessari-
ly high technology to pro-
duce it. Also the BBC and
Electron tape versions of
the game don't have certain
items of equipment
available to the spacefarer,
these are indicated by an
asterisk

( ^).
Weaponry consists of a

missile rack, initially with
three missiles but capable
of holding four. They cost
30cr each and are not really
commercially viable for the
serious bounty hunter as
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you cannot expect to get

more than IScr — 20cr for

a kill. Not enough to cover
the cost of the ammo, but as
they are homing, they have
a lot of use when the odds
start to get bad, or it you
are having trouble against
a large number of foes and
you want to wipe them all

out at a reasonable cost

rather than using an
energy bomb at 900cr, very
uneconomic, though you
can wipe out 16 ships at a

time with one.
Lasers come next and

are available In three offen-

sive sizes and one civilian

type. The offensive lasers

are pulse (what the ship is

initially equipped with),

beam (much better but not
a patch on . . . ), military

( *) (which zap everything
in a matter of moments).
The three types of laser dif-

fer in their pricing, their
firing rate, and their
oner©' usage. Often I have
found myself blowing up,
because over-usage of my
milltarys used up all my
energy and my shields
disappeared.

The fourth type of laser

Is the mining laser. This
has some offensive
capability, but only If your
target is kind enough to

stay still for a few minutes!
Mining lasers ( *' are

designed to be used against
asteroids. They fire very

slowly and cause the rock
to crumble rather than ex-

plode, you can then collect

one ton of minerals with a
fuel scoop if fitted. Destroy-
ing an asteroid by any
means results a reward of

0.5cr for clearing the spaoe
lanes.

Lasers can be mounted
at the front (default), back,

left, or right. Never put
them on the sides. They are
impossible to sight, and
you will run into a planet

by the time that you have
sighted them up.

On the front you want
beams or militarys if you
can watch your energy
gauge. On the rear you
want mining lasers if you
want to do some mining as

a side line, (don't, there are
much better ways to make
more money), if mining
lasers are on the rear you
can line up with an asteroid

so that it is on a collision

course with you, then hop
up over it and zap it with
your rear guns. You can
then loop around to pick it

up.
When you replace a laser

it is also worth noting that

there is an automatic 'part
exchange' on your old gun.

Though you have to have
the original purchase price.

Having a gun on the rear

really has no use at all

unless it is for mining (see

above), however when you
buy the gun you get the
sighting system. With this

you can aim missiles
backwards — very useful to

discourage enemies tailing

you.
The most useful Items to

get when trading, however,
are extra energy units, and
an extra cargo bay. The ex-

tra bay ensures that you
always are running at full

capacity, once you have a
few thousand and you are
buying goods with a 30%
mark-up and 20cr — 30cr
profit then you want to

carry as much as Is possi-

ble per trip.

Extra energy units allow
your shields to build back
up again quickly, this helps
tn the midst of battle, and
allows you to last longer
under fire.

For mining, piracy, and
economics you need a fuel

scoop. The titles of this

piece of equipment is

rather misleading, not only
can you replenish you
dwindled fuel supply from
the nearest sun ( £), but
you can also pick up
pirated cargo and bits from
a mined asteroid. A high,
priority piece of equipment
For serious zapping

Escape capsules are a bit

unnecessary in my books,

in the time it takes you to

hit the eject button you

could have zapped
whatever enemy was at-

tacking you. Also the
energy oomb at a more af-

fordable 900cr performs a
similar function (ie. not
getting you killed) and you
score the other ships, ie.

they count towards your
rating — though not as
highly as if yoy shot them
all down. The escape pod
comes complete with an in-

surance policy to cover the

cost of a new ship.
However, it doesn't cover
the cost of the cargo, so

you've lost that.
ECM units are necessary

for serious piracy as so
many of the bigger
freighters have a lot of

missiles to fire at you.
Finally there is the dock-

ing computer, definitely a

must if you are a bit wobbly
at docking. Can also be us-

ed as a compass to find out
where the planet is when
you are a long way away
(like behind the sun) ( $).

.5 a shame that the Acorn
tape versions are not as

good, ie. you press 'C and
you just appear in the space
station, with the disk ver-

sions you are actually
flown there — although
they do get you to the space
station.

Also there is the galactic

hyperspace, this will zap
you from one galaxy to the

next, and will then burn
out, very expensive job to

fix. that is John .... burn-,
ed out galactic hyperspace
like that would set you
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back around 500Ocr — and
that's before labour.

Combat
There is very little to say
about combat in the early
stages of the game, just
shoot at everything that
moves, op looks like it may
move. If you shoot them in
the tailpllpes they are
much more likely bo go up
faster.

On later levels when you
find yourself accosted by
four op five bandits then it

is a good idea to target a
missle at the furthest
enemy, and then attack the
second one. This is because
the first one will be too
near. If any problems
develop then loose off the
missile. It will usually have
an effect like a local energy
bomb due to the close prox-
imity of the pirates.

During heavy bouts of
combat it, is worthwhile

:ching your guns.
Military lasers ape so
powerful that nothing can
stand in youp way,
however, to the inex-
perienced combater who
will fire at anything,
whether he is going to hit it

or not then it is another
matter. The military lasers
chew so much out of your
energy banks, that before
you know it you can be

blown up due to your lack
of shields!

Trading for the
novice
import/ exporter

When you stapt off your life
in Elite you must
remember that you ape one
of the worst armed ships in
the universe. Pulse lasers
will only knock out a target
after a long drawn out
battle with a single ship. So
you must lay offthe piracy
and smuggling for the
moment. Bounty hunting is
OK as long as you have got
a good clear shot at the jet
pipes of the enemy ships
and you are quite close.
Even pulse lasers will
k nock out a target within a
reasonable amount of time
tf you are close and hit the
jet pipes. All types of guns

a more effective at
shorter ranges, and hitting
the jet pipes makes them
explode faster.

To start with with you
will be trading in very
mundane things making
very little money as even a
50% profit is only 50cr at
this stage in the game due
to the small amount of
capital that you have to
start with.

Your main aim at this
pommt is to find a milk
run. That is two planets
within range of each other
that will pay through the
nose for a product in large
quantity on the other. Two
such planets as these are
Arexe and Reesdice. One is
a rich industrial planet and
the other is a rich
agricultural planet. You
can buy computers fpom
the industrial at 60cr and
sell them for lOOcr — a
Eirofit of 40cr a ton, with a
urge cargo bay (essential)
you can carry 35 tons of the
stuff and make a profit in
real terms of 1400cr on a
one way trip assuming no
trouble en route and
refuelling in the sun. The
v/ay back is good to you,
you can buy booze at 20cr a
ton from the agro planet
and flog it to the
industrialists at 35cr a ton
making a more modest
(though not to be sneezed
at) 525cr a trip. With this
you are making mope than
2000cp pep round trip!
More than enough to fully
equip your ship.

With a fully equipped
ship the sky's the limit.
Good luck over the next few
months — you'll need it!
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Exodus -w UltimaHI

>. L ^

The map contains the secret of the moon gates.

Clerical Spells

Spell A: Pontori: Cost
Points
ThiB allows a player to

attempt to dispel undead
creatures — ghouls, zom-
bies and skeletons. Very
useful If It works as it

wipes out most of your op-
ponents at a cost of no
damage to the party and no
magical points.
Spell B: Appar Unem: Cost S
Points
Lets you open a chest with
no risk of damage from a
trap.
SpeU C: Sanctu: Cost 10
Points
This is a cure light wounds
spell. You are prompted for

the number of the player
you wish to heal.
SpeU D: Lurainae: Cost IS
Points
A spell which creates a
sphere of light round the
party. Beware though,
does not last very long.

The UK version of the excellent

ULTIMA m was missing some vital

material. Gordon Hamlett fills in the

gaps and provides some hints and
tips to get you started.

Bee So: Cost 20

go up a
eg from

down a

a random

Anyone who has Just fork-
ed out twenty quid for a
copy of Exodus, is probably
thinking that they have
just bought the most ex-
pensive Trisbee ever. Not
only is the game extremely
user-hostile to start off

with, but OS Gold, In their
infinite wisdom, have seen
fit to leave out two of the
three instruction books,
without which it is totally
impossible to play the
game. But fear not! Gamer
is here to the rescue. Here
are details of how to get
started, how to use magic
(and what the spells actual-
ly mean) together with a
few hints and tips on play-
ing the game itself.

Getting Started

The first thing to notice is

that your disk is double
sided. Load in side one (the

side of the disk without
seams) and when the word
Exodus appears, press "C"

'low the on-soreen in-

structions to make a copy
of side 2 This is the only
time you will ever use side

2 of your program disk.
Label the copy that you
have just made "Scenario
disk". You can now load in

the main program which
will in turn prompt you
when you have to insert the
scenario disk. After
loading, leave the scenario
disk in the drive as
be accessed throughout the
game.

If you are loading in a
partially completed game,
there are a couple of po:
to bear in mind. If your
party is alive and kicking,
it is safe to go straight into

the game. If however your
last party was killed off.

you must select the
"Organise a party" option
and disperse your old par-
ty You can then create
your new party and pro-

ceed aB normal. It is one of

the annoying quirks of the
game that once a game
finishes, you cannot restart
but have to reboot the disk.

Magic
There are two types of
magical spells in Exodus.
Clerical Bpells are on the
whole defensive in nature
such as curing wounds
whilst wizard spells tend to

be offensive in nature eg
Lightning bolt. Note that
two character types — the
druid and ranger — can use
both types of magic. There
are sixteen spells of each
type, each of which costs a
different amount of
magical points to cast.

The spells are listed by
name on the player
reference card but this is

not a great deal of use when
you don't actually know
what the names mean and
you go round casting them
willy-nilly. You end up
with the feeling that .you
are helping the enemy more
than yourself. So here, ex-

clusively in Gamer, is a list

of the spells together with
their function-

SpeU E:
Points
Causes the party to
level In a dungeon
level 3 to level 2.
SpeU F: Bee Du: Cost 25
points
As above but go
level.

SpeU G: Lib Bee: Cost 30
Points
This spell causes
teleporting within
dungeon ie does not work
on the surface.
SpeU H: Alcort: Cost 38
Points
A boon for all those who
have been at the wrong end
of a Man-0-War. this speU
allows a poisoned player to

be healed!
SpeU I: Sequitu: Cost 40
Points
Just the thing to use when
you are close to disaster
stuck in the bowels of a
dungeon, this speU will

nsport the party to the

surface of Sosarla,
SpeU 3: Sominae: Cost 48
Points
Another light spell but
lasting for a much longer
time.
SpeU K: Sanctu Mani: Cost
50 Points
Your first miracle — restor-

ing to life a colleague who
has just been killed
SpeU L: Vieda: Cost 58
Points
This spell causes a map of
your surroundings to be
displayed. Useful Tor when
lost.

SpeU M; Excuun: Cost 60
Points
This allows you to destroy
one evil being. You must
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however be in direct line of
fire.

Spell N: Surmandum: Cost
65 Points
The power to attempt a
resurrection on a dead col-
league. Note that if the spell
fails, your colleague's body
will be turned into ashes.

'

Spell O: Zxkuqyb: Cost 70
Points
This spell's name derives
from the seven words of
anti-creation and when in-
voked, releases the fury of
Truth on the world. Its ef-
fect is to cause a mass
destruction of evil.
Spell P: Anju Sermanl: Cost
75 Points
This will restore to life, the
ashes of a dead colleague,
but it will also cause a per
manent reduction of five
wisdom points.

Wizard Spells

Spell A: Repond: Gost
Points
This allows the mage to at-
tempt to dispel goblins,
trolls and ores.
Spell B: Mtttar; Cost 6
Points
A spell used frequently in
combat situations, mittar
lets you oast a lightning
bolt in a specified direction.
You must be in direct line
with your opponent.
Spell C: Lorum: Cost 10
Points
Similar to the cleric's
luminae spell, lorum pro-
duces light for a short
duration.
Spell D: Dor Acron; Cost IS
Points
Transports the party down
a dungeon level.
Spell E: Sur Acron: Cost 20
Points
Transports the party up a
dungeon level.

Spell T: Pulgar: Cost 85
Points
Hurls a fireball in a
specified direction. Kills
most men and causes great
damage to large monsters.
Spell Q: Dag Acron: Cost 30
Points
This spell will teleport a
party randomly, but only
on the Sosarian surface.
Spell H: Mentar: Cost 35
Points
A mind destroying spell
whose efficacy depends on
your own Intelligence.
Spell I: Dag Lorum: Cost 40
Points
A long-lasting light spell.
Spell J: Pal Divi: Cost 45
Points
This spell allows you access
to any of the cleric spells. It
does however have a high
failure rate.
Spell K: Noxum: Cost SO
Points
A multipronged fireball at-
tack.
Spell L: Decorp: Cost 55
Points
This lets you put a
deathwish on an enemy in
direct line of fire.
Spell M: Althair: Cost 60
Points
A spell which sIowb time
for the whole party allow-
ing it to sneak past an oppo-
nent. Compare this with the
thief's negate time com-
mand.
Spell N; Dag Menthar: Cost
6S Points
As with the mentar spell
but a multipronged attack.
Spell 0: Necorp: Cost 70
Points
As with the decorp spell but
a multipronged attack
Spell P: (No Name): Cost 73
Points
A mass destruction of evil
spell.

Remember: There Is no
guarantee that a spell
winwork.

AdVEflTlJRE

Hints and Tips

Selecting Your Party
The great temptation is to
pick four bits and pieces
characters le people who
can all do a bit of magic. I
think this is a mistake and
that you need at least one
player with full magical
powers. The sort of set up I

go for is something like a
ranger, a paladin, a wizard
and A. N. Other. I have
never had much success
with thieves (I lost an en-
tire party poisoned due to
an inefficient thief opening
a chest). Because of this,
the ranger should have
enough magical points (5)
to cast the appar unem
spell. I use the paladin to
cure wounds (wisdom
= 20+) and the fourth
character should also have
some clerical ability. The
situation is fluid though
and you will soon find that
some characters seem to
work better for you than
others.

The Order of the party
Nothing unusual here.
Have your two best lighters
at the front. The two
characters at the back
should either be able to use
spells such as mittar or be
able to use either a bow or a
sling. All of these can be
fired over any range. NB.
You can fire missiles and
spells through your col-
leagues!!

Combat
Cast any spells or fire
missiles whilst the enemy
are still some distance
away. Always try a repond
or pontori spell against
suitable opponents. When
advancing to meet an oppo-
nent, be careful when there
is only one square of ter-
rain between you and him.

Don't use your turn to
nove to meet him, as this
ives him a free hit at you.
et him come to you.

Organise your party so that
all characters nave a
chance to aim a blow. Don't
get caught in the crossfire
of several opponents -^
remember, they can attack
along diagonals and you
can't.

Every player who can
use one, should be equip-

ped with a sling or bow as
an alternative weapon. The
reason for this is that
should you have to battle
against sea monsters, they
cannot come on to land so
you can stay your distance
and pick them off (apart
from them using magic and
poison that is).

Buying information
When you are in a pub, you
get different tit-bit of infor-
mation for every multiple
of 10 gold pieces that you
spend, ie 10. 20, 30 gold
pieces, and ho, 1 am not go-
ing to save you your hard
earned pennies by telling
you what the rumours are.

Going up levels
When your character gains
100 experience points, you
will notice that your level
on screen increases. To
gain the benefit of this, go
and talk to Lord British.

Other Commands
Apart from the examples
eiven in the instruction
Dok, two other commands

that the program
understands are "bribe"
and "serve". There are
more.

Buying equipment
There is only one place that
I have found so far that
sells torches etc and I am
not putting down in black
and white, where it is Tor-
ches are required for
dungeon exploration. Keys
are very useful and allow
access through any locked
door. This has led me so far
to a ship, the oracle and a
torture chamber.

Finally, should you wish
to pause a game in the mid-
dle of it eg. to answer the
telephone, try using any
command that requires a
further input. 1 use Z (for
status) in non-combat
situations, and an "aimed"
spell in the middle of a b \ \

tie.
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Dungeon
Dressing

ADVENTURE

Finding treasure is every
adventurers dream. Gordon Hamlett

shows you how to make your players

fight for it.

you get
could be

This month, I want to take

a look at the subject dearest

to the heart of all adven-

turers — TREASURE. There
are three main aspects to be
looked at — what con-

stitutes treasure, where to

hide It and how to use it.

One commercially pro-

duced adventure contained
the following scenario.
Having found an axe en

collect during the game.
Now this, not to put too

fine a point on it. is plain

daft. Silver bars do not

Spow in the middle of trees,

nd yet it is not too dif-

ficult to alter the story
slightly so that it rings
true. As you wander
through the forest, you
come across a large
blackened oak tree that has

route, you take a stroll

through the local forest.

There you find a tree (sur-

prise, surprise) which you
proceed to chop down. In-

side, there is a silver bar,

one of the thirteen
treasures that you have to

been struck by lightning
(note here that you have
made the tree sufficiently

different for you to be able

to draw attention to it.

rather than just any old

tree). On examining the
tree, you notice a small hole

half way up. Climbing the

tree and examining the
hole allows you to get your
bag of silver.

This leads to the first

major point. Treasure is

normally kept hidden. Im-
agine what you would do if

you owned a valuable
magical artefact. When not
in use, you certainly
wouldn't leave it in the

middle of your room for

any Tom, Dick or Harry to

steal. Possible storage
places might include a
heavily looked chest, a
booby-trapped chest,
behind a secret panel or

hidden under an invisibili-

ty spell.

One of our main pro-

blems you will meet when
placing treasure in your
adventure is the nature of

the treasure. Whilst it Is

easy for the programmer to

have a single item of

treasure waiting to be pick-

ed up, a moment's thought
will show that this would
not actually be the case. If

you overcome a pair of

trolls, their horde would
not consist of just one large

ruby. There would be piles

of copper coins with the oc-

casional silver pieoes.

There would be armour and
weapons from conquered
foes. Huge amounts of food,

probably rotton. The furs
that they are wearing will

be worth a few bob. That
tapestry would have been
splendid save for the fact

that they were using it for a
carpet and it is now only
worth a fraction of its nor-

mal price. The pile of debris

in the corner might contain
something very interesting

that they have missed (for

trolls are not renowned for

their intelligence) and so it

goes on.
Now it would be very dif-

ficult to program all that

and so, obviously, a com-
promise must be reached,

one possibility would be to

have some sort of trading
post where you could buy,
sell and bank articles. This
would lead to a nice little

haggling scenario with the
storekeeper trying to rob
you blind. Of course if yoti

bought an article, it would
be at least 50% more ex-

pensive than you sold it for.

so you would have to be
very careful exactly what

rid of. All of this
worked into the

piot by saying that you
needed to acquire sufficient

funds to buy a particular
spell which enables you to

complete the next part of

the adventure. Another
nice twist would be that

once you have overcome the

trolls, you will hve con-
siderable trouble collecting

your ill-gotten gains. There
Is obviously too much for

you to carry at once and
now that the trolls are out
of the way. the other
denizens of the dungeon
will soon be out looking for

easy pickings. How will

you guard the rest of the

goodies? Perhaps you can
block the door or you have
a magical bag which enable
you to carry extra weight.
Remember that different

monsters will be attracted

to different types of
treasure. Intelligent
creatures will have a
reasonable sense of value.

Some monsterB collect

shiny objects regardless of

worth, whilst others are
only interested in scaveng-
ing for food tend to ignore
items of use to an adven-
turer. Treasure left on its

own should be difficult to

obtain eg a gold nugget
embedded in the wall of a
mlneshaft which is about to

collapse.
Treasure doesn't have to

be something of value such
as gold, silver or jewels. A
potion or magical item is

likely to be of more im-
mediate use to a player, and
also generate much more
thought. Your first reac-

j

tion on getting a bag of

silver is 'oh, its a treasure
— lets dump it as soon as
possible either in the
designated receptacle or in

the first location in a

maze". Its a safe bet that
j

the silver won't play any
further part in the game. If

you find an ornately carved
staff, you are reluctant to

drop it as you know that at

some stage, you are going

to have to find out what it

does and where best to do

It.

Consider then giving
your treasure a secondary
funotion with the game.
Gold Is a soft metal and
could be melted and poured
into a mould to make a key.

Silver could be used in the

fight against werewolves. A
diamond can cut through
anything. An orb could
become a crystal ball, a

highly polished buckle
could be used as a mirror
and so on.

The search for treasure

is one of the main plots in

adventure games. By mak-
ing its acquisition in-

teresting and exciting, you
are half way to getting your
players hooked.
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Since 1975, 350,000
adults have been helped
to read and write better.

If you want help look for

this sign.

For further information

Adult Literacy& Basic Skills Unit

PO Box 213 LondonWC1V 7ET
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PBM NEWS
tal Play by xnaS

games, while being attrac-

tive for their novelty and
.allenge of having allies in

the otherside of the world
have always suffered from

b logistical problems of
having some players 3
miles from the GM and
others up to 3000 miles
away. Not to mention the

oblems of foreign players
paying for their turns with
fluctuating exchange rates.

These problems left most
overseas gamers feeling as

were getting a had
deal.

ully, Scaremen
based C-Mind Enterprises
actively encourage overseas
players by biasing the

ga; Irat Light, in the

IttVOU
Chris Ca Che game's

as devised a system by
which UK players can move
there tribes three times as

? and produce three times
the goods as player

This is because
Callfornian players can get

mes as many orders
ugh the respective

postal services as UK
-vers,e problems of pay-

ment ped by the in-

ion of a fixed c

auge rate of 1.3333
dollars to a £1 which will

main static until it gets
to eaiistic.

The game itself is run on
an Atari 800 in which each
player controls a tribe of
primitives at the dawn of

ifcion. During the
game you must decide
whether your will

sb through
technology or n iry

mlg). her way yo-.;

ttle against other players
ie planets host

More about this a:

other PBM game ier

the various
Gamer tribes progress fur-

ther m thei: iggles.: ' ake
up the challenge of Fil

Light then you can contact
hrls Car at C-Mind
nterprises. 1215? ST

S. 'i a

MUD
MUD is an acronym for
Multi User Dungeon. It Is,

in effect, an adventure
game — but one that can be
played by a large number of

people simultaneously.
The aotual heart of the

game — the database and
the compiler — resides on a
mini computer. Players use
their micros to oontact the
mini via modems, and can
then type in orders for

their characters just as if

they were playing an or-

dinary adventure. In fact,

if you are alone in the Land
of Mud, that's Just what it

seems like — an ordinary
adventure. It's only when
more than one person is

playing that the Land real-

ly comes alive.

If two players have
characters in the same loca-

tion within the Land, they
can interact. They can talk,

fight, steal from each other
— even kiss each other. It

doesn't matter how far

apart they may be in real

life — so a player in Aber-
deen can be adventuring
with a player in London, or
Colohester — or America.

In Mud, players take the
role of characters within a
fantasy world, where magic
works, and there really are
things like Dragons and
dwarves.

The game is open ended
— there is no goal to

achieve, no defined end to
the game. Like in the role of

playing game Dungeons
and Dragons, which to an
extent inspired it, MUD has
a system of levels — players
start at the bottom and
work their way up through
the ranks by amassing
points. Points are gained by
performing simple actions,
like making the bed or giv-

ing the beggar a coin, by
fighting monsters or other
players, and by collecting

treasure. Quite what will

get you points is often a

mystery — finding out is

:he challenge. For example,
the umbrella or the parasol
are for keeping the rain off,

right? But you can also use
them as parachutes, so you
can jump off things.

The ultimate rank is

Wizard or Witch — MUD is

a very non-sexist game.

Over the past four years,
more than 50 players have
reached the coveted ranks
of the elect — but that
dosen't mean an end to the
game. Once a player
becomes a Wizard or Witch
— orWlz, inMUDspeke, the
language of the game — he
or she gains immense
powers which oan then be
used to pester mortals and
generally spice up the
Land. But while a Wiz
might tease a poor hero
unmercifully, there is an
unwritten code of conduct
which requires some sort of
recompense to be made —
usually by rewarding the
miffed mortal with some
treasure or useful informa-
tion.
MUD, as it ran at Essex,

actually consisted of three
separate databases — the
original game, and two
'mini-MUDs'. written by
different people. The two
other games are called
Valley and Rock — both
have a rather different at-

mosphere to the original.

MUD was written about
four years ago, by two com-
puter science students at

the University of Essex Col-

chester , Richard Bartle and
Roy Trubshaw.

The game slowly at-

tracted a cult following,
both within the University
and amongst the small, but
growing, modem owning
community outside. Final-

ly, last year, Century Com-
munications acquired the
marketing rights for the
game.

Since then, Century
Communications' Senior
Editor, Simon Dally, has
left the company and set up
a new firm Just to market
MUD and other multi user
games. This company is

called Multi User Enter-
tainment — MUSE for
short. Richard Bartle and
Roy Trubshaw are both
directors. At present, a ver-

sion of the original MUD is

running on Compunet, the
Commodore networking
system, a deal arranged by
Century before the creation
of MUSE. But the big news-
is that British Telecom has
licensed a new version of

the game, MUD 2, which
will be launched at the PCN
Show. With the support of

an organisation like BT
behind it, MUD does indeed
look like being at, in Simon
Daily's words, "something
truly enormous."

The first task facing
MUSE was the creation of

MUD 2. Richard and Roy
began at the very bottom.
They wrote a language
which was designed
specifically for the task of
writing an adventure game.

That language, MUDDLE
— which stands for Multi
user Dungeon Design
LanguagE — is now finish-

ed. "All we have to do
now," says Richard, "is

write the scenario."
Roy, however, objects to

the word 'scenario'. To
him, it implies something
limited, with a set and
finite end point. "I've never
thought of the game as hav-
ing a particular object to

achieve," he claims.
"We provide the en-

vironment," adds Richard,
"you provide the play."

The core of the new game
is to be the old one, the ver-

sion running at Essex and
on Compunet, and Valley,

one of the two 'mini' Muds
created by other students at

Essex.
The two together will

erovide some 500 'rooms',
ichard has already

designed on paper another
300 or so, and intends to

add about 200-more,i to

bring MUD 2 up to a total of

1,000 rooms.
"We're aiming for a

thousand rooms." says
Richard, "because we are
figuring on having 10
rooms for every potential
player — that way it's not
so small you get bored, and
not so big you never meet
anyone."

There is an important
difference between what is

meant by a room in an
adventure game, and what
the word means in MUD-
DLE.

"A room," according to

Richard, 'is a connection of

locations in which you can
meet another person —
within that room there may
well be more than one loca-

tion."
What that means, put

simply, is that within a
room, for example the
bedroom, there are a
number of locations — by
the door, by the bed, under
the bed. by the window, in

the cupboard. A playe
any one of these would be
able to interact with a
player in one of the others
— but not with somebodjj
outside the bedroom,

A room, in MUD 2. could
contain one location, or it

could hold 50. It's all thJ
same to MUDDLE. AS
Richard puts it, "in MUC
DLE a room is an object Juat
like any other — except you,

can go inside it."

The whole system is

designed to maximise tha

chances of meeting another

l
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tfier

player — because tnat s
what makes MUD fun.

So that while there may
be only a thousand rooms
in MUD a, there will be
many times that number of
locations — and the biggest
single player adventure
games only run to a few
hundred locations.

Size won't be the only
difference between MUD 2
and the present version.

The system of level ad-
vancement is being com-
pletely rewritten. In MUD
2. everybody will start off
as an ordinary, puny mor-
tal, with no magioal
abilities of any sort. But
they will be able to switch
to having magical powers
if, and only if, they survive
a fiendish gauntlet Richard
has designed specially.

"I suppose you could
call it a rite of passage," he
says pensively.

There are 12 levels of ad-
vancement available to
players, starting with
novice at the bottom, going
up through Hero, Cham-
pion, and such like, until
the top rank, Wizard, is
reached. The first 11 ranks
are open to all, regardless
of whether or not they have
passed the magical test; but
only those who have
suceeded in the rite of
passage can become wizard
or witch.
As players progress

through the ranks, they
become more proficient at
their skills. If they have
magical abilities, then they
can also learn new spells,
apart from those which are
common knowledge.

After a probationary
period as Wizard or Witch,
players can also earn the
right to add an adjective to
their title, like Azax the
Red Wizard, or Tonv the
Editor.

Above Wizard or Witch,
there is one more level, just
as in the existing MUD —
Arch Wizard. Arch
Wizards, however, are only
ever appointed. They per-
form a very important
function in the game, as
they act as monitors —
They ensure that
everybody is behaving
Ihemselves, and that
nobody is deliberately try-
ing to ruin the game for
others. They also inform
the systems operators
when the game has crash-
ed, or when it requires
resetting for any reason.

Another difference bet-
ween the two MUDS lies in
the mobiles, the monsters
which populate the Land.
In the original game,

these will move around
from location to location,
and may be capable of
limited conversation with
players.

In MUD 2, however, the
mobiles will be far more in-
telligent. The players will
be able to have quite com-
plex exchanges with them.

In addition, Richard will
be adding a new command
to the Wizard's repetoire —
Attach. This spell creates a
bond between a Wizard or
Witch and a mobile
monster, so that if a mobile
is asked a question it hasn't
been programmed to deal
with, it alerts the player
controlling the attached
Wiz. He or she then con-
trols the mobile Just as if it
were a character.

"What this means is that
if you ask a mobile a ques-
tion like 'Where is the Fiery
Pit' it may know, in which
case it may reply 'Under
the Yew Tree' — but if you
say 'Do you like Barry
Manilow', it'll say Barry
who?' and signal the at-
tached wizard, who can
then take over and say
make polite conversation
about pop stars."

In the original MUD,
players enter the game to
find themselves in the Land
but in MUD 2, there will

be a room before the Land
where players will be able
to talk without fear of being
attacked or robbed, as
hostile actions will be for-
bidden. Richard calls it the
"Coffee Lounge", and says
that there will be magazine
available — including
copies of the late lamented
Micro Adventure, in which
he had a regular series of
articles on MUD.

One problem which has
been causing a lot of pro-
blems to Bulletin Board
operators recently is
obscenity — butMUD 2 will
have a simple answer to
foul language.

"Almost all swear words
in MUD are treated as
synonyms of the Quit com-
mand,' says Richard.
' 'Some are so bad, however,
that they are considered
synonyms for the com-
mand to commit suicide —
Kill Me."

The way you get to play
MUD 2 will be different
too.

To play the game, you
will have to buy a MUD
pack. This will cost £20,
and will include your
registartion fee, full in-
structions, a map of the
Land, your account
number, a credit card with
your personal codes on it,

and 30 credits to use.
One credit will last six

minutes, and will cost 20p.
You will be able to buy
them in batches of 50. Ef-
fectively, then, you will be
paying £2 per hour to playMUD 2 — plus the phone
bill. British Telecom,
however, are confident that
there are plenty of people
out there willing to pay
that.
According to Mike

Anderies, of BT's New In-
formation Services, the
«ame will be running on a
ax 11/750, with an initial

40 phone lines installed.
"We will be opening more

quite quickly — we're aim-
ing at 100 plus even-
tually."

There will also probably
be a PSS link, which will
enable callers to Just pay
local charges whereever
they phone from.

In addition. BT are look-
ing at the possibility of put-
ting the game on minis out-
side London. "Our inten-
tion," Mike states, "is to
make MUD 2 as cheap as
possible — so we are look-
ing at setting up the game
across the country."

For the first two mon-
ths, from the PCW Show to
November 5, MUD will be
free to anyone who has
bought or ordered a MUD
Pack. This is so BT can iron
out the last few bugs, and
also get an idea of the
number of players on the
system at any one time.

In addition, BT will be
running competition with
10 major computer
magazines, including Com-
puter Gamer. The winners
of each of the 10 competi-
tions will get a certain
number ofMUD credits free— plus they will go on to
take part in a MUD Spec-
tacular to be held on
November 5 at the London
Dungeon.

In a Spectacular, all the
players try as hard as they
can to kill everybody else.
The last person left alive is
the winner. The survivor of
this special Spectacular will
receive £100 and 1,000 free
mud credits.

If you'd like a chance to
represent Gamer look out
for 'The Great MUD
Challenge in the next club
newsletter.
At the risk of using a

phrase that has become
rather hackneyed over the
last few months, "you
haven't lived until you've
died in MUD!"
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Mike Roberts takes up the sporting
challenge of Summer Games II.

About a year ago,
Quicksilva launched its

first 'badged' game. It was
brought over from the
states in the first wave of
American imports and was
written by an American
company called Epyx. The
game was called Summer
Games, and was released in
America in time for the Los
Angeles Olympics —
though sadly after their
end in Britain. This par-
ticular game was universal-
ly acknowledged to be the
best of the 'sports' games
that have persisted in the
computer market since Ac-
tivision launched
'Decathlon' on the Atari
VC3 about two years ago.

Could Epyx improve on
perfection? Summer Games
II Is their follow up, and is

all that you could expect
after the original Summer
Games, and then some
more — the game is simply
brilliant. Currently on a
double sided disk for the
Commodore 64, Summer
Games II will be sold by US
Gold, since the demise of
Quicksilva as an indepen-
dent production company.
This is the first release by
US Gold from the range of
software that was going to

be launched by CBS before
the closure of that company
by its American parent.

The style of the game Is

very much similar to Sum-
mer Games, a number of
people playing at once,
national anthems and
flags. The menus are the
same as well with the addi-
tion of an option to use
Summer Games as well as
the Summer Games II disk
for an extended 16 game
match.

When you start up the
disk you are greeted by the
Olympic opening cere-
mony, complete with a run-
ner running up the stairs

with a torch to light the
Olympic flame. The con-
testants (up to eight!) can
then input their names and
the country that they wish
to represent. This Is done
by scanning around an ar-

ray of 18 beautifully drawn
flags, with national an-
thems playing at command.

After the start up for-
malities there is a menu
that allows you to select the
various options, number of
foystlcks, whether Summer
James is to be played in ad-
dition to the normal eight
events. You can then chose
whether to play all the
events in sequence,
whether to play one, or
more selected games, or to

continually practice at one
event.

There are also options to

see the closing and opening
ceremonies and to display
the current world records.
This Is like an ordinary
high score table, but as you
beat the scores, your im-
provements are recorded
rorposterity on disk.
When you play, the

events come up in sequence
and if you play alone there
is a computer opponent to

play against in the head to

head competitions.
First up is the triple

jump, this event requiros
an awful lot of good timing
and control. The man runs
by himself and the joystick
Is used to indicate which,
foot is to be put on the

ground as he flys through
the air. The graphic se-

quences and animation are;

amazing in this event (wel
actually they're no bettf

than the rest of t
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or

graphics in all of the other
events — that's a com-
plement!). There iB a
representation of one of
those huge televisions in
one corner of the stadium.
Your flight through the air
is played back after you
have landed on it and your
distance is also scrolled
past on it. This event is very
difficult.

Next comes the rowing,
the event is the single sculls
head to head race. Two
players race at a time, the
person with the lowest time
out of those competing
wins. The screen Is split
between the two players.
The first zone showing the
race from the first boat's
point of view, the other is
for the benefit of the other
racer.

Control is by rocking
your joystiok back and
forth to indicate the return
and the thrust as you travel
along. I recommend using
very short but Jabby
movements of the stick as
shorter burst* of thrust
and quicker returns seem
to be good tactics.

Javelin comes next and
is one of the easiest events
to get the hang of quickly,
yet one of the more
awkward to perfect proper-
ly to get really good
distances. The controls are
simple, press the fire but-
ton repeatedly and the
character runs (good move
this for Quickshot II
owners, autoflre makes
him run like a house is on
fire!). Pulling the joystick
back causes the thrower to
pull back and start to raise
the Javelin, let go at the
right moment and the
javelin will fly off. What
you have to watch, though,
is that the thrower lunges
forward as he throws and
can jump across the foul
line, destroying an other-
wise perfect throw. So
launch earlier that you
would otherwise expect.

The equestrian event is

the most difficult of them
all. You have to control the
speed of the horse, then
you must control its jump-
ing and landing. Otherwise
you end up on your bum.
with a very smug looking
(though also dazed) horse
All this takes time and the
competition
clock.
The hl|

another fielc

triple jump.

is against the

Eh Jump is
[ game like the
that comes on

.. You control the speed
and position of the Jumper
as he approaches the bar
that he is going to jump

c A good position is one
that is a bit closer than the
one he starts up in. Get
close to the first bar of the
jump the press the fire but-
ton to send him over. At the
top of the flip you can make
him sort of roll over to clear
the bar. If in any doubt of

your final speed, do not
press the fire button as you
run past the post, that does
not forfeit your attempt.

The fencing competition
is one of the more complex
events In the series. Two
people or the computer and
another play on the piste.
The points scored after a
number of people have
played are very strange and
there is a formula in the
manual, otherwise just
concentrate on hitting your
enemy. There are various
defensive and aggressive
moves supplied using tho
fire button to switch bet-
ween lunging and parry-
ing. The computer oppo-
nent is very good and
drives me off the edge of the
piste sometimes.

Cyaling is another one of
the split screen method of
head to head racing. The
controls are also strange.
The idea is to point your
stick in the direction that
you want the pedals to
pedal. This means you have
to wind around the shaft of
the joystick to make the
vehicle go. However this is

perfectly satisfactory, and
quite apt.

Lastly the final sport is

kayaking or canoeing. This
covers a very complex
route through some ex-
cellent graphics on this
event. All the really mean
gates are there along with a
load of rocks just to annoy
you. Remember the New
Generations 'shoot the
rapids' game of a year ago.
Well this one event, this
subset of a game is up to the
standards of that stand
alone game — in some ways
it is better.

The closing ceremony is
a work of art. The sky
darkens, the flame dies, a
clap with a jetpac on HyB
around the stadium for a
bit. The Epyx airship turns
up with adverts on its

sides. And then the
fireworks start — which in
themselves are amazing to
behold.

Overall this game is the
best 'sports' games that
I've seen, the graphics are
stunning and as it takes
two sides of the disk to hold
the game, that's over 280K
of program.

If you are into sports
Sames and you have a disk
rive then get the game as

soon as possible. If you on-
ly have a tape deck then it's

going to be a bit of a wait,
but US Gold ARE planning
a tape version. However
Summer Games took to two
tapes and it was only a

igle sided disk, sol don't
know what they're going to
do with Summer Games IT.

Price of the tape version is

unknown as yet, but you
can expect it to be
marginally less than the
current £14.95 asking
price for the di:
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Now we will deal with one
of the features that reall;

make a game; S0UN1
Firstly, for the Spectrum.

The Spectrum uses the
command BEEP. That's itl

BEEP (Duration — Pitch)
Duration Is in seconds.
Musical equivalent
Semlbreve = 1 second
Minim = .6 seconds
Crotchet = .25 seconds
Quaver = .126 seconds
Pitch is in a scale - 30 to 65
so for example: BEEP 1 ,0

And now a variety of
tunes. The first one is in
Data Statements. Be careful
copying it in . It is a Scottish
tune which is well worth
typing in (Program 6).

Program 7 has no data
statements. It merely
bleeps the different notes.
tt is the familiar Death
March.

The next tune. Program
8, interesting because, not
only is the pitch contained
in data, but the duration.
The tune itself is a short lit-

tle thing, but is excellent. It

is best used at the beginn-
ing of a program, just
before the player actually
begins the game.

The next tune is a scale.

10 FOR a = 7050
20 BEEP .09.A. BEEP 90,A + 5:NEXTA

By having the for-next loop to 50 the scale

will have .50 notes, but the second bleep
command simulates it as 2 notes at once,

when in fact it isn't.

The next and final tune I

will give is a machine code
routine In which you can
fill in certain things to

change like a simple tune
test Well, here it Is.

Firstly, only put in what
you are told; don't change
anything else. Here is a
table of things to enter to
get some good sounds.
Pitch I 3 1 0.5
Dura-
tion 0.3 0.3 3 1
Tone 35 35 35 35
Repeats 6 4 4 4

but do try out your own
and have fun.

C16 on the C16, sound is

achieved by the SOUND
command and also VOL,
not pokes as on other Com-
modore machines. VOL
ranges from (off) 1 {very
quiet) all the way to 8 (very
loud). So if there is still a
sound ]ust type VOL and
all sound channels will be
turned off.

SOUND : There are two
sound channels on the C16
with the second one having
a sub-division (Channel 3)
which is white noise. This
is used for effects, explo-
sions, engines revving etc.

Because it is a sub-division
of Channel 2, Channels 2
and 3 cannot be played at
the same time, but 1 and 3,
and 1 and 2 can.

The actual command
works like this: SOUND X.
Y, Z Where X is the chan-
nel, Y is the pitch of the
note, ranging on all chan-
nels from 1 to 1023. And, Z
is the length of the note in
sixtieths of a second (60 =
1 second, 3600 = 1 minute,
etc)

Program 9 is for the C16 T

It plays the nursery rhyme

By R P Newman
tune Row the Boat.

The data is read in 2, the
first piece, Y as stated being
the pitch and the second
piece, Z as stated again, be-
ing the duration or length
of the note.

The final program I'll

give is a short routine to
simulate a telephone ring-

ing.
And now. the most com-

plex sound, the 64. This
uses the SID CHIP which
locations is SID = 54272.
Because of the complica-
tions I will first give a table
of the sound commands
which will be explained
later. SID = 64272

10

20

FOR A * 32500 to 32520: READ B: POKE
A,B: NEXT A
DATA 33, 10, (Pitch between and 9), 17.

(Duration between and 15). 0, (Number
of repeats 4-6).
200.229.213.197.205,181,3.193.309.225.
(Tone: 43 decreases the tone, 35 increases

and keeps it the same), 16,244.201

Voice 1 Voice Z Voice 3 Function
SID + SID + SID +

7 14 FREQUENCY (low)

1 8 15 FREQUENCY (High)

2 9 16 PULSE (Low)
3 10 17 PULSE (High)

CONTROL REGISTER4 11 18
6 12 19 ATTACK and DECAY
6 13 20 SUSTAIN and RELEASE

FILTER FUNCTION
SID +
21 FILTER FREQUENCY (Low)
22 FILTER FREQUENCY (High)

RESONANCE + FILTER23
24 MODE + VOLUME

READ FUNCTION
ONLY
SID +
25 PADDLE 1

26 PADDLE 2
27 OSCILLATOR
28 ENVELOPE

Don't worry if you don't
understand all this it is

very complex chip and
takes a lot of time to

understand properly. Itisa|

proper synthesizer chip. 3d
many pokes have to ba
entered, but after a lot oil

time and effort, the results
can be very rewarding. UnJ
fortunately, a very detailed
understanding of the SID
chip and computing irt

general Is needed, but I wilj

try my best to throw soma
1

light on the problem.
Playing notes: Say tht(

note to be played is FOUT,
then you can work out FHI
(Frequency High) and FLQ
(Frequency Low) by it.

FN = F0UT*1 .06097
FHI = FN/256

) = FN AND 255
{The AND there is not plus|

U is a command used fo

1
2
3
4
5

40
50
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10 DATA 10 ,10, 10 ,18 ,10, 15, 15, 15, 10, IB, 10 ,15, 15, IS, 12, 15, IS, 20, 20, 20 ,20, 15 ,15, 15,

l

0, 10, 10

20 DATA10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 15, 15, 15, 10, 10, 10, 15, 15, 12, 12, 15, 15,20,20,20,20, 15, 15, 15,1
0, IB, 10

3B DATA 10, 10, 10, 15,15,20,20,20, 15, 15,15,20,20,20,15,15,20,22,22,22,22,20,15, 15,1
5

35 DATA12, 12, 12, 10, 10, 1 ,10
40 DATA 10, 10, 10, 15, 15, 20, 20, 20, 15, 15, 15, 20, 20, 20, 15, 15, 20, 22, 22, 22, 22, 20, 15, 15,1
5

45 DATA 12, 12, 12, 10, 10, 1 , 10
50 DATA 10, 10, 10, 10,10, 12, 12, 10, 10, 10
60 RESTORE 10

70 READ AiBEEP .09,AiGOTO 70

working out Binary mask-
ing, so is FN = 6: to find
out FLO type in PRINT 6
AND 2551.
Now we can start the

program.

10
20
30

SID = 54272
POKE STD.FLO
POKE SID + l.FHI

If FOOT is going to be a
specific note then the value
of POUT Is F0UT = 2
(4* OCT + N/12)
OCT is the OCTave

number (0 to 7) and N is the
note number {0 to 11 as
below)

1

£
3
4

5

C
C sharp
D
D sharp
E
F

6 F sharp
7 G
8 G sharp
9 A

10 A sharp
11 B

Next the envelope must
be set. The envelope con-
tains four variables each
set from to 15. They are

A Attack
D Decay

S Sustain
R Release

(see Diagram 2).

Because of these intitals
the envelop is often called
the ADSR. The rise of the
note is called the Attack.
The fall is called the Decay.
The volume is controlled by
Sustain. The dying out is
the Release. They are all
measured in time. So now
we can add to the program.

POKE SID + 5.A * 16 -» D
50 POKE SID * 6,5* 16 +R

Wave form: There are
four wave forms available:
Triangle
Sawtooth
Pulse
Noise

Triangle oontains the
odd harmonic of the fre-
quency of the note. Saw-
tooth also contains the odd
harmonic, but in linear
form. Pulse holds all the
harmonics of the frequency
of the note (see Diagram 3).

|
By mixing wave forms and

i
filtering, any type of note
can be formed. (NOTE:

I Noise will not blend with
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any other wave form,
unless the voice is on "Test
Bit"). There are three fil-

ters available:
Low pass filter (which goes
from low to high)
High pass filter (which goes
from high to low)
Band pass Filter (which Is

two filters together)
(see Diagram 4).

SID + 23 activates what
Voices are to be filtered.

The fundamental structure
of the note is set in SID + 4,
and there are three pro-
cesses to do In order to
make a note sound.
1 Switch gate off

2 Switch gate on (activates
attack/decay/sustain

)

3 Switch gate off (activates
decay)

These can now be put in-

to our program . Add:

15
60

70

POKE SID + 4, PEEKlSID + 4)AND 254
POKE SID + 4, (PEEK (SID + 4)AND
254J0RI
POKE SID - 6, PEEKlSID + 4)AND 254

Well, that's a simple in-

troduction to sound on the
64

And last — but not by
now means least — the Vic.
This is simple to operate. It

has four voices and a
volume control

POKE 36874

36875

36876

36877
36878

(0 to 127 OFF, 128 to 255 PITCH
DIFFERENCE)
(VOICE 2. higher. Same numbers as In

Voice 1)
(VICE 3. highest. Same numbers as m Vice

(WHITE NOISE. Same numbers still apply)
VOLUME. = off. up to 15 loud)

file Is very simple but effective. Some interesting ef-

fects can be produced, here Is a program which runs
through the scales of the sound voices:

10 F0RT = 0TO
20 FORA = 128
30 POKE
40 POKE
50 NEXT
BO POKE
70 NEXT

Or a program to rev up a car:

10 POKE
20 X = 2
30 GET
40 IF
50 X = X +
60 POK
70 FORT =

80 X = X -

90-100 00

2
TO 255

36878,15
36874 + T.A

A
36874 + T,0

T

AS =
k 2

36878,15

* t n THEN
Aft
60

TO

TO

90-100 GOTO

36877.X
20: NEXT

30

30

To rev up the engine,
just hit any Key, or it will

go out. Keep on hitting.
That concludes SOUND.

Next month we shall be
looking at Professionalsm:
the small things that make

a game good. Until then,
good-bye and good com-
puting!

Attributes: C Winter
D Turfitt
R Hearn

10 DATA. 2, 18, .2,5, .2,7, .2,5, .2,7, .2,9, .5, 18

20 RESTORE 10

30 FOR A=l TO 7:READ B,C:BEEP B,CiBEEP .09,

C

40 NEXT .

A

..

HIGH PASS FILTER

Diagram 4

10 RESTORE
20 V0L8
30 X=l
40 F0RT=1T019
50 READY,

2

£0 SOUNDX,Y,2
70 NEXT
30 DATA 163, 45, 169,45, 169,30,262, 15,345,45,345,30,

262,15,345,30,383,15,453,60

90 DATA596,45,453, 14,345,45 , 169,45,453 ,30,383, 15,
345,30,262, 15,60

READY.

10 FQPA=1T05
20 F0PB=1T02
30 FORC=1TO10
40 SOUND; ,800,! 1

50 SOUND 1 ,400,

!

1

60 NEXTC
70 FORD =1TO 100!i NEXTD
80 NEXTB
90 FOPD=lTO600i

!
NEXTA

100 NEXTA
110 END
READY.
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JUST STARTING - A NEW GAME OF STARGLOBE.

STARGLOBE 3

This is a brand new game of STARGLOBE, the leading
play-by-mail space fantasy game.
STARGLOBE features a huge three dimensional

universe of 2,000 stars, most of which have planets for
exploration, conquest and development.

To play, fly your own starship through space to try and
outwit other players whose ships you see on your screens.
The game continues peacefully for the most part allowing
you to develop your own empire but combat with other
players or aliens, when it occurs, can be sudden, brutal
and devastating.

Once you have built up enough strength and weaponry
you can return to the central star and conquer itto become
the winner of the game.
STARGLOBE runs continuously and the first two games

are still going well after up to two years of play. Regular
moves are £1.60 per turn. Send £3 for introductory pack
and launch of your spaceship to:

Timepatterns
STARGLOBE 3

97 Devonshire Road
Birmingham B20 2 PG

TEL: 021-523-4446

ST.CTreiNIANS!
That's what one paper called St- Bride's -
the famous school where grown-up girls
are transformed into schoolgirls. The
others weren't silent either;

*A school for scandal?' asked the
Telegraph.
'All very pukkah/ assured BBC
TV News.
'Bizarre!' shrieked the Sun.

Now you can enjoy the St Brides
experience without leaving your own home.

The Secret of St. Bride's isa computer adventure
which places you in the roll of Trixie Trinian, a
new girl at St. Bride's, In your quest to uncover
the school's dark secret you will explore
classrooms and dormitories, meet pupils and
mistresses - but as you encounter the
mysterious forces at work, you will travel

(beyond the confines of the school itself to a Victorian
girls boarding school much older than St. Bride's; to
Cromwell's time; to the wild fantasy world of ancient
Ireland and the Celtic's twilight; and right across Ireland
to the glittering Dublin of Ihe turn of the century.
The Secret of St. Bride's - not so much a program, more

— '
r/e

KJC Games, Brftalna leading Play By Mail company, Introduces to you our new Play By Mallgame of Xenophobia, Conquest, and Space Warfare called ...

CAPITOL
BRITAINS MOST ADVANCED COMPUTER MODERATED PLAY BY MAIL GAME!

CAPITOL Features —
— A strategic space warfare game, completely computer moderated.— Approximately 35 players per game.
— Players design their own race's characteristics and description.— Design your own starshlps and build them at your star bases.— Expand your empire and conquer other races.
— An advanced stage' of the game Introduces new technologies ol

stargates and Improved ship movement capabilities.
— CAPITOL'S simplified order formats are easy to remember. No coding

your orders onto computer cards or other gimmicks.— CAPITOL has an easy to understand rulebook, complete with
numerous examples.

— CAPITOL was subjected to the largest play test ol ANY commercial
PBM game. Over 100 players played over 1500 turns of CAPITOL prior
to release.

— Runs on an IBM PC. using S12K.

"CAPITOL is fast becoming the
standard against which other space
warfare games are compared"

— With each rulebook you receive a set of
overlays to use In mapping Ihe game
and moving ships.

— Mapping CAPITOL Is extremely
Interesting, using the computer
printed maps you receive with your
turn results.

— No due dates.CAPITOL allows you
tour turns per month. Most other
computer moderated games have the
usual one turn every two weeks.

KJC Games has been running Play By Mail games for about 5 years now and our
reputation lor giving good, exciting games and a first class service Is second to
none. Our team of professional Gamesmasters will usually reply to your turn with
48 hours.

GAMES
n^^"^CAPirOL8e^^
payable to KJC Games. For this you will receive Ihe Rulebook, setup and
7i,!

WO lurni
-
Each ,um ol C8Plto1 coitt £1 75 for the first 60 orders. Each

additional 30 orders costs 75p. European players are welcome. Reply to:-
KJ t Games, P.O. Box 11, Cleveleys, Lancashire, FY5 2UL
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CRIPTIOXS
Calling all Spectrum and Commodore
64 owners. You can save pounds in

our fantastic special offer. Take out a

subscription to Computer Gamer and
buy two Beyond games for only

£1.50 each!

When you subscribe to

Computer Gamer you can
be sure that we'll cram
through your letter box,
every month, all the news
and reviews of the latest

releases, indepth strategy
articles on the best games,
help for those stuok in
adventures, competitions
in which you could win

rastlc prizes, challeng-

es programs for you to
type In and fascinating
features to help you get the
best from your computer
gaming. It all adds up to the
magazine that no gamer
can afford to miss.

Not only are we saving
you the rush to get a copy
before your friends nab the
last one but were also giv-

ing you the opportunity, to

UK readers, to buy two
Beyond games for the
ridiculous price of on
£1.50 each.

Oon't miss out! maXe
your selections from the

boxes of Beyond software

(only one game can be
.osen from box Bj and

complete the form below.
Then send it along with
your cheque or postal order
for £18.20 to Computer
Gamer (Subs Offer), Argus
Specialist Press, No. 1
Golden Square, London
W1B SAB.

What you save!

The normal Gamer
subscription rate (for UK
readers) is £15.20 for 12
issues. Adding £3 for the

i Beyond games brings
the total you pay to £18.20.

Compare that with the
of two games teg

Shadowfire and Spy w
Spy), each should cost
£9.95 each making a total

of £19.90. Therefore you
could save nearly £2 on the

;ames themselves and get

2 issues of Gamer as welH

^Uflftltfc

Box A (both of your selections

can be made from this box)

i^ri^S
EflW*OPO** **_VP e==

i

L>mL

' ::

sof
seek

"•a

St—"*

Can you save the
*, from tr

wargame

'-^T

&*'*

**ytr0n S**c/ C64
RRP

*****d
"n the

. shadowfire Spec/C64
"nits. you
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SPECIAL OFFER

J
Special offer subscrlbtion rate £18.20

i Selection 1 (from Box A only)

- Selection 2 (from either Box)

I am enclosing my (delete as necessryj
cheque /Postal Order / International Mi
Order for £
(made payable to ASP Ltd)
OR
Debit. AccessD BarclaycardD

/

1

I
»

1

1

—'

—

1

1
'

Please Use B Capitals ai

code

NAME tMr/Mrs/Miss

ADDRESS .
.

. i . i

POST CODE,

SIGNATURE

DATE /
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Here is a guide to the sym-
bols used t< L^rate the

game reviews.

Eecaans Star Guide

Black Hole —

White Dwarf -

Bright Star —

Red Giant —

Nova —

a
a
a

Supernova —

Nebula — i-

\rf

This should be avoided at all costs

as anything that gets too close to it

is immediately sucked into the

vacuum. A game given this

description is totally void of any
interesting features.

This is a small dying star that is

now far from it's best. Any similar

games may lack, lasting appeal.

Like your sun, games given this

description will be bright and In-

teresting and will support intelli-

gent life.

Brighter than a bright star such a

game will have an outstanding
feature or game syste

If you see a game with a Nova
rating you should immediately
rush out and buy it. Novas are

bright and speotacular and can in-

fluence neighbouring planets.

This is the ultimate in stellar

systems for this incredible explo-

sion of a star can effect entire

galaxies. If a Bupernova game
runs on a computer that you don t

have then buy the machine and
then buy the game l

Although at first nebulae look

bright and interesting they are in

fact constructed totally from hot

gasBes. Beware of any game carry-

ing this symbol as you will pro-

bably find it disappointing.

Planet ratings Game symbols.

Planet ratings are marks
out of five for specific areas

i game. These include
Originality, graphics, use

machine and value for

money.
Originality — How

original is the game? Is

completely new idea or is it

the 83rd version of Pac-

man

Graphics Do the
Graphics amaze your
friends or send them
sleep.

Use of machine — does
the game push the
machines hardware to the
limits or was it written in

three lines of Basic.

Value for money — Is it

daylight robbery or a steal?

These symbols indicate

which category the game
belongs in. It is however
possible for a game to be in

more than one group in

which case more than one
symbol will appear by the
review.

Adventure

Action

Simulation

Strategy

Sports

Wargame.

ayers C
minimum /maximum

Joysticks
required/ opMonal, n

Title:

Computer:
Supplier:
Price:

HSfi
Relax because its here at

last, the computer game of

the mega-hype group
Frankie Goes To Holly-
wood.

The Frankie package is a
boxed set of two tapes, one
with a live version of Relax
by the group themselves
and the other containing
the game which takes you
from Mundanesville to the
heart of the Pleasure Dome
itself. Appearing like an ac-

tion adventure, the pro-

gram contains a range of

small action screens and
puzzles which must be suc-
cessfully completed to

build up your personality

so that you can pass
through the door to the cen-

tre of the Pleasure Dome
itself.

The opening screen
6laces you in a street in

[u ndanesvllle as an amor-
phous humanold shape
seeking to develop the four
essential elements of per-

sonality: Pleasure, War,
Love and Faith. These
elements are represented
on the right of the screen
display by icons above
which columns grow as you
gain experience during the

game. Occasionally the
screen displays a readout of

the sum total of the col-

umns as percentage to let

you know how you're
developing.

To gain experience you
must search the houses of

Mundanesville for items
which may be of use in the

action screens or in the

maze called the Corridors of

Power contained within the

Pleasure Dome. In superb
graphic action you can lead

your oharacter from room
to room investigating every
item of furniture simply by
making him reach out ana
touch it. If there is

anything worth taking it is

displayed in a small inset

box superimposed on the
screen. Usually there are

Frankie Goes To Hollywood

C64
Ocean
X7.9B

three or four items to

choose from and you must
decide which will be useful,

trial and error over many
sessions of play will tell

you what you need. As
usual you can only carry a
limited amount.

In some of the rooms
there are television sets

with videos attached. Dur-

ing your search you find

video cassettes which may
be played on these TVs and
your humanoid can enter

the screen of the TV to find

himself in the centre of an
arcade game or a puzzle
screen. There are about ten

different screens to be com-
pleted and success is

rewarded with personality
points, failure means a
reduction of points
however. In most of the

]

screens, objects found in
j

the houses may enhance
your chances but care must
be taken to choose the cor-

rect item because it can on-

ly be used once and a wrong
choice loses the object I

forever.
Another two ways exist I

to move into the action I

screens: through pictures I

on the walls of the houses I

or by entering doors within I

the Pleasure Dome maze.]
The Pleasure Dome is I

reached by unlooking aM
door in one of the dozen or

so houses in Mundanesville
and the maze can be map-
ped by noting the colours of

various manholes which
are found but be warned*
the manholes will swallow

up your character andj

return him to Mundanes-j
ville with a subsequent loss!

of personality points. Pass-f

ing through the doors in

the corridors leads Into thB

action screens.
The pictures must bfi

touched to activate thera.

They grow into larger im-

ages which form entrances

in the same way as thl

video cassettes and, sinoj

part of the fun is working
out how to enter th*

screens, wild horses won 1

drag the secret out of m
(written requests on
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r

back of £5 notes might).
Touching a picture in-
creases a personality ele-
ment and one little hint to
the more patient cheats out
there Is to touch the pic-
ture, leave the room, re-
enter and touch the picture
again. After fifty or so
visits to each picture you
will have increased three or
four_ ..personality elements
to maximum. This is ob-
viously only a hint to those
who are desperate enough
to turn a superb game into
a total bore and those try-
ing to follow my advice pro-
bably deserve to be exiled
to Mundanesville forever.

I will not reveal too
much about the action
screens except to say that
they are varied in scope
ranging from preventing
the bombing of Merseyside.
through a battle of words
between the Superpowers
to taking the role of a devil
hunting for halos under a
barrage of Cupid's arrowsf
Each mini game is an enter-
tainment in itself and I've
seen worse programs sold
at exhorbitant prices as
games in their own right.

In one of the houses a
murder has been commit-
ted (all human life is
covered in this game) and
you must solve the crime if
you are to succeed. After
discovering the body you
will find clues in most of
the rooms of the other
houses (could they be
Sherlock homes?) and your
deductive powers must be
brought to focus on the
solution to the crime before
re-entering the murder
room to reveal the villain of
the piece.
Ocean have really gone

to town on this package,
the graphics are excellent
and the music is well pro-
duced except for the frog-
in-the-throat sound of
Relax played over the
loading screen. The game
itself has kept me coming
back for more since itarrlv-
ed on my desk but, as in
life. I still have not reached
the full potential of my per-

sonality development
which would enable me to
enter the final room of the
maze. Ocean. I hate vour
devious minds but I 'love
your new game.

JG

PLANET RATINGS

Originality
Graphics
Use of machine
Value for money

STAR RATING
Super Nova

••000
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:

H?i
The Myons are back!
Despite your successful at-

tempt to fight them off in
Codename Mat. they're
back in the game 3D action
sequel.

This time your defen-

ding the Krillium mines
from the Myon onslaught
in Centurion TI which is the

Earth's most powerful
combat ship. Krilllum is

the most valuable sub-
stance in the Universe as a
pinch of it can turn a desert
into a jungle and therefore

it is essential that you do
not fail in your mission.

Your job is to locate the
invading Myons and
destroy them and by doing
so hold out as long as possi-
ble. For while you're
•fighting, valuable Krilllum
is being mined. So it's

"Remember the Alamo"
and into battle.

The ships firepower
comes from two laser can-
nons and two photon
torpedo tubes. Unfor-
tunately you can only use
one type of weapon at any
one time. In fact when you
swap between the two you
see through your 3D front
view the laser cannons
being withdrawn before the
torpedo tubes are extended.

The lasers are more ac-

curate and fire rapidly but
will overheat if used con-
stantly. The current
temperature is shown on

Codename Mat II

Spectrum
Domark

the instruments display
along with your current
speed, the ships status (red

ii under attack), energy
levels and condition of the
shlpB four defensive
shields.

Beside the instruments
display is a screen that at a
touch of a button becomes a
rear view, a long or short
scanner, a battle computer
display or a strategic map
of the mines that shows
your position and that of

the invading Myons.
Inevitably you will sus-

tain damage to the ship and
its systems which will

adversely affect their per-
formance, but if you're in

the middle of a Myon attack
you have to make do with
what you've got. For exam-
ple a damaged battle com-
puter will only briefly show
the data (distance and
direction) of attacking
Myons but the short range
scanner can be used, in
emergencies, by a skilled

pilot.
At the end of an attack

wave you have a little time
in which you should
despatch your repair
droids to give you back the
systems that you'll need to

survive a bit longer. TH

PLANET RATINGS

Originality
Graphics
Use of machine
Value for money

STAR RATING
Red Giant

000

0000
0000

Title:

Computer:
Supplier:
Price:

lwJ fl

Quite an original game this.

The idea is to keep a flower
alive. You play the part of a
cloud and you should rain
on the little thing. However
the nasty umbrellas keep
sucking up your raindrops.
You have a limited

amount of rain in your

April Showers
BBC Micro
Seven Technology
£7.95

cloud, though you can ab-

sorb more from other pass-
ing clouds.

Apart from this there is

very little else to the game.
There is very little

playability and I don't
think it will keep anyone
older than four interested
for more than a few
minutes. It shares the un-
fortunate common de-
nominator of most non-
violent games — it's boring.

MR

Title:

Computer:
Supplier:

Price:

PLANET RATINGS

Originality
Graphics
Use of machine
Value for money

STAR RATING
White Dwarf

000
000

These tense battles fought
between the likes of Davis.

Taylor and Higgins can be
reoreated in Tournament
Snooker. It is the first game
from the aptly named Hard
Software as its a difficult

game to play.
It's an extremely polish-

ed snooker simulation as it

includes some additional
features that make it one of

the best snooker games
that I have played.

Shots are selected by
rotating a cue around the
white ball until the desired
direction is found. If you're
unsure of the direction
pressing "L" will move the
cue as if you were lining up
for the shot.

You can really Impress
the crowd by putting spin
or stun on the cue ball but-

moving a pointer over a ball

in the top left hand corner

Tournament Snooker
Einstein
Hard Software
£14.95

of the screen. Once you're
ready to play, two key
presses hopefully sends the

ball in the right direction.
Should you manage to

pot a ball or get out of a

snooker you can call up ail

action replay and back ii^

your glory. This is a nice

touch as it also shows|
beginners why their show
didn't quite go according tot

plan.
Finally if you're fed un

with missing even the!

easiest pots you can ente*

practise mode where you
can set the balls in anyi
position or you can leave)

the game to be continued!
later, in the meantime the)

game will play a demo g
in which it will no doubtgej
a break of over 50. TH

PLANET RATINGS

Originality
Graphics
Use of machine
Value for money

STAR RATING
Red Giant

•I

• •ll
•••i

|

••l
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Many an argument has
been heard in this hobby on
whether adventures should
include graphics or be text
only. The usual argument
against graphics is that the
pictures use up valuable
memory, take a long time to
be drawn and add nothing
to the game. In fact it Is
said that including
graphics precludes good at-
mospheric room descrip-
tions and therefore spoils
the adventure. Magician's
Ball will add fuel to the
debate as not only does it
have good room descrip-
tions it also has meaningful
graphics and music as well.

In the adventure you
play the role of Garo who
enters a fantasy world to
rescue the kings daughter
from an evil Magician. Un-
fortunately the Magician
has powers that include

,

size changing and telepor-

ting as well as a ring that
can turn people to stone.
Consequently you will have
to use your powers of
deduction to avoid his traps
and finally defeat him.

During the adventure
you meet other characters
that you can become which
helps you to solve problems
that Caro can't handle.

The game accepts quite
involved commands such
as ThrowHammer Through
Window which can be
repeated and edited by
pressing the C64's arrow
key. This can save you a lot
of unnecessary typing and
speed up the game.

Your commands and any
consequences that result
from them are displayed in
the bottom half of the
screen and above that a pic-
ture of your current loca-
tion and a text description.
The graphics appear

almost Instantaneously
and many of them are
animated (for example in-
clude a flickering name).
Some even have sound ef-

fects. For example, leaves
rustling in the forest.
The accompanying

description is better than
the usual "You are in a
room, you see nothing"
type and add a lot of at-
mosphere to the game. For
example in a barren waste-
land "Flames and gasses
beloh from the cracks In
the soil". Or a boggy
marshland contains "Stag-
nant pools of water that He
silent and inert. They
reflect the clouds in their
dusty surfaces".

Obviously the text pro-
vides the games atmos-
phere but the graphics can
give you a quiok impres-
sion if you haven't time to
read the text. When you're
being chased by a goblin, is
such an oocaslon.

If that wasn't enough,
while you adventure, you
can hum along to a digitis-
ed version of Mike

Oldfield's "Tubular Bells".
Spectrum and Amstrad ver-
sions are set to follow
shortly with the Spectrum
version featuring a 3 voice
sound synthesiser,

PLANET RATINGS

Originality
Graphics
Use of machine
Value for money

STAR RATING
Nova

000
0000
• •••
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Supplier:

Price;

Adventurers everywhere
will be sneaking up on their

piggy banks, hammer in

hand with the news of a
new release from Level 9.

Having not enjoyed their

last game quite so much as

Red Moon
Amstrad, Atari, BBC. C64
Memotech, MSX, Spectrum
Level 9
£6.95

their others, I was also

waiting with some trepida-

tion to see whether or not

they had returned to their

usual standard. I need not
have worried.

In olden days when the
moon was red. magic work-
ed and mythical creatures
roamed the earth. As the
colour drained from the
moon, so too did man's
magical ability. A red moon
crystal was created which
cast its aura over the
Kingdom of Baskalos and
all was well until
crystal was stolen.

Moon is the story of
Red
how

you. a magician T rescued
the crystal.

Level 9 have made to ma-
jor changes to their normal
adventure system with the
Introduction of magic and

combat routines. Through-
out the course of the game,
you will come across
several characters who
seen quite intent in stopp-
ing you in your tracks and
attack you quite happily.

You are assigned 50 hit

points at the start of the
game and these decrease as
your opponent knocks
chunks out of you. When
your hit points reach zero,

you die although the
powers that be may decide
to resurrect you. You are of

course allowed to retaliate

and as combat usually
results when you meet
another creature, it might
be prudent to get in the
first blow. Before you take
this strategy as gospel
though, a word of warning,
some characters are sup-
posed to help you. The
amount of damage caused
is calculated on a random
basis so that you can never
be sure that the game wiU
play the same way twice in
succession.

There are a dozen or so
spells listed in the instruc-

tions although there are
also some magic words

which are not listed. To cast

a spell, you need a specific

object to act as the focus of
your attention. For exam-
ple, to cast a ZAP spell (a

magical attack spell) you
need the dagger, but be
warned, this spell won't
work if there is too muoh
metal around. The use of

these focal objeots makes
life very interesting indeed
as you can only carry a
limited number of objects

at any given time so you
will not be able to cast all

the spells that you know.
Amongst the spells that you
have available are one that
reverses a fall, a teleport

spell, detect magic and a
temporary strength spell.

The first instruction
given in any book on how
to play adventures is

"make a map". Alas, some
people do not find this the
easiest thing in the world to

do. To make things easier

for you. Red Moon tells you
where the various paths
lead to. For example, in-

stead of saying exits are
north and west, the pro-

gram might say you can go
north to T-junction and
west to a large aave. You
should have little trouble
Joining up all your boxes
when making your map.

The game features over
two hundred locations, all

of which are illustrated (ex-

cept in Atari and Memoteoh
versions). The pictures are
reasonable and are drawn
fairly quickly- Text only
freaks can toggle the pic-

tures Off. All the locations

are thoroughly and well

described. One area on the
surface is full of small slits

and the whole place reeks
of dragons. This is a lovely

description and gives a
reasonable hint as to what
you might expect to meet
later on in the game. It is

also an easy game to ex-

plore. Well over sixty loca-

tions are accessible without
having to solve any very
difficult problems. This la

an important point as it

helps the player get into the
atmosphere of the game.

With the introduction of

magic and combat, adven-
ture games are getting

more and more like role

Slaying games (such as

ungeons & Dragons) with
every new release. Red
Moon is a thoroughly en-

joyable game with lots of at-

mosphere and interesting
original problems. It main-
tains Level 9's position aa

Britain's number one
adventure house. GH
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:
Price:

Dynamite Dan
Spectrum 48K
Mirrorsoft
£6.95

ESIffA

Every now and then, I get a
bit fed up of the endless
stream of remarkably
similar games that is
flooding into the software
market these days. But
then again, every now and
then a game comes along
that wakes me up and puts
a little bit of sparkle into
the old keyboard.

Dynamite Dan is one of
those games that, whilst
not being terribly original
or state-of-the-art, seems

fresh enough to draw you
back to your machine for
the sheer fun of playing.

'Dan' is, quite simply, a
superior platform game.
There's not an original
bone in his body, but what
the game lacks in originali-
ty it makes up for in sheer
action. Your hero Dan has
landed on the roof of Dr
Blltzen's castle stronghold,
and now has to seek out the
plans for the mad doctor's
secret weapon. These plans
are locked in a safe, and as
well as finding the safe, you
have to guide Dan around
the castle in search of eight
sticks of dynamite needed
to open the safe, and also
collect the food he needs to
keep himself going.

What distinguishes this
from all the other platform
games around is the sheer
amount of action crammed
into each screen. I've never
seen so many platforms,
ledges, obstacles and
sprites before — the sheer
variety of all these things
means that you have to stop
and look at each new screen
for a while, Just to work out
what you want to collect
and which route to take.

Quite sensibly, you
begin the game with eight
lives, and you'll need allof
them to work your way
through the complex of
rooms. But, though I found
myself getting killed all
over the place, I never
become frustrated with the
game, but instead found
that each room made me
more curious to continue
into the depths of the castle
to see what awaits in the
final stages of the game.

The graphics are all well
designed, and though they
aren't particularly spec-

tacular, what is impressive
is the way that so many
features have been squeez-
ed into the rooms without
seeming squashed or
crowded. Despite all the ob-
jects in each room, the
graphics are still quite
large and finely detailed
and very professional
throughout. My only doubt
is that, despite being an ex-
ceptionally good platform
game, this type of game is
now so common that prices
ought to be a bit lower.
'Dan' is good value for
money, but to get full
marks on that count it
could still come down in
price by Just a few pennies.

SD

PLANET RATINGS
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On the face of it, being an
air traffic controller is one
of life's easier jobs. After
all, the sky is pretty big and
it can't be that difficult to
tell a few bigheaded pilots
whose turn it is to land.
One midair collision, two
near misses and in-
numerable avoidable
delays later, I was left to
reflect on where I had gone
wrong. And that was on the
easiest level!
Kennedy Approach is

one of the most exciting
and challenging simulation
games I have played. The
main argument about flight
simulators and the like has
always been that they are
boring. Very realistic
maybe, but definitely bor-
ing. Not so with Kennedy
Approach. There always
seems to be one thing more
happening than your brain
can oope with.
The first thing you

notice is that the game taks
to you a lot. Every time you
tell a pilot what to do the
pilot converts your instruc-
tions into speech. "F, one,
zero, one, six. Turn right.
Heading one eight zero.
Descend to four thousand
feet." "Roger" comes back
foe reply. The speech is
perfectly intelligible with a
built-in static crackle.

-4
You issue instructions to

a particular plane by mov-
ing a cursor over it and
pressing the fire button.
Moving the joystick side-
ways, alters the direction
that the plane is flying
whilst moving it up and
down changes the altitude.
Altitude on screen is
depicted by the number of
dots under the plane, each
one representing a thou-
sand feet. This gives a
pseudo 3-D effect to the
controller.

When everything is clear
and the plane is in the cor-
rect position, you can tell it.

to land at the appropriate
airport. After one suc-
cessful landing (beginner's
luck?) my next nearest
attempt was the middle of
the field somewhere. You
are also supposed to make
planes take off but I never

created sufficient spac
near the airfield.

There are five different
airfields to choose from
with varying weather and
volumes of traffic condi-
tions. Occasionally,
emergencies occur such as
a plane running out of fuel
and these then have to be
accorded top priority. The
game lasts for the duration
of a shift after which you
are assessed on the quality
of your work.
When I was a kid I used

to go plane spotting at Man-
chester Airport. Listening
to and playing this game
brought the memories
flooding back. A
thoroughly enjoyable game
that can be recommended
to ex-plane spotters and
simulation fans every-
where.
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:
Price:

Pole Position
Spectrum
US Gold
*7.9S

Pole Position for the Spec-

trum came out originally in

May 1984 under the Atari
label. But with the *new
look' Atari, they lost the

licence from Namco for

Pole Position. So Datasoft
ended up with the game
rights to Pole Position.

So to cut a very long
story short US Gold have
ended up with the Datasoft
version of the game. The
only differene between the

two versions is that the

signs on them are different.

One says 'Datasoft' a lot

and the other says 'Atari' a

lot.

Otherwise the game is

straight Pole Position. The
Spectrum version is one ol

the better versions that

came out. The C64 version,

for instance, was awful —
but that was written in

America and the Spectrum
version was written over

here.
Another 'Golden Oldie

that is hitting the shelves

again and well worth it it is

too. Pole Position strikes

the right balance between
action and simulation, that

makes it much better to

play. An Amstrad version

of the game is due soon. MB

PLANET RATINGS
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:
Price:

Mig Alley Ace
C64
Microprose
£9.95

Set in the Korean War
(1950-53), Mig Alley Ace is

a combat flight simulator
program. It features a split

screen which allows an
amazing number of playing
options. The obvious one is

a head to head struggle bet-

ween you and a friend but
you can also take on the
computer either singly or
with a friend. You can
choose up to three enemy
aircraft on each of five mis-
sions. When you consider
that each mission has five

different skill levels, you
can see what I mean.

There are four dials for

you to worry about (engine
power, speedometer,
altimeter and radar)
together with three warn-
ing lights (exhaust gas
temperature, low altitude

and low ammo). Your first

problem is to find your
enemy which is achieved by
having a quick peek at your
opponent's half screen to,

find out what height he's
flying at and then using
your radar. There is

nothing more disconcerting
than finding your field of

view totally clear whilst on

his half screen you find

yourself slipping quietly

into his gunsights. Yourj

ammo is strictly limited;

(according to skill level),

and scoring hits is none tooj

easy so you are advised to)

pick your shots carefully.:

The game ends when youl

have been shot down three

times but you have the

chance of saving a life by

ejecting in time.
That's about it then. Tha

game looks dated with!

limited graphics and lacks!

sophistication compared
with other similar games
already on the market. II

can't help but feel that two]

reasonably skilled players

would have no trouble atafc
avoiding each other all thw

time and end up getting;

nowhere.
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Popeye and his friends have
hit the Spectrum in a game
that features the biggest
characters ever seen on a
Spectrum. Popeye. himself,
is about half the height of
the game display as he
chortles his way through a
most enjoyable arcade
game.

His mission is to collect
25 hearts for his loved one,
Olive Oyl, which are strewn
about some weird and
wonderful screens.

However getting to the
hearts is no picnic as he
will have to navigate
through locked doors, up
and down ropes while
avoiding his arch rival
Brutus, a giant condor, a
witoh on a broomstick and
a fire-breathing dragon.

Luckily he can also find
tins of spinach which will
rejuvenate him whenever
he is olobbered. Conse-
quently the tins of spinach
act as "lives" for the game.

This is a good idea since
you get more lives the
further you get into the
game.

The large characters
work well and are animated
beautifully, particularly
their faces, however they
do suffer from occasional
colour smudging that has
plagued many a Spectrum
game.

This incredibly addictive
game is another of those
that you must have "just
one more game".

\9m0t 1
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Following on after
Wimbledon, I suppose it is
Inevitable that a glut of ten-
nis games should appear.
Superbrat is the latest
budget offering from Atlan-
tis. It is not. I am afraid,
very good-

with, you can
your man up
the baseline.
response is

,, slow and you
have great difficulty getting
to the ball in time. At least I
think you do. The graphics
are not particularly clear

To start
only move
and down
Keyboard
dreadfully

and you have considerable
trouble in picking up the
path of the ball. If you do
get to the ball in time, you
press the "P" key to hit the
ball, releasing the key
quickly to hit the ball to the
left and slowly to hit it to
the right.

To be honest, the game is
totally unplayable and you
would have much more fun
playing Pong, If you want a
tennis game for your Spec-
trum, then save up and buy
a copy of Psion's Match
Point, which is excellent.
On the cassette inlay.
Atlantis describe Superbrat
as the most authentic ten-
nis game available for the
Spectrum. They cannot be
serious. This is the pits.

OH
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This arrived at the Gamer
offices about thirty seconds
before our final deadline,

so we didn't have time to

get a long way into it before

the men in white coats

came to take us all away
'till next "issues reviews
have been done.

Fortunately the game
has a turbo loader that's

quite quick, so I got a
reasonable look at it,

enough to grab my atten-

tion and ensure that I'll go
back and give it a good go-

ing over as soon as I can.
Imagine a game that Is

an animated adventure
( like Valhalla, but with bet-

ter graphics), uses a variety

of single key commands
and a keyboard overlay
(like Lords of Midnight),

and has an icom system fop

manipulating objects (like

A View to a Kill), and
you've more or less got
'Spirit'.

The introduction on the

inlay is a bit weird. It

seems the game is set in

1996, a time when all the

cities In the world have
been renamed New York,
and the 'second prohibi-

tion' has been declared,

banning all spirits. Now I

thought that meant booze
type spirits until I read the
note about the ghost detec-

tor device, and saw the
Bpooks on the screen in-

dulge in a bit ofGBH on my
little man. However, the in-

lay notes don't give
anything away, so you're
on your own when it comes
to figuring our your goal.

The graphics are very

good. Your man walks
along the streets of New

York, passing various
buildings, and objectB that

are needed to solve the

puzzles you encounter. The
icon system allows you to

join objects together, to

make tools that you may
need, and the keyboard
controls offer options such
as 'Hold' 'Take'.
'Examine', 'Throw' and so
on. There's even a 'Swear'
option, which, needless to

say. I used at the first

available opportunity, only
to get a bit of a shock in

return I

I didn't have time to ex-

plore very far, so I'm not
sure how large the playing
area Is. but as long as it's

fairly large I'm pretty sure
that the game will have suf-

ficient content to keep me
at it for quite some time.
Despite the brief time I had
to review it in, 'Spirit' was
one of those games that

seemed to grab my atten

tion immediately. After all.

there are lots of games that

can be reviewed in just a
few minutes due to their

lack of content, but that

certainly doesn't seem to be

the case with 'Spirit'. SD

PLANET RATINGS
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:
Price:

Aabatron

Beven Technology
£7.98

Bil This game is a sort of
Robotron with lots of added
extras. There are a number
of screens, each one with a
different pattern of walls in

it and a different concen-
tration of the different

kinds of aliens. The aliens
initially start off sta-
tionary, but start to move
after you have shot a few.

The aliens come in a
number of different types,

each with their own per-

sonality. Some types are in-

vulnerable until they start

moving, some seem to home
in on you with lasers and

others are Just awkward.
A screen is completed by

clearing out all the nasties

with your gun. Four direc-

tional movement is used
with the gun firing in the
direction that you were fac-

ing, rather than the com-
plex Robotron controls.
The options are also

quite comprehensive, there

is the ability to set one of

five different speeds — the
fastest speed is obviously
for Electron users as it is

pretty impossible other-

wise. One annoying thing is

that the speed always resets

to the default setting at the|

end of a game necessitating

going through the selection

procedure again. I

Altogether a reasonabla

game, though whether it iaj

worth nearly £8 is up to

personal taste. MR
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:

Pric«:

Desert Burner
48K Spectrum
Creative Sparks
Range
£2.80

— Sparklers

As the leader of a band of
freedom fighters, you are
trying to deliver a set of
plans. To help you on your
mission, you are equipped
wftTf the Desert Burner — a
high performance motor-
bike.

Driving along the road,
you encounter several
hazards such as cars, lor-
ries, holes in the road and
mutant Pac-men. Obviously
the steering has gone on
your bike as all these
obstacles have to be jumped
over. How far and how high
you jump is determined by
how fast you are going at
the time (up to S20 mph).
The combination of correct
speed and timing is nicely
done though why you have
to jump trees at the side of
the road I am not too sure
about.

To add to your troubles,
you are being hunted by
enemy helicopters. You
should shoot these down as
soon as possible as they get
in the way whilst jumping,
causing you to crash. You
get bonus points for
shooting them down, other-
wise points are gained

depending on how far you
travel.

There are two different
tracks to choose from and
you are able to preview
either by going into a cheat
mode which allows you to
collide with objects without
losing a life. The screen
changes through night and
day although this does not
seem to affect the way the
game plays at all.

I found this quite a
skillful little game to play,
not least because of the
joystick controls of up to
accelerate and down to
Jump (right to accelerate,
up to jump would seem
more logical). It has a cer-
tain addictiveness to it and
is the sort of game you
would play for the odd half
hour, trying to drive those
few extra miles.

PLANET BATINGS
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Bright Star
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:
Price:

ESIffi
The trend towards games
that are born out of mer-
chandising and licensing
deals continues, and has
now got to the stage where
some games have virtually
become computerised
adverts for particular pro-
ducts. The trouble is that so
far, most of these games
have been so feeble that
they've not been very good
adverts either for the pro-
duct or for the software
houses involved.

Action Biker, produced
by Mastertronic. in associa-
tion with KP (the crisps
people), does little to
change the state of affairs
I'm afraid.
Clumsy Colin is the

character featured in the
advertising campaign tor
KP 'Skips' (Skips being
small crunchy objects con-
sumed in great quantities
by young children, but
then, so are caterpillars),
and it is the adventures of
Colin as he travels around
streets and houses on his
bike that form the basis of
the game. Colin has to find
his friend Marti and get
him to a spaceport, but to
do this he needs to locate
fifty objects hidden in some
of the 160 houses in the
game. What I don't unders-
tand is that the instruc-
tions tell you that the game
ends when Colin wakes up
(woken by an alarm clock
or collision with other
vehicles!) — but surely if
he's on a motorbike he

Action Biker
Spectrum 48K
Mastertronic
£1.99

should be awake already —
it's all very odd.

The (static) drawing of
the various houses and
streets is fine, but the
graphics for Colin on his
bike, and the other vehicles
on the roads are small and
quite flickery, and only
move across the screen one
character square at a time
rather than being smoothly
animated (like the bike in
Microsphere's 'Wheelie').

Along the way, Colin can
enter some of the houses to
find the objects he needs.
The cassette inlay has a
couple of soreen shots of
the interior of these houses
and they look quite promis-
ing — being Atic Atac style
overhead views of the
rooms. But, once you get in-
to these rooms you find
that there is nothing to do
there. If there is an object
in the room, then a line of
text will appear telling you
that you've collected the ob-
ject, but that's all; there's
no animation, no combat,
no manoeuvering to collect
the object, just a static shot
ofColin standing in a room,
which I'm afraid didn't
prove terribly addictive.
Neither, for that matter,
did the rest of the game, I'd
'Skip' this one if I were you
(yuk.yuk). sd
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Grldtrap's debut on the
MSX is not marked by the
excellence of the conver-
sion but by its bargain
price. A pity everything
else in the MSX world could
not be such a bargain.

The game consists of a
grid of squares punctuated
by the occasional skull and
crossbones and a bomb
with a lit ruse. Roaming
around the grid you can see
one or more bovver boots
which stomp around trying
to crush your player
represented by a moving
head.

The aim of the game is

quite simple, get to the
bomb before it explodes,
The reality is not as simple
as this, as you move around
the grid, avoiding the
skulls and the boots, each
square stepped upon disap-

pears forming barriers to

your progress should you
need to retrace your path to

defuse the next bomb and it

is easy to strand yourself
with nowhere to turn if you
are not careful. Help is at

hand because you can
scroll the screen left and
right if there are any
vacant squares available

and in this way you can
pull an escape route
towards your little man.

Scattered liberally about
the screen are several flags
which gain bonus points
should you reach them. At
first this is relatively easy
to do but as the game pro-

gresses the number of
boots and skulls increase
and you must focus your
attention on defusing the
bomb rather than going for

the highest possible score.

I have played this game
on the Commodore 64 and
although the graphics are
not up to the same stan-
dard, it is just as challeng-
ing and interesting to play
in its converted form. JG
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• •• Fractalus is an extremely
hostile planet. Already
your fellow pilots have
been shot down by the
dreaded Jaggi's. Now
you're in the cockpit of

your Valkirie fighter ready
for action.

After take off you dive

down to fly over a fractal

generated landscape. Frac-
tals are randomly
generated mathematical
shapes that, in this case,
form a realistic landscape.
This includes mountains
that you can fly around,

gulleys you can fly through
and landing areas where
you must land to rescue
your fellow pilots.

The Jaggi's are naturally
out to stop you and shoot at

you from gun emplace-
ments on the ground and
on mountain tops as well as
from their saucers.
Your Valkirie fighter

has no less than 18 dif-

ferent instruments in-

cluding a radar that will

locate your fellow pilots. It

is vital that you get to know
your instruments well as in
the games later levels, you'
have to fly in darkness by
your instruments alone.
When you land to rescue

a pilot you have to turn off

your systems so that you

don't fry him on your
shields. However you
should keep a watchful eye,

for the figure running
towards your ship may in-

fact be a Jaggi. Once you're
sure it's a pilot then open
the door and let him in op

he'll quickly get impatient
and start banging on the

door. Leave him too long

and he'll sufficate losing
you valuable points. TH
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:
Price:

Released by Creative
Sparks under their budget
Sparklers label. Merlin is

best described as a sort of
Medieval JetPac. You play

Merlin
C64
Creative Sparks
£2.50

the part of Merlin {sur-
prise, surprise) trying to
overcome the combined
forces of evil. Moving
round the screen, you can
attack these creatures with
your spells, but beware!
you must avoid the
Hellwasp whose touch is
lethal.

While destroying the
nasties, you must concen-
trate on concocting your
potion. This you do by col-
lecting such varied ingre-
dients as skulls, frog legs
and Jewels from the bottom
of the screen, and
depositing them in a large
cauldron in the middle of
the screen. When you have
successfully acquired all
the objects you progress to
the next level.

The main criticism of
this game is that the col-
ours are all very pale and
consequently it is rather
difficult to see the Hellwasp

etc. Also, when you get kill-
ed, you tend to re-
materialise in the middle of
a crowd of nasties and so
lose another life. But all in
all, its an average budget
game and certainly play-
able albeit a little slow

GH
PLANET RATINGS
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Title:

Computer
Supplier:

St. Crippens
48K Spectrum
Creative Sparks
Range
£2.50

— Sparklers

Everybody has their own
favourite horror story
about hospitals. The Carry
On Films and Doctor in the
House books add to our

deepest suspicions. Such a
hospital is St. Crippens.

Coming round after a
minor accident, you
discover that you have been
admitted to the worst
hospital in the world. Your
only thought is how quick-
ly can you get out. Needless
to say. it is not going to be
easy,

Your first problem is
that you are only wearing
pyjamas and you have no
chance of sneaking past the
guards on the door unless
you acquire a set of civvies.
So you start wandering
through the many wards
and rooms trying to find

many bedpans that litter
the place or skidding in a
pool of polish.

There is a message line
on the screen which tells
you how to go about your
Job. eg "Get me a bedpan
and I'll give you a pair of
shoes". Bedpans seem very
popular. The colours are
very limited — white draw-
ings on a blue background
and the movement round
the screen is somewhat
Jerky, and while it may
keep you quiet for an hour
or so, it is unlikely to make
you keep coming back for
more. gh

various garments. Intent PLANET RATINGS
on stopping you though are
assorted nurses, porters
and escaped mutants from
the genetic engineering
laboratory. You can also
come a cropper (literally)
by falling over one of the
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:
Price:

Tour de France
Commodore 64
Activislon

£9.95

#00000 *

Bonjour mes enfants. c'est

moi again. Sorry I promis-
ed the Editor to drop the
Franglais for this one. The
soene is the opening day of

the Tour de Prance bicycle

race and the aim is to win
as many of the etapes
(stages) of the race as possi-

ble to become the supreme
champion- Categorising
this game Is difficult
because although up to six

players can join the fun.

only one can play at a time.

Each player takes a turn at

each etape trying to beat
the other players and the
record time given at the
beginning of the race.

The game has a host of

options within it. the first

decision being whether to

go for the practice mode or
the competition proper. If

practise is selected only one
player can take part and no
score table is produced at

the end of the game giving a
breakdown of your perfor-
mance in each etape. Com-
petition mode allows you to

enter the players names
and each can select the flag

of the country which they
wish to represent.

In both versions you can
elect to go for the full Tour
or Just select a few etapes
for a shorter game. Each
etape differs in length and
difficulty but this is a suck-
R-and-see program so you
only find out the levels by
playing the game. You
must also select the bike
which you will be riding
and this selection is made
on the same basis as the

choice of etapes, apart from
being told that each one has
different properties you
must play the game to find

out what these are. For-
tunately, you can choose a
different bike for each
stage so a bad selection can
be changed at the next stop
over.

From the start I was im-
pressed with the graphics
which give a very realistic

3D representation of the

route which snakes around
the screen with a smooth
scrolling action. As the bike
turns left and right the
character shape alters ac-

cordingly and even the
shadow changes, giving
credibility to the motion.

Movement can be achiev-
ed using either single or
double handed keyboard
operation or with the
joystick. This does not
mean that a joystick is op-

tional because it must be
used on the selection
screens. I found the
keyboard options to be the
most flexible mode of

operation allowing higher
speeds to be reached and
making It easier to steer. In
the tradition of sport
simulations movement is

achieved by waggling the
joystick to and fro or by
pommelling two keys to

make the cyclist pedal
harder. Thank goodness
this does not require the
kind of frantic work that
the 1500 metre event in
Decathlon needs. Steering
is achieved by two different

keys or by pressing the fire

button whilst leaning the

joystlok in the direction re-

quired. Each bike has two
speed gears which may be
used as circumstances de-

mand to get the best possi-

ble speed.
I found the game to be

extremely boring at first

but once I had developed
my cycling skills the hooks
went in and I was shouting
•zoot alors* and 'hopla' as I

crashed into the kerb for

the umpteenth time. The
game is like a drug, the
more you play the more
you want to.

The only drawback with
the game lies in its flexibili-

ty. It loads each etapes
from tape individually so
that selections can be made
other than the Grand Cir-

cuit. Once completed the
game must be totally
reloaded to replay which is

time consuming. My
overall advice can be sum-
med up in the misquoted
phrase attributed to Nor-
man Tebbitt: "On your
bike" you won't regret it.

JG

PLANET RATINGS

Originality
Graphics
Use of machine
Value for money

STAR RATING
Nova
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After Activision's recent
rash of sport simulations
with their complex rules it

was quite refreshing to find
a straight forward car rac-
ing simulator.

In typical Aotivision
style the instructions are
made to look long and com-
plex because of the multi-
lingual spreadsheet that
they always insist on pro-
ducing. For such expensive
software I would expect
better packaging than this.
Why is it that their
packages are always the
ones which refuse to close
and keep dropping their in-
structions all over my
floor?

The game itself is fairly
unexciting. At the beginn-
ing you choose which of the
four- routes you would like
to try; Los Angeles to New
York, Seattle to Miami. San
Francisco to Washington or
the US Tour which takes in
every city on the map. For
each route there is a top ten
board which can be up-

dated as your times
gradually improve and the
game also allows you to
save the new table entries
to tape for future use. Then
with a press of the fire but-
ton you get a 3D view of the
road and see a variety of
vehicles overtaking you on
either side. Steering your
car along the road is easy
compared to similar pro-
grams on the market but
sharp zig-zagging makes
the tyres squeal under the
pressure and results In a
loss of speed.

At this point the idea is
to go from city to city

within a given time limit
without blowing up your
engine, running out of
petrol, or falling foul of the
Law. You can blow your
engine by over revving the
engine without changing
gear. Petrol can be obtained
every 100 miles simply by
pulling in on the relevant
side ofthe road. If however
you transgress and either
of these problems strike
then all is not lost but you
will have to push the car to
the nearest petrol station. A
brush with the Law merely
slows you down unless you
can outrun them.

The saving grace of this
game Is that during the
race night and day follow
their normal cycle and half
way through a stage you
can see dusk fall into night.
The weather also changes
between sunny, rainy and
snowy conditions, each
bringing its own particular
kind of problems. jg

PLANET RATINGS

Originality
Graphics
Ose of machine
Value for money

STAB RATING
White Dwarf
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:
Price:

Wishbringer
C64 and Atari
Infocom (Disk)
£31

ŵ?

A new challenge from the
kings of Adventure is good
news for anyone who en-
joys superb text adven-
tures.

Wishbringer is the 16th
adventure that Infocom
have produced and follows
such olasslcs as the Zork
trilogy. Suspended and
Hitch-hikers Guide to the
Galaxy.

In Wishbringer. you
play the part of an office
boy in the post office of a
small town. You're sent by
your nasty boss to deliver a
strange letter to the Olde
Magik Shoppe but instead
you find yourself in a weird
magical adventure where
you must battle with the
evil one who has taken over
the town and its people.
To help you, you are

given a magical stone called
hbringer which con-

tains seven wishes which
include "Freedom \

•'Light". "Darkness" and
"Rain".

Wishbringer is also the
way that Infocom give
beginners a fighting chance
of finishing the game. This
is because using the stones
wishes will get you out of
sticky situations if your
brains logic cells pack in
under the pressure
However you have to use
them wisely as they can be
only used once.

Infocom aren't usually
this generous but since
Wishbringer is an Intro-
ductory Level game they
thought they'd give you a
chance.

The games packaging is,

of course, superb and in
eludes the sealed letter that
Sou have to deliver to the
taglc Shoppe, a map of the

town and the Wishbringer
stone itself.

Wishbringer is a superb
game and well up to
Infocom's usual high stan-
dard of text only adven-
tures. If you haven't
already been converted to
the Infocom cause then buy
this and you'U be hooked
for life. TH

PLANET RATINGS

Originality
Graphics
Use of machine
Value for money -

STAR RATING
Red Giant
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Vortex Software got some
very good reviews for their

earlier games which
featured three dimensional
graphics of helicopters and
jets flying over various
landscapes. Now however,
they've improved upon the
quality of their graphics to

the extent that they rival

the quality of my all time
mega- favourite game.
Knightlore.
The game itself is

relatively simple — a shoot
'em up between your force

of Vortons and the alien be-

ings that try to stop you
from reaching their
stronghold beyond Zone
Zero, at the end of the
highway.

Your five Vortons travel

together in a sort of conga
line, heading in a straight

line along the road, and
stopping only if an obstaole

bars their way. As they go
along, your Vortons push
in front of them your secret

weapon, the Lasertron.
This is only activated when
it reaches Zone Zero.

One of the Vortons (the

auto-Vorton) is under in-

dependent control (that's

you) and can move freely

throughout the three
dimensional roadway, zap-

ping aliens and removing
obstacles from the path of

the other Vortons.

Though the quality of

the graphics invite com-
parison with Knightlore.
they are very different

types of games. Knightlore,
with all its rooms to ex-

plore and objects to collect

was an arcade/adventure.

but Highway Encounter is

pure arcade and is faster

and much more frantic that

Knightlore. The three
dimensional graphics put it

in the front rank of shoot
'em ups. The animation is

very smooth, and all the
moving figures finely
detailed. Like Ultimate,
Vortex have wisely chosen
to keep the use of colour
quite simple to avoid at-

tribute problems.
I found joystick control

a bit confusing, so I opted
for keyboard control in-

stead, and though I got us-
ed to that fairly quickly I

do think that there should
have been a facility to allow
the player to define his/her
own choice of keys (some of
us are left handed you
know, and the fixed keys
used by this game are in a
right handed arrange-
ment).
My only doubt is that as

the highway is always the
same, it might eventually
get a bit boring going
through the early stages of

the game over and over
each time you play (at least
Knightlore allowed you to

start in different places and
take different routes). Mind
you though, this is £2
cheaper than the recent
Ultimate games, which
makes it very good value.

SD

PLANET RATINGS

Originality
Graphics
Use of machine
Value for money

STAR RATING
Nova

•0000
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:
Price:

At long last Elite have pro-
duced a licensed game that

is actually worth buying.
'Frank Bruno's Boxing' is a
fairly accurate version of

one of the arcade boxing
games. You control Bruno,
of course, who is

represented by a see-
through wire frame figure,

over whose shoulder you
look to see your opponent.

You have eight possible
opponents. These are
recorded on side B of the

cassette and loaded in in-

dividually as you overcome
each opponent in suc-
cessive fights.

The controls available to

you include left/right pun-
ching, ducking, dodging,
raising and lowering your
guard and (if you're doing

Frank Bruno's Boxing
Spectrum 4BK
Elite

£6.95

well enough) a knockout
punch. At first the controls
didn't seem to be very
responsive and it was dif-

ficult to co-ordinate my
boxer's movements, but
after a while I began to get

the hang of it and my tim-

ing improved. Fairly soon
things started to liven up
and I was Joyfully landing
flurries of punches on my
opponent's head, which
had the disturbing habit of
collapsing into a blob when
hit.

Ab you defeat each box-
er, you receive a code which
you need to load the next
one, and there's also a Hall
of Fame for recording your
best results.

The graphics are good,
though the large figures of

the boxers don't move as
fast as perhaps they could.
The boxers don't really

move around the ring very

much, but when they do
move, the view of the spec-
tators outside the ring
moves from side to side a
little to give you a clear

view.
To be honest, I didn't

really find that loading the
additional boxers made all

that much difference to the
game, On the whole I think
that this is an enjoyable
game when played in short
bursts, but during the few

days that I had It for, it

didn't really hold my atten-

tion for periods of more
than about forty minutes.

SD

PLANET RATINGS

Originality
Graphics
Use of machine
Value for money

STAR RATING
Bright Star
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:
Price:

Abu Simbel Profanation
48K Spectrum
Gremlin Graphics
£7.95

y n
This review comes to you
courtesy of Gremlin
Graphics. Not because they
sent Gamer a copy to
look at, but because they
also sent a cheat version for
reviewers a few days later!
For this is without doubt
the most difficult platform
game I have seen for any
machine. It Is also one of
the best.

To call Profanation a
platform game is not strict-
ly accurate. It is more of a
cross between a platform
game and an arcade adven-
ture.

You have entered into
the ancient Egyptian tem-
Sle of Abu Simbel built by
amases II. All you have to

do is find the way out.
There is no scoring as such,
no bonuses for collecting
all the pieces in a given
time. You Just have to make
your way through the
various chambers and
passages In search of your
exit.

The graphics are superb.
Instead of leaving you to
work out the best route
through a room, (suoh as in
games like Manic Miner)
your route is nearly always
obvious. Large stone
passages, spiders' webs,
assorted Egyptian pictures
an hieroglyphics all add to
the atmosphere. Your
character, the explorer
Johnny Jones, is a large
lovable creature who looks
round at the obstacles
blocking his way — a nice
little touch.

Getting through a room
though is not so easy.
Never have I seen a game
where every obstacle re-
quires such split second
timing. Usually there are a
few items with sufficiently
long paths of travel for you
to avoid easily once you
have worked out the tim-
ing. But not here. Every
jump seems to be a will 1/
won 1 1 make it leap. Even
the very first obstacle — a
drop of liquid of which even
a small splash costs you
one of your ten lives caused
a heated argument as to
whether it was best to jump
over it or run under it. One
Teature which I have not
come across before allows
you to make a normal jump
or an extra high jump.

As you progress through
the game, you find your
way further hindered by
large stone slabs, doors and
statues. Finding the way to
open these is one of the key

COMPUTER GAMER SEPTEMBER 198S

parts of the game although
you shouldn't have too
much trouble working it

out. When successfully ac-
tivated, the door slides
open to let you through to
the next screen. This is
very smoothly done and
again adds considerably to
the atmosphere of the
game. So. not only do you
have to make your way
through the temple, you
have to plan your route as
well. Sometimes when you
want to drop down a level,
there are two paths to
choose from. One will lead
you successfully onwards,

<

1
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the other is a pit and you
impale yourself on a series
of lethal spikes with only a
skeleton grinning at you as
you die a horrible death. It
took me many goes even
playing the cheat version
before I got anywhere near
the end.

Profanation is an
original variation on the
platform game. Yes it is
very difficult but it is well
worth the few hours it
takes to get onto the next
screen and the next. A
must for connoisseurs of
good, hard, challenging
'games but beginners
should cut their teeth on
something slightly easier.

QH
PLANET RATINGS

Originality
Graphics
Use of machine
Value for money

STAR RATING
Nova
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:

Price:

Talos
Spectrum
Silversoft

£7.95

HE3 £
Subtitled, worse things
happen to robots, Talos is

an unusual arcade adven-
ture.

Talos is a robot who un-
fortunately has been broke
into seven different pieces.

All this is left is his bronze
hand — which still has life!

Your mission, far fetched
though it may be, is to

guide the hand around 200
screens of English country-
side to find the rest of him.
First his arm then his body
and so on. Once completed.
Talos muBt find the vault
and claim the Crown of
Eternity.

This is important since
the loss of the crown has
obviously peeved the local

animals. For normally
docile bunnies and frogs

are out to get poor old
Talos. In fact a single touch
from a hopping bunny or
flapping bird will drain life

from TaloB, the amount left

is shown as a burning can-
dle on the side of the
screen. Collecting some
specific objects such as
money or bags of ice will

add more onto the candle.

If you manage to build it

back up to its starting

height then you'll get a
bonus life. If it burns out
then you lose one of your 3
lives.

Scattered throughout
the screens are deckchairs
and signposts as well as
deadly flowers and ponds.

Since the pieces of Talos
are randomly located some
might end up in a pond in

which case you'll have to

dive in amongst the fish to

get it.

Although pulling
yourself together is your
main aim In the game is

does cause your problems
for as you get bigger you
become an easier target for

the killer bunnies.
Therefore you scout for all

the pieces before you use
any. If you think you
might forget where in the
maze of screens your arm is

then you can mark it with a
magnet which you can
trace with your built in

compass.
Talos Is an original ar-

cade adventure which is

both challenging and fun to

play. Buy it immediately
and help poor old Talos who
is, according to the games
packaging, still humming
his favourite tune "I ain t

got no body". TH

PLANET RATINGS

Originality
Graphics
Use of machine
Value for money

STAR RATING
Red Giant

Title:

Computer:
Supplier:
Price:

1
The Hobblt is a game that

everybody knows so I

shan't bore you with tales

of Bilbo Baggins and Bag
End, rather I will discuss
this, the latest implementa-
tion of the game from Mel-
boune House.

BBC tape Hobbit was a
bit of a disappointment as
the text was trimmed down

Disk Hobbit
BBC Micro
Melbourne House
£17.95

slightly and there was none
of the graphics that
featured in any of the
previous versions. This was
due to the miserly amount
of memory that a BBC
micro is left with.

This latest disk version

of the game solves all this

by having all of the
graphics and some of the
text on disk, so constant
disk accessing is called for.

By using this method
much better graphics can
be achieved than the 'all in

at the same time' type of
Hobbit and the text
descriptions and other
aspects of the game can be
improved upon. This is

because using the disk as a
virtual memory system you
have the equivalent of a

200K game.
The original disk has

everything compressed on
it and for playing you must

expand this onto one 80
track or two 40 track disks

of your own. The original

disk is twin sided so that
you need to swop it over

every now and again.
When you copy these

disks the copier that does it

will not allow you to copy
across two disk drives —
even if you have them, so it

can take a long time.
The graphics are

displayed in mode 1

graphics in a small part of

the screen that you toggle

between and the text
display. The pictures are
very good and mottling is

used to good effect.

This is a very good game
and this one of the best ver-

sions yet to appear. Only
the Commodore disk ver-

sion with its incredible

graphics is better — there

rainly nothing better

ie Beeb that I have

NB. Th.
protection of

game. nation i:
:

heavy «v U; only run
the lowest leve

ided disk BBC mior:
lve a BBC + or a non-i

ndard DFS then you can
lourna Hov

ive no plans to launc-

-machine compatible ver-

Sioi **R
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This month we announce the winner
of our Silica Shop Competition in
which we asked you to design a
fortress.

The prize up for grabs for
the be6t designed fortress
was an Atari 600XL games
pack complete with
joystick and two cartridge
games.

The incrediable response
we had illustrates the
resurgence in interest of
these excellent machines.
In fact the Gamer offices

were swamped in fortresses
of all shapes, sizes and pur-
poses.
Some were to defend

Atari research installa-
tions, others the Gamer of-
fice. One was a heavily arm-
ed supermarket designed to
protect the very last tin of
baked beans from the
straying masses. The floors

of the shop were patrolld by
trolleys, roaming bacon
sheers and TV personalities
that would trap you into
tasting margarine.

The fortresses were be-
ing attacked by a variety of
creatures including battle
crazed aliens, red and blue
bees, mutant spagetti and
smurfs.

The winning entry was
obviously inspired by the
exploits of Indiana Jones
as it was set in a temple in
Peru.

The author, 16 year old
Matthew Smith from Gill-
ingham in Kent impressed
the judges with the design,
and layout of the temples
ingenious traps which
could feature on both ar-
cade and adventure games.

Congratulations to Mat-
thew and rather than print
his entire entry (which
would fill the whole
magazine), heres a selec-
tion of some of the deadly
traps to be found in the
Temple.
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WRAMSWM
Program listings (contrary
to the belief of some of the
more amateur magazines)
have been extremely
popular In Gamer. We have
tried to have at least one
game for each of the more
popular computers. These
games we publish are often
up to commercial stan-
dards, as anyone who
played 'Kitchen Kapers'
will tell you.

So starting with this

issue we are printing inlay

cards for all the games in
this issue so that they look
good on your shelf with the
rest of your software collec-

tion. They also have a brief
description so if you don't
play them for a few weeks,
you don't have to search
through back, issues of
Computer Gamer to find

out what you are supposed
to do.
Remember anybody that

gets a game published is en-

titled to an Alpha Rating,
simply send an SAE and a
note saying when the pro-

gram was published and
what your membership
number is and we will
return your Alpha Rating
— the highest award in the
club (excepting the master
gamer award).

When you submit a game
for publication you should
make sure that you fill in

the form on this page ac-

curately — one or two peo-
ple have sent in games
without telling us what
machines they were fori

With your tape or disk
and coupon you should in-

clude a brief description of

the game in the same style

as the other programs in

this and previous issues.

All documentation of this

type should be double spac-
ed (a blank line betwen
lines of text) and typed,

clearly.

Also we need self ad-
dressed packaging suitable
for returning the stuff in If

the program is not accepted
for publication.
We are looking for high

Suality machine code and
asic listings for the follow-

ing machines: Commodore
64, C16, Spectrum. Atari

(all types), BBC, Electron,
and the Amstrad. All pro-
grams should be recorded
on tape at the slowest baud
rate, and a number of times
on each side of the tape.

State on the tape what baud
rate it is at and how many
times It is recorded on the
tape, also include any
special loading instruc-
tions.
When writing a program

try to avoid any embedded
graphics commands. This
is really important with the
BBC micro with its Teletext
control codes, the Spectrum
with its colour control
codes, and the Atari with
Its graphics symbols. All of
these cannot be listed on a
printer. Also avoid having
any chunks of memory be-

ing loaded from tape as this

is also not printable.
For most submissions a

disk Is preferable, but
detailed loading Instruc-
tions need to be given —
and please do not put any
protection. Jamming of
break/reset/restore Keys
etc. There's very little you
can do to proteat anything
like that and it is just a
waste of time for us to

break it.

Oh yes!, we pay well fori

any submissions that are I

sent to us. Send everything
with the name of the com-
puter that the game is for

on the back of the parcel/
package, to:

Program Submissions
Computer Gamer
1 Golden Sq
London W1R 3AB
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*
Stephen Reeves

Move through the
mysterious world of Hell
House, In search of gold, Be
warned there are demons
and dragons along the way,
and they are not too fussy
about what or who they eat.

You have a number of com-
mands to move through
Hell House. They are:

COMMANDS: FUNCTIONS:
Go left Move left.

Go right Move right.

Go forward Move forward.
Examine Tells you what the object is.

Dropfthe name of the It drops the object.

object)
Recover gold Adds gold to your hoards.
Slayfdragon or demon) Only if you have a weapon.
Gaze-into palantir Reveals important information.
Read Read book of spells.

Inventory Tells you what strength, gold
and weapons you have.

GeWname of object) Picks up given object.

Between every command
you must put a space. If

you don't it will come up as
'I don't understand.'
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5 rem the neu adventure of chuck
10 color*, 15, 3 : co lore, 8

:

P r intchr*(14)
20 Po = 15idimoV:(3i,o$(3)itr=0
30 fori=0to3:re.9do*(i):nex-t
40 datasuord, staff , PaUnt Ir bailsman
50 oXCin* <rnd (. i>*2>>=i
60 print "arr'ou have enter ed " i pr int "a "J
7Q d = int<rndcn*4>: xfd=0then P r int "»i evil smelling"
80 if d = lthenpr int "homely

"

90 if d =2 the npr int "dark and wet"
100 ifd=3thenpr int "dark, mystic"
110 d=int CrndU>*4+l>: ifd=lthenP r int" barn"
120 if d=2thenpr int " room"
130 ifd=3thenpr int " celler"
140 if d=4thenpr int " attic"

c»intCrnd<l)*6):pp int", which contains a -
: c I

=

c
ifc^Qthenpr int "my s ter ious ob j ec t . " i o = int <r nd < 1 > *4

)

lfc = tthenpr int "book of spells."
ifc =2thenpr int "horde of gold."
ifc=3then P r int "smal

1 animal rurnaging in the corner
ifc =4 thenprint "dragon guard ing it."
ifc=5thenP r int "demon blocking your way."
ifc<3andrndCl>>.6then P r int -There is also a demon."
ifpo<lthen P r int "SftThou art s 1 a inO" * goto 10 10
ifpo < 15thenpo=po+oX<3>

250 for i=0to3i ifrnd<l>>.9thenpo=P o-oX<i)
260 next
270 pr int ipr int "What nou "

s input a*
280 vl= n$=»- lp = iUori = Holen(a$)

ifmid*<**,i, 1 )=" "then P «2 ! go to 320
if P= lthenu*=u$+mid$(a«,

i , l

}

ifp=2thenn*=n*+mid*<a$, i , 1 )

ne*t i

330 pr int n a"v«" "n*"g"
340 ifv*«"slay "then560
350 if u$s 'go uthen620
360 ifo*="get"then650
370 if v*= "examine "then630
380 ifv*="drop "then720
330 ifw*="gaze-into "then750
400 ifv*="spel 1 "then830
4 10 ifv m~"recover "then920
420 ifv*»"read "then970
430 if u*=" inventory "then 1010
440 print««l don't under standS" goto230
450 ifc >3andrnd< I >>.7thenc I =c 1 + 1

460 f or i=lto750!next

150

160
170
180
130
200
210
220
230
240

290
300
310
320

470
480
230
490
500
510
520
530

ifcl=landrndCl)>.9then P r int "The roof falls in!
ifc l=2andrnd<l)>.9thenpr inf'You fell down a hoi

<i po s

i in

po-2igoto230
the floor . "*po=po-3!goto

ifc l-3thenpr int "The animal keeps it's distance."
ifcl-4andrndCl)>.6then Print"The dragon advances."
ifc 1 >5thenc 1=5
ifc K5orrnd< l ><7then230
ifrnd(l>>.7thenpr int"He kills you I

"P o =0 i goto 10 10540 goto230
550 print"The dragon attacks you . " : P o

=

P o - int Crnd < 1 >*4

)
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568 if c 1 Othenpr int "There is no

570 if oVi<;0>=0thenpr int "SYou have
dragon. ":goto450
no

890 beast .
" «c i =c 1 * 1 *goto450

690 ifc>0thenpr int "There is

700 print "The object turns out to be

710 goto450

nothing to examine ." *goto450

weapons ! a" : goto450

5R0 po =po-int <rnd < 1 ) *3

)

590 ifc=5andrnd<t>>.6thenprint"The monster 1 ives .
" : goto450

600 print "The beast is dead." *c 1=0 i

610 goto450 ~~~

620 ifcl>2andrnd<l><cl/?then P rint"The monster won't let

630 ifn*< >"left "andn*<> "right "andn*< > "forward "then 390

640 pr int "OK

"

igoto60
650 ifn*Oo*<o>thenpr inf'There is no "n*igoto450

660 oV;<o)=oX+i: print "OK"

670 goto450
if c 1 >3thenpr int"This angers

o*<0 3
• If

720 fori«0to3iifn*-o*<i>andoK<i>-Bthenpr int "You don't have a r,*» gotc^O

J

730 ifn*=o*Ci)thenoV:<i )=o^U)-l:o = i'.pr int "OK"

740 next:goto450 —

i

ifn*<>"pal*ntir "thenpr int " You can't gaze at that . 3 8©to4SBj

ifoVC<2>*0thenpr infYou don't have a Fal an t ir . " * goto450
750
760
770 ifrnd<l>>.3then81
780 ifrndC n >.5thenpr int "The globe remains

<l>>.5thenprint "You

see a lot of go
790 ifrnd
800 pr int "You

810 pr int "You fell weaker

820 po-'Po-l '• go to 450

830 Ifo'Ai 1 >=0th
840 ifn*''>"demo
858 ifcl<3thenpr int "There is no dragon

860 ifrnd C 1 >< .8t hen 898
870 print "Your spell f ailed ." :pr int " It

880 goto450

bl anK .
" igoto450

find a dragon lurking in the shadow*

Id in your Journa/s."»soto£30
ic 1—3«goto430

o450
enprinf'You hauen't the means to cast a

n"thenpr int "You can't spell that.":goto
spel 1

450
igoto230

: goto230

has angered the beas t . " '• '• c 1 =c 1 •* 1 :goto46e

890 print "The spell worked. ":c 1=0 I

900 ifrnd< l)>.6thenpr int "But your staff snapped with the str ain. u ,

.

»00

910 goto230
920

I /-I

tr=tr tint 'r nd ' 1 > * 10 1 V+ 100

pr int "OK " : :goto230
igoto450

930
940
950
960
970 ifc <> Ithenpr int "There is no book

980 if n*< >"booK "then440

990 pr int "You fell f a int " * po =po -2

1000 goto230
1010 print "You have "po "strength "

1020 print "You ha^e "tr "gold " ipr int "co ins .

'

1030 pr int "You have " if or i=8to3ipr intoVU i >oSC l ) i

1040 if o"/.< DO lthenpr int "s ";

1850 pr int maxt
1868 if po ";0then450

ifc<>2thenpr int "There is nothing to r ecover . " i go to4^0

ifn*<>"gold"thenpr int "that cannot be r ecover ed .
" •• goto40O

ifcl>2andrndCl )>.3thenpr int "The monster won t let y ou .

M

: c 1 -c 1 -
.

•

+ r=tr tint frnd-'l>* 181) + 100

gu i o -lei)

ready
(I ii

s ::

14
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Steve Lucas

Many years ago. I set out
on dil'flcu and
dangerous mission to find
the Jewel of the East. On
my travels, I came across
an evil magician who per-
suaded the Sultan to Im-
prison me. Fop many years,
the Sultan kept me in his
dungeons, but last week he
decided to transfer me to
the top of the most :>

hospitable mountain in the
land. At the moment, I am
wandering around the
plateau looking for a way to
escape to freedom

Please help me in my
quest by giving me instruc-
tions in the form of one or
two word sentences such as
:imb rope'.
Here is a list of some of

the words I understand:
n,8,e,w,in,out,up,down,

inventory,embark,board,
boat, eat, drink, score, pray,
Inventory,drop, leave,put,
get ,tttke,grab,wear,give,sit,
wait.read.say.speakjurap,
tie, fas ten, knock, throw,
swim, unlock, help, quit,
pull.

Just in case you get stuck,
here are a few hints. I sug-
gest that you don't read
these unless you are really
stuck!

1. Don't try to get the pot-
tery

I

2- Prayer often works in
the temple . even
twice!

3. Wear the rubber gloves
to prevent electric
shocks.

4. The old lady keeps ask-
\ for a cup of tea.

5. If you get trapped by
the dog, drop some
chocolates for him.

6. Give the old sailor h
pipe and he'll be will-
ing to help yo

7. If you are lost in the
sand dunes, you
should wait for some
help,

B. The Wizard will he:
you if you give him the
book.

9 To get into the cavern
where the runes are
say the magic word

lifl is to be found 1

you read the book

.

10. Follow the instructions
given by the wizard
very carefully to get on
the magic carpet.
If you decide to knock
on the palace door,
make sure that you
have the Bilver.

12. Don't be tempted to
lump from high places.

13. Tie the rope to aome-
.
rig rigid before cl;

bing.
a the key to the

village, or you wo
escape.

16. Make sure that you
know both magic
words!

-.

Sultan's

ursc
10 m I! The Sultan's Curse II

20 REM tl an adventure for the A

strad CPC464 IS

30 RE* II <C> Steve Lucas Fefcrua

ry 1985 II

40 CALL &BC02

50 MODE l!pl=2iBDRDER 22

60 x$="H;nd your languaoe olease

!':y$='Q.K.
B

70 LOCATE !2,2:PRINT"The Sultan'

s Curse"

80 LOCATE *2,:;PRINT"===™=====

90 PEN 2:L0CAT£ B.5:PR!NT'An adv-

enture bv 5.K. Lucas'

100 FOR y-10 TO 102: ^VE ::,,;"

ANR 300,0, 1:NEU

110 FOR y=102 TO 140;hTC I80.y:

DRAKR 200-yl0.4,0,3:l1QVE !B0,y:D

RANR ylO. 4-200,0,3

120 NEXT

130 FOR y=130 TO 170: HOVE 240. y

:DRANR 10,0.2:NEXT

140 FOR v=!2 TO 30lHOVE 2?0,y:DR

AMR 30,0.3:HDVE 290,y+50:DRAWR 3

0,0,3

150 MOVE 120,y:DRAHR 30,0,3:HQVE

60,y:DRAMR 30,0,3:NEXT

160 DIM sX(60,4),q|[60),g$(30),b

Z{30l,nI(30),n$I30»,vJ(10)

170 FOR x=l TO 60: READ q«(x):F0

R y=! TO 4:READ sZ(x
r y):NEXT y:s

=INT(RND(1)I1000*570)

180 SOUND l,s,20,7:NEJ(T x

190 DATA on a narrow plateau. Th

e ground is soft underfoot. I ca

n just take out a villagein the

distance, 0,0,2,0

200 DATA on a narrow plateau. A

large rock standson the ground h

ere,,0, 0,3.1

210 DATA on the edge of a platea

u. I can see a pile of sand un

derneath «., 0,0,0,2

220 DATA in a sanddune. To the n

orth there is a tall cliff. The

Hay to the south is guarded

by an evil Troll. ,0,0,6,5

230 DATA lost in the sanddunes.,

5,5,5,5, on a narrow footpath lea

ding through thedunes.,0,7,0,4

240 DATA outside the Wizard's co

ttage. A sign on the door reads

'Spells for sale', 6,9,0,0

250 DATA inside a the Wizard's c

ottage. It's verysiall in here.

The Wizard is sat in the chair s

•oking his pipe. ,0,0, 0,0

260 DATA at the edge of the Fore

st of the Elves. A stall tunnel

leads west. .7, 11,0, 10

270 DATA in a dark tunnel. The n

ay nest is blocked by fall

en rubble., 0,0, 9,0

280 DATA in a glooiy forest. ,9,1

2, 13, 12, in a glooiy forest., 12,1

2,11,12

290 DATA in a glooiy forest. The

re is a large rock to the eas

t with strange runes on it, 0,0,

0,11

300 DATA inside a large cavern.

A large carpet covers the floo

r., 13,0,0,0
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310 OfiTft Hying on a aagic carpe

t over a strange land., 0,0, 0,0

320 DATA on the steps of the Sul

tan's palace. ,23,19,0,17

330 DATA in a narrow cobbled str

eet lined with stalls. A begga

r sits with his bowl between

his legs. ,0,0,16,0

340 DATA outside the Sultan's Ha

rea. The door is heavily guarded

.,0,0,19,0

350 DATA in a busy aarket square

.,16,21.20.18

360 DATA at the end of the aarke

t square. There are fewer stall

s here. A tan with a dag on a le

ad leans in a doorway snaking a

cigarette. ,0,0, 0,19

370 DATA in a wide street leadin

g to the town gates. A shopke

eper is busy brushing thepaveaen

t-, 19,22,0,0

380 DATA at the town gates. They

are locked at the aoaent.,21,

0,0,0

390 DATA in the entrance hall to

the Sultan's Palace. A large

white door is guarded bvtwo eun

uchs., 0.16,0,0

400 DATA inside the Sultan's pal

ace. A large aarble statue s

tands in t^te aiddle of the roc

a. A seal! doar leads North., 25,

0,23.0

410 DATA in a saall library. The

sultan is sitting in a ch

air reading a book. ,0,24,0,0

420 DATA on a wide and dusty roa

d. To the west lies the twit.

The gates are Icckstf' ,0,0,27,0

430 DATA at a crossroads of a wi

de e/w read and anarrow n/s road

A. signpost points norhtbut the

writin? has faded. ,30,29,28,26

440 DATA on a wide e/w road. The

read to the eastenters a large

tunnel which has two steel d

oors acrcss its entrance. .0,0,0,

27

450 DATA outside the caverns of

Kraaspaia. ,27. 0,0,0

460 DATA outside a saall tesole.

A large lever protrudes froa

a slot in the wall. .0,27,0,31

470 DATA inside the tetple. The

door has closed behind me. .0,0,

0,0

480 DATA in the anterooa of Kraa

spala. ,0,35,33,0

490 DATA 'in the caverns of Kraa

soala. Passages lead east, wes

t and south. A steel door has cl

csed to the north. ',0,36,34,32

500 DATA in a glooay corridor. A

gliaaer of lightcan be seen to

the north. ,38,37, 0,33

510 DATA at the top of the snake

-pit. I can see adoor leading ea

st froa the pit. ,32,0, 36,0

520 DATA in the carven-rooa of L

ivinska, 33,0,37,35

530 DATA in a large cavern lined

with solid aercury. It's v

ery cold land dangerous) in here

1,34,0,0,36

540 DATA in a cavern with a larg

e glass statue inthe centre. A b

eaa of light froa above Bakes t

he statue glow., 0,34, 39,0

550 DATA in a wide corridor whic

h is lined with stainless steel

.,0,40,0,38

560 DATA at the entrance to a se

all building in the aiddle of a

vast cavern. ,39,0,0,0

570 DATA in a stall hallway. A h

atstand stands atone side of a s

aall staircase., 0,42,0,0

590 DATA in a siall living rooa.

An old lady sitsin a rocking ch

air. ,41,0,0,0

590 DATA at the top of a flight

of stairs. A large chest of

draws stands outside a door.,0

,44,0,0

600 DATA in a saall bedrooa. A w

indow looks out into the cavern

of darkness. ,43,0,0,0

410 DATA in the snake pit. There

is a doorway to the east but an

enoraous python blocks ay way.

,0,0,0,0

620 DATA in a dialy lit cavern.

A slight breeze coaes froa the

south. ,0,47, 45, 48

630 DATA in a large cavern. Ther

e is a wide opening in the

wall. A gentle breeze blows i

n. Through the opening 1 can see

a village in darkness, ,46,0,0,0

640 DATA in a dark corridor. I c

an hear a strangenoise in the di

stance., 50, 49, 46,0

650 DATA at a dead end. A aetal

grille is set into the floor

here. ,0,0,0,0

&*
660 DATA on the shores of a subt

erranean lake. It's too dark t

o see across the water. ,0,48, 0,0

£70 DATA on soae steps leading d

own into dark waters. .56,52,0

,34

680 DATA on a footpath at the si

de of a dark lake. ,51, 5!, 0,0

690 DATA on an underground quays

:de. Saall beats a'e aoored here

.,52.0,0,0

700 DATA in a saall fishing vill

age. A car. standslooting at oe.,

0,55,51,0

710 DATA outside the village sh:

:. It's locked atthe latent. A s

ign hangs in t^e window 'Back i

r. 5 iinutis',54,0,0,0

720 DAfA an a snail faotoath lea

Sing out of the cavern into bri

ght daylight. A large boat is

aoored here. 58, 51, 0,0

730 DATA sailing away to safety

on a large boat. 0,0, 0,0

740 DATA on a footpath along the

side of a steep cliff. The path

leads into a cavern to the sou

th., 0,56,0,59

750 DATA on a narrow path at the

bottoi of a steep cliff. La

rge waves froa the sea spray n

e «th salty water., 0,60.58,0

760 DATA outside a stall cottage

set into the cliff. A large

dog snarls at ne.,59,0,0,0

770 FDR x=l TD 30:READ g*(x),bX(

xJ,n*(s):nX(x)=x:NEn i

78C-e^=2:CLS

790 WHILE pX<»7

800 PEN l:PRlNT:PRINri aa :-':P

EN SPRINT gS(pX)

BiO IF DX=49 AND sk=0 THEN PRINT

'A vicious dog bars ay way north

.

820 PEN hPRINTsPRINTM can go :

-':PEN 2

830 a>M xIF sX(pX,D>0 THEN a$=

"North
1

840 IF sX(pX,2))0 AND LENla$>>0

THEN a«=a**", South' ELSE IF sXIp

X,2)>0 THEN a»="South
B
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s
850 IF s*[pZ,3)>0 AND LENIa*)>0

THEN aS=a$+\East" ELSE IF sZ(pZ

f 3)>0 THEN a$='East'

860 IF 5X(pZ,4)>0 AND LEN(aS)>0

THEN at«af+',Hest' ELSE IF slip!

,4)>0 THEN a$="Mest"

870 IF pZ=7 DR pZ=40 DR pZ=30 OR

pZ=29 THEM a«=a$+',!n'

880 IF pZ=8 OR pZ=31 THEN a$='Qu

f ELSE IF pZ^41 THEN a$=a*+',Ou

f
B90 IF pX=4i THEN a$=a**

n
,Up" EL

SE IF pZ=45 THEN at='Up'

900 IF pZ=45 AND si=l THEN a*=a*

f
KtSt

a
ELSE IF pZ=35 OR pZ=43

THEN a$=a$+', Do»in"

910 IF at=" THEN a$="I kno« not

here! 1

920 PRINT al:PEN 1:PRINT

930 IF se=l THEN PRINT'The sails

r is following ie!":PRINT

940 e=0:FOR x=l TO 30

950 ppZ=0:IF bZlx)=pZ THEN ppZ=l

960 IF ppZ=l THEN 980

970,NEXT:G0Ta 1000

980 IF e=0 THEN PRWThmgs I c

an see :-":PEN 2

990 PRINT g$(x):e=l:60T0 970

1000 PEN l:PRINT:PRINT'Nhat shou

Id I do no* "iiPEN 2: INPUT z«

1010 zl=LQWER$(2»J:b$=LEFTIl2$,2

>:c$=LEFT$(z$,3>:dl=LEFTS(zl,4)

1020 CLS:IF (b*=V OR d$='go n"

) AND sX(pZ,l)>0 THEN pZ=sZ(pZ,l

hPRINT'OX" ELSE IF b*=V THE

N PRINT'Sorry"

1030 IF tb$=V OR d»="go s"l AN

D sZ(pX,2))0 THEN pX=sl(pZ,2):PR

INT'OX' ELSE IF b$=V THEN PR

INT'Sorry!"

1040 IF (b*=V OR dl=
n
go e") AN

D sZ(pZ,3)>0 THEN pZ=sZtpZ,3):PR

INT'Q.K.' ELSE IF b*="e" THEN PR

INT'Sorry!"

1050 IF (b$=V OR d*='go *] AN

D sZ(pZ,,4]>0 THEN pZ=sZ(p7.,4!iPR

INT'O.K.' ELSE IF bt*V THEN P

RINT'Sorry!'

1060 IF d$='d:" OP b$='fu
n
THEN

PRINT XI

1070 IF c«*"out
a OR :«=*go o' TH

EN 6QSUB 1840

1080 IF c«="inv* THEN SOSUB 1750

ELSE IF r$=- QC a' OR dJ="go b"

fi c»="enb H
THEN GOSUB 2750

1090 IF c**"*at" OR c$=*dri' TH

EN PPlN!
n
Not just vet"

1100 IF :»='scc
B T HEN FRINT'This

is no gane you know"

:::? IF zi="irz u
THEN GOSUB !7?0

1120 IF =$='tn" ?R d$=*go'i" THE

AMSTRJD
N SOSUB 1890

1130 IF :*= n
dro" OR c$="lea

H
OR

cl='out" THEN SOSUB 1990

1140 IF :$="gef OR c^'tak' UP

c*='gra" THEN 60SUB 1370

1150 IF c*='-ea" THEN &0SUB 2110

ELSE IF c$=
B
giv' THEN GOSUB 217

1160 IF c$="sit* THEN 50SUB 2460

ELSE IF c$="wai- THEN GOSUB 253

1170 IF cl="rea" THEN GOSUB 2570

ELSE IF c*="say' OR c$="soe' TH

EN GOSUB 2610

i!80 IF :$="ju«' THEN GOSUB 2670

ELSE IF cl^don' OR d$="go d" T

HEN GOSUB 2690 ELSE IF c$="cli"

THEN GOSUB 2710

1190 IF c*="tie" OR c$="fas' THE

N 60SUB 2730

1200 IF c«=nno" THEN GOSUB 2790

ELSE IF c$="thr' THEN GOSUB 289

1210 IF c«='up" OR d$="go u" THE

N GOSUB 2940 ELSE IF c«="s«i" TH

EN GOSUB 3010

1220 IF c$="unl" THEN GOSUB 2970

ELSE IF c*='hel' THEN PRINTTa
sorry I haven't a clue!"

1230 IF c$='qui" THEN ef=*You qu

it, Mhat a co*ard":GOSUB 1960

1240 IF ci=>r THEN GOSUB 2140

1250 HEND

1260 CLS:LOCATE 1Q,2:PEN 3:PRINT

'Nell Don e':PEN 1:PRINT:P

fi I NT " You have boarded ship an£ s

ailed axay to freedoi'':END

1270 DATA a stout rope, 1, rope,

a

flowering shrub, 2, shrub, a stall

lizard, 5, lizard

12B0 DATA a fe* toadstools, II, to

adstools,a book of spells,7
f
book

1290 DATA a aagi'c carpet, 14, carp

et.a golden laip,B,laip

1300 DATA a nen brooi,19,brooi
l a

can of oil,19,oil,a golden key,

10, key

1310 DATA an old sailor,55,sailo

r.a pipe full of tobacco, 53, pipe

,a large sail, 60, sail, a cobweb,

4

6. cobweb

1320 DATA a dangerous python,45,

python. a little bird in a cage,4

2,bird
? a pair of rubber gloves,2

8, gloves, a large lever, 30, lever

1330 DATA a silver coin, 9, coin,

a

large knocker, 23, knocker, a box

o* chocolates, 25, chocolates
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1340 DATA a siall tree,6,tree,a

silver chalice, 31, chalice, a stal

Iholder,i7,stallholder

1350 DATA a dead rat, 49, rat, a cu

p of tea, 44, tea, a piece of broke

n pottery,33,pottery

1360 DATA a sharp knife, 20, knife

,a basket, 18, basket, a pair of sh

oes, 41, shoes

1370 GOSUB 1680:RE« check ites

1380 IF lZOl THEN RETURN

1390 eZ=0:F0R x=l TO 30

1400 IF bZ(x)=pZ AND nZ(r)=x THE

N »X»1

1410 NEXT: IF eZ=0 THEN PRINT"! d

on't see it here!":RETURN

1420 IF r=l THEN aapt

1430 IF r=2 THEN aftff

1440 IF r=3 THEN ac=l

1450 IF r=4 THEN ad=l

1460 IF r=5 THEN ae=l

1470 IF r=6 THEN PRIMT'It'a too

heavy to lift!':RETURN

14B0 IF r=7 THEN af=l

1490 IF r=8 OR r=9 THEN PRINT'Th

e stall holder deiands his aoney

',: RETURN

1500 IF r=10 THEN ag=l

1510 IF r=l! OR r=14 OR r=15 OR

r=lfl OR r=20 OR r=22 OR r =24 THE

N PRINT'Don't be ridiculous!":RE

TURN

1520 IF r=12 THEN ah=l

IZZO IF r=13 THEN ai=l

1540 IF r=16 AND scOl THEN PRIN

T'The old lady won't let le take

her pet!': RETURN

1550 IF r=U THEN aj=l

1560 IF r=17 THEN ak=l

:570 IF r=19 THEN ai=l

15B0 IF r=21 THEN an=l

1590 IF r=23 THEM ao=l

1600 IF r=25 THEN PRINT'Not like

ty!"!RETURN

1610 IF r<b THEN ap=! ELSE IF r

=29 THEN as=l ELSE IF r=30 THEN

at=l

1620 IF r=27 THEN e$="! cut iv H

rists on the rctterv arc" bleedto

death Aaaaaggggghhhhhhh '

' i

GOSUB 1960

1630 IF r=29 T
HEN ar=l

1640 eZ=0:fQR :. = ;
T
C 4jIF vl(x) =

" THEN v*tx)=g$(Btfr)li9X=l:x=6

1650 NEHsIF e
v,=0 THEN PRJNT'Sor

ry. Hv hands are Ful I
f
" s RETURN

1660 hZlnZ{r)l=0

167: REPJRN



16B0 1$*"!FDR h=l TO LENIzt)

1690 !F ".!D«(:«,h.!J=
n

' THEN 1%

nRI6HHte«,LEN(i$)-h)ih=!000

1700 NEXT:r=0

1710 IF LEU(ID (3 THEN RETURN

1720 FOR x=l TC 30: IF LEFTICbIOi

l,LEH(H))=2l THEN lX=!:r=x

1730 NEXT

1740 RETURN

1750 eX=0:PEN 1:PRINT"I aa carry

ing i-":PEK 2:F0R ):=1 TO 4:IF v$

(K)<>" THEN PRINT v*lx):e;.=l

1760 NEXT

1770 IF e?.=0 THEN PRINT'Nflt a tit

ing!"

1730 PEN 1: RETURN

1790 PEN 2:PRINT"Q.K....':F0R x=

1 TD 1000:NEXT %

1900 IF dX<>3! THEN RETURN

1810 IF sa=0 THEN PRINT'The door

opens! 1 !!":sa=!:qt:3!)=LEFT$(q$

(31),1B):RETUPN

1B20 PRINT'ft cagir carpet appear

s and carries se away. It stop

s on the steps of the palac

e.'

IBT-O pX=23:PEN 3:PPINT
n The carpe

t flies off.":RETURN

1840 IF pX=8 THEN oX=7:PRINT y«:

RETURN

1850 IF pX=4t THEN pZMOl PRINT y

I: RETURN

i860 IF pZ<>31
T
HEN PRINT

B
DoR*t

be stupid!":RETURM

1B70 IF sa=0 THEN PRINT'The door

is locked! ":RETURN

1BB0 pS="0:PR!NT y$:RETURN

1890 IF pl=7 THEN PRINT y$:pX=8:

RETURN

1900 IF pX=40 THEN PRINT y$:p2=4

1: RETURN

1910 IF pX=29 THEN PRINT y«:pX=3

3:PRlNT'The door closes behind •

e!":RETURN

1920 IF pZ=26 THEN PRINT'The gat

es are locked and the peasants

are throning eggs at le free ab

ove!"; RETURN

1930 IF pXOffl) THEN PRINT'Not he

re!';RETURN

1940 IF sod THEN PRINT'The doo

r's locked

!

B
sR£TURN

1950 oX=31: PRINT yli RETURN

I960 PRINT e$:L0CflTE 1,20:PRINT'

Mould you like to play again <Y/

N) ?'

1970 a$=INKEY«:a«=LQWERHa$):IF

a*=V THEN RUN ELSE IF al=V T

HEN END ELSE 1970

1980 EDSUB !680:1F HOI THEN PR

INTTa not carrying a ';I*:RET

URN

1990 eX=0:F0P d=l TD 4

2000 IF vl(d)=g$(rt7.(r)) THEN v$(

d)=":Bl=l

201C NEHs IF e7.=Q THEN PRINT"!'!!

not carrying it":RETURN

2020 bX(nX(rJ)=p^

2C30 IF r«l THEN aa=0 ELSE IF r=

2 THEN ab=0 ELSE IF r=3 THEN ac=

ELSE IF r=4 THEN ad=Q

2040 IF r=5 THEN ae=0 ELSE IF r=

7 THEN af=0 ELSE IF r=10 THEN ag

=0 ELSE IF r=12 THEN ah=0

2050 IF r*13 THEN ai=0 ELSE IF r

=16 THEN aj=0 ELSE IF r=i 7 THEN

ak=0:sd=0

2060 IF r=19 THEN aa=0 ELSE IF r

=21 THEN iipQ ELSE IF r=23 'HEN

ao=0

2070 IF r=21 AND z>W WD =t*=0

THEN sl=I:PR!NT'
T
he deg grabs a

couple of chocolates andruns a*a

y"isl(4?,l)M8

2080 1= r=2t 'HEN ao=0 E.3E IF r

=23 THEN ar=0

2090 IF .'=2? T HEN as=0 EL:E :
c

r

=30 THEN at=0

2100 RETURN

2110 IF akOl THEN PRINT" I have

aalhing to wear":RETURN

2120 EOSUB 1680: IF rOi7 THEN PR

!N
T
"I can't wear that! "(RETURN

213C PRINT'O.K...! near the glov

es'":sd=l:RETURN

2140 IF pXO30 THEN PRINT"! can'

t pull anything here!':RETURN

2150 IF sdOl THEN e$="0.K....A

bolt of electricity hits le. I

ao de=j !!!!
tt

t6DSUB 1960

2160 PRINT'The door opens...
n
:sb

=1:RETUPN

2170 BQSUB 16B0

2180 IF r=26 THEN EOSUB 2220:RET

URN

2190 IF r=!2 THEN EDSUB 2290:RET

URN

2200 IF r=5 THEN GOSUB 2380: RETU

RN

2210 PRINT"! don't see inch pom

t m doing that!':RETURN

2220 IF pl(>(2 THEN PRINT'Don't

be silly! ":RETURN

2230 IF apOl THEN PRINT'I haven

•t got it":KETURN

2240 PP!NT"The old lady stiles a

t te and says 'Thank you. Y

ou c-an borrow iv little bird

if you protise to return it. It

ill coie in useful!
'"

2250 FDR x= 1 TO 4

2260 IF v$h)=g*<26) THEN v$(x) =

aro

2270 NEXT

2280 sc=l:RETURN

2290 IF pl<>55 THEN PRINT"Ther

isn't much point in doing that!"

[RETURN

2300 IF ah=0 THEN PRINT"! don't

have the pipe!":R£TURN

2310 ah=0: PRINT'The sailor thank

s ae and says to ae 'I'll co

e with you and show you hoM to

escape froi here.":se=l

2320 FOR )(=1 TO 4: IF v*lx)=gl<12

) THEN vl{x»="

2330 NEXT

2340 RETURN

2350 IF pX<)56 THEN PRINT'I can'

t do that here!": RETURN

2360 IF se<l THEN PRINT'ft deck h

and cotes to the side and throws

e pff!":RETURN

2370 pX=57:PRINT yl:RETURN

2380 IF pXOB THEN PRINT"! see n

o point in giving that away here

": RETURN

2390 IF aeOl THEN PRINT'I ao no

t carrying it!":RETURN

2400 PRINT'The wizard takes it f

rca >e and stiles, saying 'Thank

s for this just Mit a aonen

t whilst 1 look up some useful

spells for you."

2410 FOR k=1 TO 2000:NEIT

2420 PRINT"Here it is', he says

.'sake sure you are carrying sot

e toadstools and a saall liza

rd or it won't work"

2430 FOR x=l TD 4: IF v$tx)=g$(5J

THEN v*(x)="

2440 NEXT

2450 PRINT'Sit on the caroet and

say 'TIVINICfl":sf=I:RETURN

2460 IF pX<>14 THEN PRINT'I can'

t see much point in doing that

here!':RETURN

2470 IF sf=0 THEN PRINT'I haven'

t got the spell froa the wizard

yet!': RETURN

2480 PRINT'O.K. I sit on the car

pet.
B
:PEN 2:PR!NT'What should I

say now ":: INPUT z$

2490 zl=LQWERitz$!:!F LEFTS(z$,5

JO'tivin"
T
HEN s$="The dust ris

es froa the carpet AND chok

es ae TO death. A voice savs 'Va

U SCi it wrong I'iSOSUB I960

2500 IF ad=0 DP a:=0 THEN PRINT"
"

u
? EQSll dcesr't worl without b

oth of the things the wizard sp

Qke cf!'iP.ETURN
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2510 ol=X

252C crm
2530 P5INT v$j'..."sF3R x=l

t
: 2

OOOsSEXT

2540 IF pX=5 THEN PRINT'The wiza

rd co«fcs to get ae and takes me

back to his cottage. ":p:=9:RETUR

N

2550 IF pY=15 THEN p%=l6:PRINT"T

he carpet lands and I get off it

It flies anay again."

2560 RETURN

2570 IF ae=0 THEN PRINT'I have n

cthing to read!': RETURN

2580 PRINT'The first page reads

":PEN 2:PRINT"'At the cave of ru

nes say the lagic word'ABRACADAB

RA""

2590 PEN i:PR!NT"The rest of the

writing is in a strange languag

e and needs translating!"

2600 RETURN

2610 PRINT v»

2620 PRINT'Khat should I say ';:

INPUT zl:zS=LGWER$(z«>

2630 IF pZOtS THEN PRINT'Nothin

g happens! "iRETURN

2640 IF LEFT$fz«,5)0"abrac" THE

N PRINT 'Nothing happens! " : RETURN

2650 PRINT'The cave door opens':

sX(lJ,2!=14:a$(i:)='at the entra

nee to a strange cavern'

2660 RETURN

2670 IF pi<4 THEN e*='I fall and

break my neck!':60SUB I960

2680 PRINT'That wasn't auch use!

": RETURN

2690 IF PZ=35 THEN p'Z=45: PRINT y
I: RETURN ELSE IF pX=43 THEN pZM
hPRINT y*:RETURN

2700 IF ol>3 -THEM PRINT'nct here

!':RETURN

2710 IF sg=0 THEN PRINTTd brea

t my neck":RETURN

2720 PRINT-I cliab down the rope

. It breaks just before I reac

h the ground, but I fall into

soft sand.":pI=4:RETURN

2730 IF aa=0 THEN PRINT'I can't 1

": RETURN

2740 IF pZ<>2 THEN PRINT'There's

nothing to fasten it to":RETUR

N

2750 sg=l:PRINT"I tie the rope t

c the rock and lower it over the

edge.'

2760 FOR jp! TO 4: IF v«h)=g$(l)

THEN w$t»)»"

2770 NEXT:q*(2J=q$(2J*" A rope i

s tied to the rock and hangs o

ver the edge."

4

M

STR A

27B0 RETURN

2790 IF pX<>23 THEN PRINT'Not he

re!':RETURN

2B00 IF sh>0 THEN PRINT" I've air

eady done it!":RETURN

2810 PRINT'Knock. Knock. ':SQUND

1,270,10,7:F0R x=l TO 200: NEXT x

:SDUND 1,270,10,7

2820 FOR x=l TO 1000:NEXT sjPRIN

T
n

I hear soaebody toeing.

'

2B30 FOR x=l TO 1000: NEXT x

2840 IF ao=0 THEN e*="The door a

pens and a guard grabs fie by th

e throat. 'Where's the chalice .

you little thief ?', he says a

s he 5tranglesae';50SUB I960

2850 FQR >:=! TO 4: IF vl(x)=glI23

) THEN v«U»«"
2860 NEXT: PRINT'The guard answer

s the door and says ":FEN 2

2870 PRINT'ThanV you far returni

ng the'Chalice. Do cone in."

28B0 sZt23,4)=24:RITURN

2890 EOSUB 1680: IF rOtt THEN PR

INT" I'i not throwing a ";1*:RETU

RN

2900 IF pl<>45 THEN PRINT'I' no

*. throwing the poor little bird

here:":RETUPN

2910 PRINT'The bird flies at the

python and drives it away. It t

hen fhes off to the old lady.

:g*U5)="':

2920 qJ(45»=LEFT$(q$(45\17):si=

1

2930 sZt45,4)=46:RETURN

2940 IF cZ=41 THEN pX=43: PRINT y

$:RETURN ELSE IF p*=4! THEN p*=;

5:PRINT yf: RETURN

2950 IF p%=4 THEN FRINT"The rope

's hrcken!':RETURN

2960 PRINT'I can't do that here!

': RETURN

2970 IF agOl THEN PRINT'I have

no key":RETURN

2980 IF pX<>22 THEN PRINT'I can'

t dc that here": RETURN

2990 PRINT'I unlock the gate and

walk out. The villagers :lo

se and bolt it. behind jne
n

3000 nZ=26:RETURN

3010 IF pZ=50 THEN pX=5!:PR!MT ,

J: RETURN

3020 IF p2=51 THEN pX=50: PRINT y

I: RETURN

3030 PRlNT'flon't be ridiculous!"

:RE
T
iiRN
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David Muir

Welcome to Arnold's
gambling saloon and a
friendly game of Pontoon.
The computer is the dealer
and banker. You have 100
pounds to gamble. Arnold
is not very rich so you only
have to increase this to 500
pounds to break the bank.
But it will not be easy
because Arnold plays a
cunning game of Pontoon.

The game is menu
driven. First the cards are

shuffled and they are only
shuffled again If somebody
gets a pontoon. Used cards
are placed back under the
pack. This allows good pon-
toon players to remember
what cards are likely to

turn up next.
Each round, you are

dealt a card and you bet on
it. Then you can stick, twist

or buy. You cannot stick on
less than 16. Aces can be
called 11 or 1, If you go
over 21, you bust and the
banker wins. You cannot
buy a card for more than
your initial stake or
minimum subsequent bet.

If you twist, you don't pay
but you cannot buy subse-
quent cards.

Arnold recognizes five

card tricks ana true pon-
toons (an ace and a picture
card). But he does not allow
the splitting of a pair of

aces in a hand. (That would
be very difficult to pro-

gram). Arnold does not
cheat! He knows if you
have a 5 card hand and will

try for 6 himself, otherwise
his playing technique has
nothing to do with the con-
tents of your hand.

If you and Arnold hold
hands of equal value then
Arnold wins.

The program is written
as a number of short
distinct routines headed by
BEMarks to make it easier
to follow. Important
variable names are chosen

to be meaningful.
Memory locations 40000

to 40051 are used to store
the pack in the form of
numbers 1 to 52. Each time
a card is drawn from loca-
tion 40000, the rest of the
numbers are all moved up
one location. At the end of a
round, for the number of
cards used, the numbers
are POKEd to the bottom,
starting at 40051 and
working backwards.

The shuffling routine
generates 52 numbers at
random, none of them
equal, in a short time. It

will work for any number
and could be useful in other

STOgrams — eg filling out a
Dotball coupons.
The program is made by

comprehensive error-
trapping and the need to

check for illegal bets and
moves by the player. Flags
are set and reset to check
for such things as: Is it a
pontoon? Has the player
twisted? Is there a ten in
his/her hand? (if there is

its not a pontoon). Can the

player or computer stick?
Should the aces be called 11

or 1? Has the player or the

computer bust?
If readers enjoy the pro-

gram and are competent
programmers, they might
like to add subroutines to

improve the graphics on

the cards which have been

kept simple to save tooi

much typing in.
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I

10 GOTO 50

20 REN Hit for player input

30 PRINT 46, "PRESS ANY KEV+CHR*

(7>;:WHILE INKEY$=":MEND:CLS 16

: RETURN

40 REN set up

50 GOSUB 1110

60 HENDRY 40000: INK 0,18: INK 1,2

4:1NK 2,6: INK 3
f
lrHOOE 1:B0RDER

13

70 back*=' +STRIH6«(3, 187>+- "j

nu«e*=" A23456789TJQK" : DIH card (

I

0),posi(10,2),nuiber(10)

80 DATA 2,12,2,2,8,12,8,2,14,12,

20,12,26,12,14,2,20,2,26,2

90 RESTORE 80:FQR i=l TO 10:READ

po5i(i,l),posi(i,2):NEn:ianey=

100

100 WINDOW 12,32,3b, 4, 4:PAPER 12

,1:PEN I2,6:HINDDN #3,2,22,24,24

:PAPER I3,1:PEN I3,6:NIND0H 14,3

2
!
38,8,8:PAPER M,1:PEN I4,6:UIN

MB 15,32,38,12, 12:PAPER I5,1:PE

N I5,6:HIND0H 16,24,38, 24,24:PAP

ER #6,1:PEN 16,6

110 REH shuffle

120 CLS:PEN 3:PRINT "SHUFFLING

ECK':DIH pack<51):n=l:RAND0HIZE

TINE

130 nui=INT(RND*52)

140 IF pack(nui)O0 THEN nui=nua

+t*52f(nui=51):G0TQ 140

150 packlnui)=n:n=n*l:IF n<53 TH

EN 130

160 n=4000G:F0R i=0 TO 51: POKE n

H, pack (i ):NEXT: ERASE pack:CLS:P

RINT 'PACK SHUFFLED':GQSUB 30

170 REH ne- deal

180 IF ioney=0 THEN lost=-l:60TQ

1000

190 IF aoney>=500 THEN non=-l:GO

TO 1000

200 CLS:LOCATE 32,2:PR1NT 'HONEY

":CLS I2:PRINT l2,ioney; .-LOCATE

32,6:PRIHT "STAKE':CLS I4:PR1NT

M
f
0;:L0CATE 32,10:PRINT -HAIIMJ

H':CLS I5:PR1NT t5
v
"ANY";:CLS 16

210 FOR i=l TO 10:cardli)=Q:nuib

er(i)*0:N£IT:ace=0:pontoon=0:t«l

=0:fivec=0:stick=-l:bust=0:ten=0

A M ST HAD
230, FOR n=l TO 4; GOSUB 670

240 WINDOW ll,posi(n,l>,posi(n,l

)*4,posiln,2),po5i(n,2H8:PAPER

•1,1:CLS II

250 IF n=2 OR n=4 THEN PEN 11,3a

PRINT tl,SPACE*<5>;back*;back*}b

ack$;backf;backt;back»;back$;

260 IF n=l THEN 6QSUB 790: GOSUB

830

270 IF n=3 THEN GOSUB 790: GOSUB

690

280 IF n=3 THEN IF ten=0 THEN IF

nuiber(l)+nuaber(3)=21 THEN pon

toon=-l

290 IF n=3 THEN IF nutberdKnui

ber(3>=21 THEN twl=-l

300 NEXT:n=4:IF twl OR pontoon T

HEN 370 ELSE flag=-l

310 BOSUB B70:IF NOT flag THEN 3

70 ELSE n=n+l:GOSUB 670:«INDIW t

l,po5i(n
t
'l),positn, l)+4,posHn,2

),posi(n,2)+8:PAPER ll,l:CLS II:

BOSUB 790:BOSUB 690: IF bust THEN

340 ELSE IF n=7 THEN fivec=-l:f

lag=0

320 BOTO 310

330 REH player bust

340 CLS I3:PRINT 13, 'BUSTED!': GO

SUB 30

350 FOR i=l TO n:POKE 40052-i,ca

rd(i):NE!T:6QTQ 180

360 REH coiputer play

370 bust=0:ten=Q:ace=Q:FOR n=2 T

4 STEP 2:U1ND0H ll,posi(n,l),p

osi (n,lU4,posi (n,2) ,posi (n,2)+8

:PAPER ll,l:CLS * 1 : GOSUB 790

380 IF n=4 THEN IF ten=0 THEN IF

nuiber(2)+nuiber(4)=21 THEN cpo

nt=-l

390 NEXT

400 IF cpont THEN 570

410 IF NOT fivec THEN IF nuiberf

2)+miiber(4)>15+INT(RND*3) THEN

IF miiber(2)*mnber(4)<22 THEN 6

OSUB 480:BOTO 570

420 n=7

430 CLS I3:PRINT 13, "DEALER TAKE

S ONE HQRE";:GOSUB 30:CLS I3:n=n

,posi(n,l

,posi(n,2l
, mil b 1

si(n,2) _^

z3

8:PAPER ll,l:CLS ll:GOSUB 7V0:G

OSUB 480

440 IF bust THEN 1050 ELSE IF n=

10 THEN cfivec=-l:GQTO 570

450 IF NOT fivec THEN IF dotal

>

15+INT(RND*3) THEN 570

460 60T0 430

470 REH check if coiputer bust

480 ctotal=0:ace=0

490 FOR i=2 TO 10: IF i=3 OR i=5

OR i=6 OR i»7 THEN 520

500 IF nuiberUMl THEN ace=ace

+1

510 ctotal=ctotal+nuiber(i)

520 NEXT:check=ace

530 IF ctotal<22 THEN RETURN

540 IF check=0 THEN bust=-l:RETU

RN

550 ctotal=ctotal-10:check=check

-UGOTO 530

560 REH Mho's Hon?

570 CLS I3:PRINT 13, 'DEALER STI

CKS': GOSUB 30:*in=0

580 IF cpont THEN shuffle=-I:cpo

nt=ChGOTQ 630

590 IF pontoon THEN shuffle=-l:p

ontoon=0:double=-l:CLS I3:PRINT

•3, 'PONTOON PAYS DOUBLE"; : 80SUB

30: GOTO 630

600 IF cfivec THEN cfivec=0:60TQ

630

610 IF fivec THEN fivec=0: double

=-l:CLS I3:PRINT 13,'FIVE CARD P

AYS DOUBLE';:GOSUB 30: GOTO 630

620 IF ctotaKptotal THEN nin=-l

630 IF double=-l THEN double=0:i

oney=ioney+5taket3:G0T0 1080

640 IF Hin=-1 THEN *in=0:CLS 13:

PRINT 13,'YQU NIN";:GQSUB 30:aon

ey=aoney+stake*2:G0T0 1080

650 CLS I3:PRINT 13, "YOU LOSE';:

GOSUB 30:6010 1080

660 REH take a card and wve res

t of pack up

670 card<n>=PEEKUOO00):F0R i=40

000 TO 40050:'P0KE i,PEEK(iM):NE

XT:RETURN

680 REH check if player bust or

can stick



*

I

690 ptotal=0:ace=0:stick=-l

700 FOR i«l TO 10

710 IF nuaber(i)=ll THEM ace=ace

+1

720 ptotal=ptotalmuaber(i)

730 NEXhcheck^ace

740 IF ptotal<16 THEN RETURN

750 IF ptotal<22 THEN stick=0:RE

TURN

760 IF check=0 THEN bust=-l:RETU

RN

770 ptotal=ptotal-10:check=check

-U60T0 740

780 REM print card

790 suit=lNTHcardln)-lW13):PEN

»l
t
(3+(5uit=l OR suit=2)):nua=c

ard(n)-l3«suit:PRlNT 41,HID*lnua

e»,nua,l):PRINT tl f
CHR$4226+suit

):L0CATE41,5,8:PRINT4l,CHRf(22

6*suit>;:L0CATE #1,5,9:PR1HT 41,

rlID$lnuae$,nua,l);

800 IF n<5 THEN IF nu»=lO THEN t

en=-l

810 nuaber(n)=nua+(nua-lO)Mnua>

i0)-10*(nua=l):RETURN

820 REH starting stake

830 as I3:PRINT 13, 'INPUT STAK

E'+CHR$(7);

840 INPUT 43,q«:k=0:F0R i=l TO L

ENtq$l:IF HIDJIqt.i.DV' OR HI

D$lq4,i,lK"0" THEN k=-l

B50NEXT:IF k=-l THEN 830 ELSE q

=VALlql>:IF q>aoney THEN 830 ELS

E IF q=0 THEN 830 ELSE start=q:s

take=q:CLS I4:PRINT 44,start;:ao

ney=ioney-start:CLS I2:PRINT 12,

oneypCLS 43: CLS 15: PRINT 15, st

art:RETURN

860 REM player twist buy or stic

k?

870 lfn=7 THEN flag=0: RETURN

890 CLS I3:PRINT 43, 'BUY.TNIST

or STICK?'*CHR*(7);

890 q$=INKEY4:IF UPPER*(q*)="T*

THEN 950 ELSE IF UPPER«(q*>="S
#

THEN 970 ELSE IF UPPERttqilO'B"

THEN 890

900 REN player buy

910 CLS 13:PRINT 43, 'HON HUCH?"

+CHR*(7I;: INPUT 43,qt:k=Q:F0R i=

1 TO LEN(q$):IF HlD$(q*,i,l)>'9"

OR NIDJlq$,i,lK'0" THEN k=-l

1

OO

AMSTRJD
920 NEXT: IF k=-l THEN 910 ELSE q

=VALlq*):IF q>aoney THEN 870 ELS

E IF q>start THEN 910 ELSE IF q=

THEN 8B0 ELSE aoney=aoney-q:st

ake=stake*q:CLS 44:PRINT 44,stak

e;:CLS 42:PRINT l2,aoney;:CLS 43

:IF q<start THEN start=q

930 flag=-l:CLS 45:PRINT 45, star

t: RETURN

940 REH player twists

950 start=0:CLS 45:PRINT 45,star

t:Hao=-l: RETURN

960 REH player sticks

970 IF stick THEN 870

9B0 flag=0:RETURN

990 REH end of gaae

1000 CLS:IF won THEN PRINT "CONS

RATULATIQNS":PRINT:PRINT 'YOU HA

VE BROKEN THE BANK!"

1010 IF lost THEN PRINT "COMISE

RATIONS":PRINT:PRINT "YOU'VE BEE

N TAKEN TQ THE CLEANERS!"

1020 PRINT:PRINT ' ANOTHER SO?

<Y OR N)'+CHR$(7)

1030 q$=UPPER*UNKEY»):IF q$='N"

THEN END ELSE IF q$='Y" THEN RU

N ELSE 1030

1040 REN coaputer busts

1050 CLS I3:PR1NT 43, "DEALER BU

STS!":GQSUB 30

1060 IF pontoon THEN 590 ELSE IF

fivec THEN 610

1070 aoney=aoney+staket2

10B0 n=0:FOR i=l TO 10: IF cardli

JOO THEN POKE 4O051-n,card(i):n

=n*l

1090 NEXT: IF NOT shuffle THEN IB

ELSE shuffle=0:CLS 43:PRINT 43

, "DEALER SHUFFLES DECK':6QSUB 30

:SOT0 120

1100 REN titles

1110 NODE 1:INK 0,1: INK 1 ,24: INK

2,6:8QRDER 1:HIND0H 41,6,35,2,8

:PAPER 41,1:PEN ll,2:CLS 41:PRIN

T 41

1120 PRINT 41," "STRIN6$(3,143»

+CHR*(215)+" "*CHR$(214)*CHR$(14

3)+CHR*(215)+- "CHR*(2i51+" "+C

HR$tl43)+" "+STRIN6»i3,i43)+" "+

CHRt(214)+CHR*(143>+CHR*l215H"

+CHR* ( 214) +CHR* 1 143) +CHR* (215) +

•*CHM(215>*
1 "*CHR$U43>

1130 PRINT 41," '+CHR4U43)*' "

+CHRJU43H" CHRSU43H" "+CHR

$(143)*" CHR4(143I*CHRJ(215)+C

HRIU43H" "CHR$U43)+" "+CHR

$(143)+' "+CHR*U43)+" "+CHR4U4

3)t" *CHR*U43)+" +CHR*(143)*C

HR$(215)+CHRJU43)

1140 PRINT 41," +STRIN6$t3,143)

KHR$(212)+" "+CHR$<143)+" "*CHR

$(143)*" "STRIN6$(3,143)+" "+C

HR$U43)+" "+CHRIU43)*" "+CHRJ

1143)+" "CHR4U43H" *CHR$(143

>+ +STRIN6$(3,143)

1150 PRINT 41," "+CHR*ll43>f

HCHR$(143)*' "iCHR*U43)+" "*C

HR»U43)*CHR$(213)+CHR$(143>+"

•+CHR4U43H' "+CHR4U43)*" '+C

HRK143H' "*CHR*U431f "CHRJt

143)+" 'CHR4(143HCHRt(213)+CHR

$1143)

1160 PRINT 41," "CHR$U43>*"

•+CHR«(213HCHR*(143)+CHR4(212)
.» *CHRSU43)*" "tCHR$(213)*"

"+CHR*(143>+" "+CHR*(213)*CHR*(

143)*CHR$1212)*" "+CHR4(213)KHR

$(143)+CHR$(212)*" 'fCHR*(143)+'

+CHRK213)

1170 PEN l:PAPER 0:LOCATE 10,20:

PRINT "INSTRUCTIONS ? (Y/N)"tCH

Rt(7)

1180 q$=UPPER$(INKEY$):IF q$='N"

THEN RETURN ELSE IF q«<>'Y" THE

N 1180

1190 REH instructions

1200 CLS:PRINT "This is a sieula

Hon of pontoon in whichthe coap

uter is the banker and dealer.".

1210 PRINT:PRINT "You've 100 poll

nds to start and aust get500 to

beat the coaputer. Lose all yo

uraoney and you lose the gaae."

1220 PRINT:PRINT "The prograa fo

1 laws usual pontoon rules, includ

ing pontoons and five card trick

s, which pay double, but aces are

not splitand you never get to t

ake over the bank.";

1230 PRINT:PRINT 'You can't stic

k under 16 and you bust ifyou go

over 21. You cannot buy for ao

rethan your initial stake or pre

viou5 buy. If equal value hands a

re held by you andthe banker, th

en the banker Kins."

1240 PRINT:PRINT "The prograa do

esn't allow you to lake anillega

1 bet or aove."

1250 PR1NT:PRINT "Discard cards

are placed under the pack, which

is only .shuffled after pontoons.

1260 PRINT:PRINT "IPRESS ANY KEY

TO START)"*tHR* (7)

1270 WHILE 1NKEY4=":NEND:RETURN
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THFIK
EHTTLE,
WRITTEN BY KEUIN GARDINER

SPECTRUM

The game is for two players
and runs on the 48K Spec-
trum. The aim of the war
game is to destroy all 4 of
your opponents tanks.

About the Game

1. A tank can move up.
down, right op left.

2. Ear.h player has 4 tanks,
4 cannons, a fuel base and
an ammunition base.
3. When the fuel base is

destroyed the tanks move
mem is reduced from 6
moves to 3 moves.

When the ammunition
base Is destroyed a tank
can only fire S times in-
stead of 4.
5. The idea of the cannoi
is to protect the fuel am-
munition base althouf
they don't have to.
6. When a tank reaches the
opposite side of the board LI

becomes a command tank r

The tanks number is in-
creased by ten.

A tank cl y fire when
becomes a command

tank.

To Start

.
Player 1 has to position

his Ammunition base, fuel
base and 4 cannons. B
can't place these on the
back row or further than
half way.
2. Player 2 then does the
same.

•;n player 1 places hi
tanks anywhere on the
back rov
4. Player 2 then does thi
same. The battle can begin— player 1 moving first.

Attacking The Position

TANK v TANK.
The tank with the higher

number wins. The tank
which lost is then remo.
ed from the board. If the
numbers are equal then the
battle is drawn and both
tanks are removed.

TANK v GANNON
he dice is rolled. If I

spot ends up as black then
the tank has won. If it ends

as green then the can-
non has won. The die
more likely to end up black,

attack either an op-
Eositlons tank or cannon

. a player must position
b tank in an adjacer

square to the item its at-
tacking.

To Move

If the spot on the dice ends
up blaok then you will be
able to move. If It ends up
green then you will have to
miss a go and the next
player goes.

The controls are:

Q — UP
Z — DOWN
P — RIGHT
I — LEFT.

When placing the fuel
base and the ammunition
base etc, use M to position.
When moving use the M

key to change tank.
When choosing tank use

the 1 key to change tank
and the (zero) key.

Stop the flashing, then
you may move.

3- m
® -E

3- -£

m
m -s

3- • •
• •

® • •
• • m

*
-f

w m
PLR t£R ONE

DICE ROL

a
Move sFi re

To Tire

You may fire only when
your tank Is a command
tank. You may fire up,
down, right and left. When
firing it will disregard your
own pieces. The dice is roll-
ed, if it ends up black then
you are unable to fire. If it

ends up green then you can
fire. Press 1 to change tank.
Press to stop flashing,

When all or the tanks of
one player have been
destroyed the game is over.
A soreen will appear telling
the players who won ana
then details of the battle is
given.

1 REH

HlH IIimiHH
2 REH • TANK BATTLE *

3 REH * BY t

4 REH "KEVIN GARDINER*

5 REH Hlllim itHHf

IB PRINT AT 21,18; INK 7; BRIGHT I
;
"PLEA

SE MIT 1

20 GO SUB 9BB8: 60 SUB 95BB

3fl PRINT AT 21,5; INK 7; BRIGHT IMPRESS
ANY KEY TO START"

48 PAUSE fl

j0 GO SUB 8800

68 PRINT AT 1,22; INK 7; BRI6HT 1;*PLAYE

R ONE": LET pl=l

7B PRINT AT 2,22; INK 2; PAPER 4; BRI6HT

W ;AT 2,29;'——
BB GO SUB 8580: 60 SUB 8BB8

9B GD SUB B53B: GQ SUB 8020

IBB FOR n*l TO 4: GO SUB 856B: 60 SUB 802

•: NEXT n

110 PRINT AT 1,22; INK 7; BRI6HT lj'PLAYE

R WO1
: LET pl=2

120 FOR f*l TO 31: READ a: POKE USR 'q"+*

,» NEXT f

130 60 SUB 8508: 60 SUB 8000

14B 60 SUB 8530: GO SUB 8B2B

150 FOR n«i TO 4: GO SUB 6560: 60 SUB 802

B: NEXT n

168 PRINT AT 4,23;" ";AT 5,24;'

170 FOR n=0 TO 95: READ a: POKE USR V+n
,a: NEXT n

180 RESTORE 9170: FOR n=B TO 31: READ a:

POKE USR 'q'*n,a: NEXT n

190 PRINT AT 1,22; INK 7; BRIGHT 1
; "PLAYE

RONE': LET pl=|

200 PRINT AT 4,23; INK 7; BRIGHT I
j
'Posit

ion';AT 5,25j'Tank
#

210 GO SUB 7880

220 PRINT AT 1,22; INK 7; BRI6HT lj'PLAYE

R TH0": LET pl=2

230 60 SUB 780B 24B PRINT AT 1,22; INK 7;

BRIGHT lj'DICE ROLL '(AT 2,22; INK 4; PAP

ER 2;"

250 PRINT AT 4,23;"

; PAPER I;'

•;AT5,24;'

268 PRINT AT 8,22;"

265 PRINT AT 21,5; INK 7; BRI6HT lj'PLAYE

R ONE": LET pl=l

278 GO SUB 65BB

28B PRINT AT 8,22;"

285 PRINT AT 21,5; INK 7; BRI6HT I;'PLAYE

R W0": LET pl=2

29B 60 SUB 6508

388 60 TO 260

1888 60 SUB 1988

1810 PRINT AT 3,14; INK 7; BRIGHT 1;'THE"

1B2B INK 6: BRIGHT I

COMPUTER GAMER SEPTEMBER 1985
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I I

A

1830 PRINT AT5,4j'|

1035 PRINT AT 6,4;'

1840 PRIT AT 7,4;"|

1845 PRINT AT 8,4;"

1858 PRINT AT 9,4;'

1855 PRINT AT 11,14; INK 7; 'MS

I860 INK 2

1060 PRINT AT 13,5;"ML
1898 PRINT AT 14,5; "M
1100 PRINT AT 15,5; "H M
1185 PRINT AT 16,5;

'

M M
1110 PRINT AT 17,5;"«H"

U20 FDR M TO 400: NEXT t

1130 GO TO 1500

1158 60 SUB 1900

U60 INK 6; BRIBHT 1: PRINT AT

* JB>

1170 PRINT AT 5,2;'

1175 PRINT AT 6,2}"i

1180 PRINT AT 7,2;*

1190 PRINT AT 8,2;"'

1200 INK 2: PRINT AT 12,7}"

1210 PRINT AT 13,7;"

1228 PRINT AT 14,7;'

1230 PRINT AT 15,7;'

1240 PRINT AT 16,7;*

1250 FOR t=l TO 408; NEXT t

1268 60 TO 1500

1300 60 SUB 1900

1310 INK 6: BRI6HT I: PRINT AT 4,2;"

1320 PRINT AT 5,2; 'M * M

1330 PRINT AT 6,2:"l

1335 PRINT AT 7,2;
BH

W
1340 PRINT AT 8,2; " HH

1350 INK 2: PRINT AT 12,7;'

m

mmm job*

1360 PRINT AT 13,7;» HI M "
1370 PRINT AT 14

?
7;

u»
1388 PRINT AT 15,7; 'H H
1398 PRINT AT 16,7;

'

1488 FOR t=l TO 400: NEXT t

1418 60 TO 1588

1580 CLS

1510 PRINT AT 0,11; INK 7; BRIGHT 1;
B
INF0R

MATIQN'jA! 1,11; INK 6; PAPER 2;' ininrflM

1528 PRINT AT 2,0; INK 7; BRIGHT 1; -PLAYER

1";AT 3,8; INK 4; PAPER 3;"

1538 LET dt=8

1548 IF pat 1=8 THEN LET dt=dt+l

1541 IF pat2=0 THEN LET dt=dt+l

1542 IF pat3=B THEN LET dt=dt+l

1543 IF pat4=0 THEN LET dt=dt*l

1550 INK 7: BRIGHT 1: PRINT AT 5,2; "Tanks

Destroyed .";dt

1555 LET dc=0

1560 IF paca=0 THEN LET dc=dc*l

1561 IF pacb=0 THEN LET dc=dc*l

1562 IF pacc=0 THEN LET dc=dc+I

1563 IF pacd=0 THEN LET dc=dc*l

1570 PRINT AT 9,2;"Cannons Destroyed

ft * i !dc

1580 IF paau=2 THEN PRINT AT 13,4;"AMun

ition Base Destroyed"

1590 IF paait=4 THEN PRINT AT 13,7; "Amwi

ition Base O.K"

1680 IF pafuel=3 THEN PRINT AT 17,7; 'Fuel

Base Destroyed"

1610 IF pafuel=6 THEN PRINT AT 17,10;'Fue

1 Base O.K
1

1620 PRINT AT 21
f
4;'Press any Key To Conti

nue'

1630 PAUSE

1640 CLS

1650 PRINT AT 8,11; INK 7; BRIGHT 1;'INF0R

NATION'jAT 1,11; INK 6; PAPER 2;"

IUMIB*

1668 PRINT AT 2,8; INK 7; BRIGHT lj'PLAYER

2";AT 3,0; INK 4; PAPER 3;"

1678 LET dt=B

1671 IF pbtl=0 THEN LET dt=dt+l

1672 IF pbt2=B THEN LET dt=dt*l

1673 IF pbt3=8 THEN LET dt=dt*l

1674 IF pbt4=B THEN LET dt=dt*l

1680 PRINT AT 5,2; "Tanks Destroyed...

...."jdt

1690 LET dc=B

1691 IF pbca=0 THEN LET dc=dc+l

1692 IF pbcb=0 THEN LET dc=dc*l

1693 IF pbcc=0 THEN LET dc=dc+l

1694 IF pbcd=B THEN LET dc=dc+l

1700 PRINT AT 9,2; "Cannons Destroyed,

I 4 ';dc

1710 IF pbaii=2 THEN PRINT AT 13,4; "Amuh

ition Base Destroyed"

1728 IF pbaifl=4 THEN PRINT AT 13,7;'Anun

ition Base O.K'

1738 IF pbfuel=3 THEN PRINT AT 17,7; "Fuel

Base Destroyed'

1748 IF pbtuel=6 THEN PRINT AT 17,10;'Fue

1 Base O.K"

1750 PRINT AT 21,4;"Press any Key To Conti

nue"

1760 PAUSE

1770 BORDER 1: PAPER 1: BRI6HT 8: CLS

1780 PRINT AT 101; INK 7; BRI6HT l;"Nould

You Like To Play Again ?'

1790 PRINT AT 12,12; INK 7; BRIGHT l;"YES/

NO-

COMPUTER GAMER SEPTEMBER "



1880 IF INKEYi="y' THEN RESTORE : BORDER

8: PAPER 0: CLS : 60 TO 10

1818 IF INKY*='n" THEN STOP

1828 60 TO 1888

1980 BORDER 0: PAPER 0: CLS

1910 PRINT AT 0,8; INK 4; BRIGHT 1;'|

1920 FOR n=l TO 20

1930 PRINT AT n,0; INK 4; BRIGHT l;"|

1940 NEXT n

1950 PRINT AT 21,0; INK 4;. BRIGHT 1;"

i«-;AT

1960 RETURN

2000 IF pl=2 THEN 60 TO 2508

2010 PRINT AT 7,21; INK 7; BRIGHT Ij'Choos

e Tank"

2020 LET fir=l: GO SUB 6000

2030 IF pano>10 THEN 60 TO 20B0

2040 PRINT AT 7,21; INK 7; BRIGHT 1;" So

rry ";AT 8,22;'You Can't'

2050 FOR t=l TO 100: NEXT t

2060 PRINT AT 7,24;' -;AT 8,22;'

2070 RETURN

2080 LET up=0: LET donn^fl: LET right=0: LE

T leU=0: LET fy=jya LET h«ji
2098 PRINT AT 7,21; INK 7; BRI6HT 1;" Uh

ich ";AT 8,22; "Direction"

2095 PRINT AT 10,22; INK 7; BRIGHT 1;"1..U

p";AT Il,22;'2..DoM";AT 12,22;'3..Left';A

T 13, 22;"4.. Right"

THEN

THEN

LET up=l: GO TO 2

LET dowi«li GO TO

LET leU=i: 60 TO

THEN LET right=l: GO T

";AT 8,22;"

2180 IF INKEYi='l"

150

2110 IF INKEY*="2"

2150

2120 IF INKEY*="3" THEN

2150

2138 IF INKEY$-"4

2150

2MB 60 TO 2100

2150 PRINT AT 7,24;

";AT 10,22;" ";AT 11,22;" ";

AT 12,22;" ";AT 13,22;'

2160 FOR f=l TO paan
2170 GO SUB 5B00

2180 IF «in=l THEN PRINT AT 7,24; INK 7;

BR16HT lj'HISS": FOR t=l TO 50: NEXT t: PR

INT AT 7,24;'

2198 IF «in=0 THEN PRINT AT 7,25; INK 7;

BRIGHT lj'OK": 60 TO 2228

2200 NEXT i

2218 RETURN

2220 FOR q=l TO 50: NEXT q: PRINT AT 7,24;
*

2230 IF up=l THEN 60 TO 2248

2231 IF dowi-1 THEN GO TO 2280

2232 IF left=l THEN 60 TO 2320

2233 IF rightM THEN GO TO 2360

2240 LET #y=*y-2

2250 IF ATTR (*y,fx)=122 THEN 60 TO 2410

2260 !F fy<=0 THEN PRINT AT 7,24; INK 7;

BRI6HT l;"HISS': FOR t=l TO 50: NEXT t: PR

INT AT 7,24;' ': RETURN

2270 GO TO 2240

JR 198S (COMPUTER GAMER SEPTEMBER 1985
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2280 LET <y=*y*2

2290 IF ATTR Uy,fxtM22 THEN GO TO 2410

2388 IF fy>*2l THEN PRINT AT 7,24; INK 7;

BRIGHT lj'NISS": FORt=l TO 58: NEXT t: PR

INT AT 7,24;' ': RETURN

2318 60 TO 2288

2320 LET fx=fx-2

THnK
EHTTLE

2330 IF ATTR (fy,fx)=122 THEN 60 TO 2418

2348 IF «x<=8 THEN PRINT AT 7,24; INK 7;

BRI6HT lj'HISS': FOR t=l TO 58: NEXT t: PR
INT AT 7,24;" ': RETURN

2350 60 TO 2328

2360 LET tx=tx+2

2370 IF ATTR (fy,*x)=122 THEN GO TO 2410

2380 IF fx)=21 THEN PRINT AT 7,24; INK 7;

BRIGHT 1;"HISS": FOR t=l TO 50: NEXT t: P

RINT AT 7,24;" ': RETURN

2390 GO TO 2360

2488 RETURN

2418 IF fy=pbcya AND fx=pbcxa THEN LET pb
ca=0: GO TO 2450

2411 IF *y=pbcyb AND fx=pbcxb THEN LET pb

cb=B: GO TO 2450

2412 IF fy=pbcyc AND fx=pbat THEN LET pb

cc=0: GO TO 2450

2413 IF fy=pbcyd AND fx=pbcxd THEN LET pb

cd=0: GO TO 2450

2414 IF fy=pbta AND h=pbtaa THEN LET pbt
1^0: GO TO 2458

2415 IF fy=pbtb AND fx=pbtbb THEN LET pbt

2=0: 60 TO 2450

2416 IF fy=pbtc AND tx=pbtcc THEN LET pbt

3=8i 60 TO 2450

2417 IF fy=pbtd AND fx=pbtdd THEN LET pbt

GO TO 2450

2418 IF fy-pba§y AND h=pbaix THEN LET pb
a«i^2: GO TO 2450



2460 PRINT AT fy.fx; INK 8; PAPER 7; BRIGH

T lj'l—P;AT fy+l.fx;'! r

2470 IF pbtl=fl AND pbt2=l AND pbt3=8 AND p

bt4=B THEN 60 TO 1388

24BB RETURN

2510 PRINT AT 7,21; INK 7; BRIGHT lj'Choos

e Tank"

2528 LET fir=l: GO SUB 6800

253B IF pbnoHfl THEN GO TO 2588

2540 PRINT AT 7,21; INK 7; BRIGHT 1;" So

rry ";AT 8,22;'You Can't'

255B FOR 1*1 TO IBB: NEXT t

2568 PRINT AT 7,24;' "jAT a, 22;'

257B RETURN

25BB LET up=B: LET doxn^B: LET right* LE

T left* LET fy=jy: LET f*«jX

2590 PRINT AT 7,21; INK 7j BRIGHT 1;" Nh

ich "jAT 8,22; 'Direction'

2595 PRINT AT 18,22; INK 7; BRIGHT lj'L.U

p";AT ll,22;'2..Do-n';AT 12,22;'3..LeU';A

T 13, 22;'4.. Right'

26BB IF 1NKEYI=M' THEN LET up=l: 60 TO 2

65B

2618 IF 1NKEY*="2" THEN LET donn-1: GO TO

2658

2620 IF INKEY*="3" THEN LET left=l: GO TO

2658

263B IF 1NKEY$="4' THEN LET right=l: GO T

2658

264B GO TO 268B

2658 PRINT AT 7,24;' ';AT 8,22;'

•;AT 10,22;" ';AT 11,22;'

AT 12,22;' ';AT 13,22;'

266B FOR M TO pban

267B 60 SUB 58B0

2680 IF *in=l THEN PRINT AT 7,24; INK 7;

BRIGHT i;'HISS': FOR t=l TO 58: NEXT t: PR

INT AT 7,24;' '

2690 IF rifi'l THEN PRINT AT 7,25; INK 7;

BRIGHT 1;'0K": 60 TO 2708

2691 NEXT f

2695 RETURN

27B0 FOR g=i TO 58: NEXT g: PRINT AT 7,24;

«

2781 IF up»l THEN GO TO 2710

2702 IF doitnM THEN 60 TO 2750

2703 IF left=l THEN GO TO 2798

2704 IF nght=l THEN 60 TO 2830

2710 LET fy*fy-2

2728 IF ATTR (fy,fx)=121 THEN GO TO 2880

2738 IF fy<=8 THEN PRINT AT 7,24; INK 7;

BR16HT lj'HISS": FOR t=l TO 58: NEXT t: PR

INT AT 7,24;' "i RETURN

2740 GD TO 2718

2758 LET fy=fy*2

2760 IF ATTR (fyfx)*12l THEN 60 TO 2880

2778 IF fy>*21 THEN PRINT AT 7,24; INK 7

BRI6HT li'HISS": FOR t»l TO 58: NEXT t: PR

INT AT 7,24;' ': RETURN

2780 GO TO 2758

2790 LET fnMx-2

2800 IF ATTR (fy,fx»M21 THEN GO TO 2880

2810 IF fx<=0 THEN PRINT AT 7,24; INK 7;

BRIGHT lj'HISS': FOR t=l TO 50: NEXT t: PR

INT AT 7,24;' ': RETURN

2820 60 TO 2790

2830 LET fxMx+2

2840 IF ATTR Wy,fx)=121 THEN 60 TO 2880

2850 IF fx>=2l THEN PRINT AT 7,24; INK
;

BRIGHT lj'HISS': FOR t=l TO 50: NEXT t: PR

INT AT 7,24;' ': RETURN

2860 GO TO 2830

2870 RETURN

2888 IF fy=pacya AND fx=pacxa THEN LET pa

ca=B: GO TO 2950

2881 IF fy=pacyb AND h=pacxb THEN LET pa

eb=B: GO TO 2950

2B82 IF *y=pacyc AND 4x*pacxc THEN LET pa

cc=B: 60 TO 295B

2883 IF fy=paeyd AND fx=pacxd THEN LET pa

cd=8: 60 TO 2950

2884 IF fypata AND fx=pataa THEN LET pat

1=0: GO TO 2958

2885 IF fy=patb AND fx=patbb THEN LET pat

2=0: 6Q TO 2958

2886 IF fy=patc AND lx=patcc THEN LET pat

3=0: 60 TO 2958

2887 IF (y=patd AND lx=patdd THEN LET pat

4=0: 60 TO 2958

2888 IF *y=paaay AND h=paatx THEN LET pa

aai'2; 60 TO 2958

28B9 IF fy=pafuy AND fx=pafux THEN LET pa

*uel-3: 60 TO 2958

2898 RETURN

2958 PRINT AT 7,24; INK 7; BRI6HT 1;"HIT!'

: FOR yM TO IBB: NEXT y: PRINT AT 7,24;'

2968 PRINT AT fy,fx; INK 8; PAPER 7; BRIGH

T 1|'I T;AT fy*l,fx;'l T

2970 IF patl=0 AND pat2=0 AND pat3=0 AND p

at4=0 THEN GO TO 1150

2980 RETURN

300B FOR c=l TO 4

3B10 IF paca=0 THEN 60 TO 386B

3828 IF jy=pacya AND jx=pacxa-2 THEN LET

can'l: 60 SUB 5800: 60 TO 3210

3838 IF jy=pacya AND jx=pacxa*2 THEN LET

can=l: GO SUB 58BB: GO TO 3218

3B4B IF jy*pacya-2 AND jx=pacxa THEN LET

can-1: 60 SUB 5880: 60 TO 3210

3858 IF jy=pacya+2 AND jx=pacxa THEN LET

can=I: 60 SUB 5880: 60 TO 3218

3868 IF paeb=0 THEN 60 TO 3118

307fl IF jy=pacyb+2 AND jx=pacxb THEN LET

can=2: 60 SUB 5800: 60 TO 3218

3888 IF jy=pacyb-2 AND ]x=pacxb THEN LET

can=2: 60 SUB 5BB0: 60 TO 3210

3898 IF jy=pacyb AND jx=pacxb-2 THEN LET

can=2: 60 SUB 5800: 60 TO 3210

3100 IF jy=picyb AND jx=pacxb+2 THEN LET

can=2: GO SUB 5888: 60 TO 3218

3118 IF pacc=0 THEN GO TO 3168

3128 IF jy=pacyc AND jx=pacxc+2 THEN LET

can=3: 60 SUB 5800: 60 TO 3210

3130 IF jypacyc AND jx=pacxc-2 THEN LET

can=3: GO SUB 5808: GO TO 3218

3148 IF iy=pacyc-2 AND jx=pacxt THEN LET

tan=3: 60 SUB 5808: GO TO 3218

3158 IF jy=pacyc+2 AND jx=pacxc THEN LET

can=3: GO SUB 5888: GO TO 3218

3168 IF pacd=0 THEN 60 TO 3210

3178 IF jy=pacyd+2 AND jx=pacxd THEN LET

can=4: 60 SUB 5B00: 60 TO 3218

3188 IF jy=paeyd AND jx=pacxd-2 THEN LET

eanMi GO SUB 5800: GO TO 3218

3198 IF jy=pacyd-2 AND jx=pacxd THEN LET

canM: 60 SUB 5888: 60 TO 3218

3200 IF jy=pacyd AND jx=pacxd*2 THEN LET

can=4: GO SUB 5800: 60 TO 3218

3285 GO TO 32B8

3218 IF wn=l THEN GO TO 3230

3220 GO TO 3980

3238 IF can=l THEN PRINT AT pacya,pacxa;

INK 8; PAPER 7; BRI6HT 1;'| l",AT pacya*l,

acxajl I': LET paca=B

3240 IF can=2 THEN PRINT AT pacyb.pacxb;

INK B; PAPER 7; BRIGHT l;T~T;AT pacyb+1,

acxb;'| P: LETpacb=8

3258 IF can=3 THEN PRINT AT pacyc.pacxc;

INK 8; PAPER 7; BRIGHT 1;'| T;AT pacyc+1,

acxcj'l T: LET pacc=B

3260 IF can=4 THEN PRINT AT pacyd.pacxd;

INK 0; PAPER 7; BRIGHT l:'l 1";AT pacydH,

acxdj'l Pi LET pacd=0 •

3278 FOR b=l TO 50: NEXT b

32B0 NEXT c

3298 IF jx=l AND jn<10 THEN LET jn=jnH0

3388 FOR d=l TO 4

3318 IF pat 1=8 THEN GO TO 3360

3320 IF jy=pata AND jx=pataa-2 THEN LET b

tank=l: LET pano=pana: 60 SUB 3808: 60 TO

3540

3330 IF jy=pata AND jx=pataa+2 THEN LET b

tank=l: LET pano=pana: 60 SUB 3800: GO TO

3540

3348 IF jy=pata-2 AND jx=pataa THEN LET b

tank=l: LET pano=pana: 60 SUB 3800: 60 TO

3540

3350 IF jy=pata*2 AND jx'=pataa THEN LET b

tank*!: LET pano=pana: 60 SUB 38B0: GO TO

3540

3360 IF pat2=0 THEN GO TO 3410

3370 IF jy=patb*2 AND jx=patbb THEN LET b

tank=2: LET pano=panb: GO SUB 3800: 60 TD

3548

3380 IF jy=patb-2 AND jx=patbb THEN LET b

tank=2: LET pano=panb: 60 SUB 3800: 60 TO

3548

339B IF jy=patb AND jx=patbb-2 THEN LET a

tank=2: LET pano=panb: 60 SUB 3800: GO TD

354B

3400 IF jy=patb AND jx=patbb+2 THEN LET b

tank=2:-LET pano=panb: 60 SUB 3800: GO Tfl|

354B

3410 IF pat3=0 THEN GO TO 346B

3428 IF jy=p tc+2L3 LET btank=3: LET pin

pane: GO SUB 3888: GO TO 3540

3434

tank

3548

3440

tank

3540

3450

tank

354B

346B

3470

tank:

3541

348B

tank:

3540

3498

tank*

3548

3580

tank*

354B

3510

3540

3550

3560
;

3570 1

3580 f

i

4
3608 IF

INK l;

ataa;'C

3605 IF

INK 1;

atbb;"r

3610 IF

INK 1;

atcc;' 1

"'

:615 IF

INK 1;

itdd;"r

(620 GO

:650 IF

INK 0;

taa;"L,

i51 IF

INK 0; I

tbb;'L.

1652 IF I

|

INK 0; }

>tcc;'L_

b53 IF t

Ink b; p

tdd;'L_

U>0 IF p
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£T

.ET

LET

LET

LET

LET

LET

LET

cxa;

icya*l,p

icxb;

acybH.p

icxc;

icyc*liP

»cxd;

i»cyd*l,p

343B

tank

3540

344B

tank

3540

345fl

tank

3546

3460

3470

tank^

3540

3480

tank'

3540

34 90

tank>

3540

3500

tank=

3540

3510

3540

3550

3560

3570

ZZ1

IF jy=patc-2 ftND jx=patcc THEN LET b

=3: LET pano=pane: GO SUB 3800: 60 TO

IF jy=pate ftND jx=patcc+2 THEN LET b

=3: LET pano=panc: 60 SUB 3800: GO TO

IF iy=patc AND jx=patcc-2 THEN LET b

;3: LET pano=panc: GO SUB 3800: 60 TO

IF pat4=B THEN GO TO 3510

IF jy=patd AND jx=patdd-2 THEN LET b

;4: LET pano=pandi 80 SUB 3800: 60 TO

IF jy=patd AND jx=patdd*2 THEN LET b

-4: LET pano=pand: 60 SUB 3800: GO TO

IF jy=patd-2 AND jx=patdd THEN LET b

4: LET pano=pand: GO SUB 3800: GO TO

IF jy=patd*2 AND jx=patdd THEN LET b

'4: LET pano=pand: GO SUB 3800: GO TO

GO TO 357B

IF mn=l THEN GO SUB 3700

IF lost"] THEN GO TO 3680

IF driNM THEN 60 TO 3650

NEIT d

RETURN

jnMB

LET b

60 TO

LET b

GOTO

LET b

GOTO

LET b

60 TO

I
LET b

60 TO

I LET b

I
GOTO

I LET b

: 60 TO

K LET b

: GO TO

LET pano=

1600 IF btank=l THEN PRINT AT

INK 1; PAPER 7; BRIGHT 1;"CT
itaaj'CO"

3605 IF btank=2 THEN PRINT AT

INK 1; PAPER 7; BRI6HT It'DT
»tbb;-CJL?
'610 IF btank=3 THEN PRINT AT

INK 1; PAPER 7; BRI6HT lj'HT
itcc;T|T
S615 IF btank-4 THEN PRINT AT

INK 1; PAPER 7; BRI6HT 1j°lX
itddj'rj.T

1620 60 SUB 3900: RETURN

W5B IF btank=l THEN PRINT AT

INK 0; PAPER 7; BRIGHT 1;'|

—

jtaa;'|.__.J"; LET pat 1=0

I&51 IF btank=2 THEN PRINT AT

INK 0; PAPER 7; BRI6HT |j»|

—

'tbb;"| T: LET pat2=0

152 IF btank=3 THEN PRINT AT

W 0; PAPER 7j BRI6HT 1;'|

—

*cc;'J (*: LET pat3=0

153 IF btankM THEN PRINT AT

]NK 0; PAPER 7; BRI6HT 1;'|

—

fdd;"| i": LET pat4=0

IF pbtank=i THEN LET pbtl

pata.pataa;

7)ftT pata+I.p

patb
t
patbb;

j";AT patb+l.p

patc.patcc;

j" ; AT patc+l.p

patd,patdd;

'•AT patdM.p

pata.pataa;

T;AT pata+l,p

patb.patbb;

T;AT patbH.p

patc.patcc;

T;AT pateM.p

patd.patdd;

T;AT patd+l,p

SPECTRUM
3661 IF pbtank=2 THEN LET pbt2=0

3662 IF pbtank=3 THEN LET pbt3=0

3663 IF pbtank=4 THEN LET pbt4=0

3670 PRINT AT jy.jx; INK 0; PAPER 7; BRIGH

T 1;T I'jAT jy»l,jx;M...„r

3675 IF patl=0 AND pat2=0 AND pat3=0 AND p
at4=B AND pbtl=0 AND pbt2=0 AND pbt>0 AND

pbt4=e THEN 60 TO 1000

36B0 GO SUB 395B: 60 SUB 4950: RETURN

370B IF btank=l THEN PRINT AT pata.pataa;

INK B; PAPER 7{ BRIGHT 1|'| |';AT pataH.p
ataa;"| |'j LET patl=B

3710 IF btank=2 THEN PRINT AT patb.patbb;

INK 0; PAPER 7; BRIGHT l;T )";AT patbM.p
atbb;'L..J": LET pat2=B

3728 IF btanfc=3 THEN PRINT AT patc.patcc;

INK 0; PAPER 7; BRIGHT I;'| |-;AT patcH.p
atccj'l T: LET pat3=B

3730 IF btankM THEN PRINT AT patd.patdd;

INK 0; PAPER 7; BRIGHT lj'P P(AT patd+l,p

atdd;'| P: LET pat4=0

3740 PRINT AT jy.jx) INK 2; PAPER 7; BRIGH

T li'Sli'iAT jy»l
t
ix;'«l*'

3750 IF pat 1=0 AND pat2=B AND pat3=0 AND p

at4=8 THEN GO TO 1150

3760 RETURN

3800 IF btank=l THEN PRINT AT pata.pataa;

INK 1; PAPER 7; BRI6HT 1; FLASH IfTON AT

pata^pataa;"!!!:'': 60 TO 3B40

3810 IF btank=2 THEN PRINT AT patb.patbb;

INK 1; PAPER 7; BRIGHT 1; FLASH lj'Cl j'jAT

pat&M.patbbi'!:..!.:1": 60 TO 3840

3828 IF btank=3 THEN PRINT AT patc.patcc;

INK 1; PAPER 7; BRI6HT 1; FLASH iiVUiAT
patc*l,patcc; B

CJLT; 60 TO 3848

3830 IF btank=4 THEN PRINT AT patd.patdd;

INK lj PAPER 7; BRI6HT 1; FLASH lj'nG'jAT
patdtl,patdd;'[:.LT: GO TO 3840

3840 PRINT AT jy.jx; INK 2; PAPER 7; BRI6H

T 1; FLASH lj"*T*';AT jy*l,jx;'«J*'
3845 FOR v=I TO 100: NEXT v

3850 LET dra*=B: LET lost=0: LET *on=0

3860 IF jn=pano THEN LET dran=l

3870 IF jn>pano THEN LET *on=l

3880 IF jn<pano THEN LET lost=l

3890 RETURN

3900 IF pbtank=l THEN LET pbtl-0

3910 IF pbtank=2 THEN LET pbt2=0

3920 IF pbtank=3 THEN LET pbt3=0

3938 IF pbtank=4 THEN LET pbt4=8

3940 PRINT AT jy,jx; INK 0; PAPER

T I|T TiAT jy+l.iKj'L-J"

7: BRIGH

3950 IF pbtl=0 AND pbt2=0 AND pbt3=3 AND
|

bt4=0 THEN 60 TO 1300

3960 RETURN

IF pl=2 THEN GO TO 3000

FOR c=l TO 4

4020 IF pbca=B THEN GO 4070

4030 IF jy=pbcya AND jx=pbcxa-2 THEN LET

can-1: GO SUB 5800: 60 TO 4210

4040 IF jy=pbcya AND jx=pbcxa*2 THEN LET

LET

can=l: GO SUB 5B00: 6D TO 4210

4050 IF jy=pbcya-2 AND jx=pbexa THEN

CinMl 60 SUB 5800: 60 TO 4210

4060 IF jy=pbcya«2 AND jx=pbcxa THEN LET

Mn-li 60 SUB 5800: 60 TO 4210

IF pbcb=8 THEN 60 TO 4120

IF jy=pbcyb+2 AND jx=pbcxb THEN

can=2: 60 SUB 5800: 60 TO 4210

4890 IF jy=pbcyb-2 AND jx=pbcxb THEN

can=2: GO SUB 5800: 60 TO 4210

4100 IF jy=pbcyb AND jx=pbcxb-2 THEN

can=2: 60 SUB 5B00: GO TO 4210

41 IB IF jy=pbcyb AND jx=pbcxb*2 THEN

can=2: 60 SUB 5800: 60 TO 4210

4120 IF pbcc=0 THEN 60 TO 4170

4130 IF jy=pbcyc AND jx=pbcxc+2 THEN

can=3: 60 SUB 5800: GO TO 4210

4148 IF jy=pbcyc AND jx=pbcxc-2 THEN

ean=3: 60 SUB 580B: GO TO 4210

4150 IF jy=pbcyc-2 AND jx=pbcxc THEN

can=3: GO SUB 5880: 60 TO 4210

4160 IF jy=pbcyc»2 AND jx=pbcxc THEN

can=3: GO SUB 5800: 60 TO 4218

4170 IF pbcd=0 THEN 60 TO 4210

4175 IF jy=pbcyd+2 AND jx=pbcxd THEN

can=4: 60 SUB 5800: 60 TO 4210

4180 IF jy=pbcyd-2 AND jx=pbcxd THEN

can=4: 60 SUB 5880: 60 TO 4210

4190 IF jy=pbcyd AND jx=pbcxd-2 THEN

canM: SO SUB 5800: 60 TO 4210

420B IF jy=pbcyd AND jx=pbcxd+2 THEN

can=4: GO SUB 5800: GO TO 4210

4205 60 TO 4280

4210 IF «in=l THEN GO TO 4230

4220 60 TO 4908

4230 IF can=I THEN PRINT, AT pbcya.pbcxa;

LET

LET

LET

LET

-ET

LEI

LET

LET

LET

LE!

LET

LET
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INK 8; PAPER 7; BRIGHT ."i T;AT pbcya+l,p

bcxa;'| Pi LET pbca=0

4248 IF can=2 THEN PRINT AT pbcyb.pbcxb;

INK 8; PAPER 7; BRIGHT 1;"I P;AT pbcybM.p

bcxb;'| P: LET pbcb=fl

4258 IF can=3 THEN PRINT AT pbcyc.pbcxcj

INK 8; PAPER 7; BRIGHT 1;T TjAT pbcyc*l,p

bcxcj'L Pi LET pbcc=8

4268 IF can=4 THEN PRINT AT pbcyd.pbcxd;

INK 8; PAPR 7; BRIGHT 1;"| I'jAT pbcydM.pb

cxdj'l Pi LET pbcd=B

4278 FOR b=l TO 58: NEXT b

4288 NEXT c

4380 IF jx=19 AND jn<10 THEN LET jn=jn*lB

4318 FOR d=l TO 4

4320 IF pbtl=B THEN GO TO 4378

4338 IF jy=pbta AND jx=pbtaa-2 THEN LET b

tank=l: LET obno=pbna: 60 SUB 4888: GO TO

4548

4348 IF jy=pbta AND jx=pbtaa*2 THEN LET b

tank=I: LET pbno=pbna: GO SUB 4888: GO TO

4548

4358 IF jy=pbta-2 AND jx=pbtaa THEN LET b

Unk>tl LET pbno=pbna: 60 SUB 4888: GO TO

4548

4368 IF jy=pbta+2 AND jx=pbtaa THEN LET b

Unk=l: LET pbno=pbna: GO SUB 4888: GO TO

4548""

4378 IF pbt2=8 THEN GO TO 4428

43B8 IF jy=pbtb*2 AND jx=pbtbb THEN LET b

tank=2: LET pbno=pbnt>: GO SUB 4BB0: 60 TO

4548

4398 IF jy=pbtb-2 AND jx=pbtbb THEN LET b

tank=2: LET pbno^pbnb: GO SUB 4888: GO TO

4548

44BB IF jy=pbtb AND jx=pbtbb-2 THEN LET b

tanfc=2: LET pbno=pbnb: 60 SUB 4388: BO TO

4548

4418 IF jy=pbtb AND jx=pbtbb+2 THEN LET b

tank=2: LET pbr.o=pbnb: 60 SUB 4388: 60 TO

4540

4428 IF pbt3=B THEN GD TO 4478

443B IF jy=pbtc AND jx=pbtcc*2 THEN LET b

tank=3: LET pbno=pbnc: GO SUB 48BB: GO TO

4540

4448 IF jy=pbtc AND jx-pbtcc-2 THEN LET b

tank=3: LET pbno=pbnc: GO SUB 4B80: BO TO

4548

4458 IF jy=pbtc-2 AND jx=pbtcc THEN LET b

tank=3: LET pbno=pbnc: GO SUB 4800: 60 TO

4548

4460 IF jy=pbtc*2 AND jx=pbtcc THEN LET b

tank=3: LET pbno=pbnc: 60 SUB 4888: GO TO

4548

447B IF pbt4=8 THEN 60 TO 4528

44B0 IF jy=pbtd*2 AND jx=pbtdd THEN LET b

tank=4: LET pbno=pbnd: GO SUB 4B0B: GO TO

4548

4490 IF jy=pbtd-2 AND jx=pbtdd THEN LET b

tank=4: LET pbno=pbnd: GO SUB 4BB0: 60 TO

454B

45BB IF jy=pbtd AND jx=pbtdd+2 THEN LET t

tank=4i LET pbm>=pbnd: GO SUB 4388: GQ TO

4540

4510 If jy=pbtd AND jx=pbtdd-2 THEN LET b

mo^pbnd: 60 SUB 4880: 60 TO

GO SUB 47B8

GQ TO 4688

GO TO 4658

tank=4: LET

4548

4528 60 TO 457B

4548 IF Mfl'l THEN

455B IF lostM THEN

456B IF draM=l THEN

4578 NEXT d

4588 RETURN

4688 IF btank=l THEN PRINT AT pbta.pbtaa;

INK 2; PAPER 7; BRIGHT l|*VH"|M pbtaM.p

btMi'aif
4685 IF btank=2 THEN PRINT AT pbtb.pbtbb;

INK 2; PAPER 7; BRIGHT lj'*lf*
a
;AT pbtb*l,p

HHj'Jdft"

461B IF btank=3 THEN PRINT AT pbtc.pbtcc;

INK 2; PAPER 7; BRI6HT 1;'*I*
B
}AT pbtcM.p

btcc;\«!l*'

4615 IF btank=4 THEN PRINT AT pbtd.pbtdd;

INK 2; PAPER 7; BRIGHT l;"¥jRPjftT pbtdM.p

btddj'Alft'

46 2B 60 SUB 4900: RETURN

4658 IF btank=l THEN PRINT AT pbta,pbtaa;

INK fl; PAPER 7; BRI6HT 1;°| |';AT pbta+l,p

btaaj'l P: LET pbtl=B

4651 IF btank=2 THEN PRINT AT pbtb.pbtbb;

INK 8; PAPER 7; BRI6HT i;T P;AT pbtbM.p

btbbj'l Pi LET pbt2=0

4652 IF btank=3 THEN PRINT AT pbtc.pbtcc;

INK 8; PAPER 7; BRIGHT 1;'] l';AT pbtc+l.p

btccj'l Pi LET pbt3=0

4653 IF btank=4 THEN PRINT AT pbtd.pbtdd;

INK fl; PAPER 7; BRI6HT lj"| |";AT pbtdM.p

btdd;"| Pi LET pbt4=B

4668 IF patank=l THEN LET patl=fl

4661 IF patank=2 THEN LET pat2=B

4662 IF patank=3 THEN LET pat3=B

4663 IF patanM THEN LET pat4=8

4678 PRINT AT Jy,jx; INK 8; PAPER 7; BRIGH

T 1;'| T|AT fy+l tJ«*"l—-JP

4675 IF patl=8 AND pat2=0 AND pat3=8 AND p

at4=B AND pbtl=B AND pbt2=8 AND pbt3=8 AND

pbt4=0 THEN 6Q TO 1888

4688 GO SUB 4958: GO SUB 3958: RETURN

4788 !F.btank=l THEN PRINT AT pbta.pbtaa;

INK B; PAPER 7j BRIGHT 1;'| P;AT pbta+l.p

btaaj'l P: LET pbtl=B

4718 IF btank=2 THEN PRINT AT pbtb.pbtbb;

INK 8; PAPER 7; BRI6HT 1;"| I'jAT pbtb+l,p

btbbj'l Ps LET pbt2=8

4728 IF btank=3 THEN PRINT AT pbtc.pbtcc;

INK 8; PAPER 7; BRIGHT ij'f P;AT pbtcM.p

btcc;'| P: LET pbt3=B

4730 IF btank=4 THEN PRINT AT pbtd.pbtdd;

INK 8; PAPER 7; BRIGHT 1;'| PjAT pbtd+l,p

btdd;'|_J': LET pbt4=8

4748 PRINT AT jy.jxj INK Ij PAPER 7; BR16H

T l;'CT7;AT jyU.ixi'rjT-

4750 IF p'btl=8 AND pbt2=B AND pbt3=8 AND p

bt'=8 THEN 60 TO 1300

476B RETURN

4888 IF btank=l THEN PRINT AT pbta.pbtaa;

INK 2; PAPER 7; BRIGHT 1; FLASH 1;'*1¥';AT

pbta+l.pbtaaj'sl*': GO TO 4848

4810 IF btank=2 THEN PRINT AT pbtb.pbtbb;

INK 2; PAPER 7; BRIGHT 1; FLASH 1;'*T»':AT

pbtb+l,pbtbbi"*l£"i GO TO 4848

4B28 IF btank=3 THEN PRINT AT pbtc.pbtcc;

INK 2; PAPER 7; BRI6HT 1; FLASH IJ
1"*!*'(«

pbtc+l,pbtcc;"*J*': 60 TO 4B40

4830 IF btank=4 THEN PRINT AT pbtd.pbtddj

INK 2; PAPER 7; BRI6HT 1; FLASH lj"*|W|||

pbtdM,pbtddj '•!•: 60 TO 4840

4848 PRINT AT jy.jx; INK 1; PAPER 7; BRI6H

T i; FLASH Ij'CTj'jAT jy+l.jxj'rU'

4845 FOR v=l TO IBB: NEXT v

485B LET dran=B: LET «on=B: LET lost=B

4860 IF obno-jn THEN LET dra*=l

4878 IF jn>pbno THEN LET *on=l

4880 IF jn'pbno THEN LET lost=l

489B RETURN

49B0 IF patankM THEN LET patl>0

4918 IF patank=2 THEN LET pat2=B

4928 IF patank=3 THEN LET pat3=B

4938 IF patank=4 THEN LET pat3=8

4940 PRINT AT jy,jxj INK 0; PAPER 7;

T 1;'| P;AT jytf.jxi'l P

4958 IF patl=0 AND pat2=0 AND pat3=*0

at4=B THEN 60 TO 1158

4968 RETURN

5880 LET aoved=B

5818 IF pl=l THEN LET jn=pano

502B IF pi =2 THEN LET jn=pbno

5030 PRINT AT B.31;'
"

5040 PRINT AT 7,24; INK 7; BRI6HT 1;

;AT 8,23;'NUHBER-';jn

5045 LET oy=Jy: LET ox=jx

mm

AND
F

•TA«

lNKEY*="i' THEN LET jx-jx-2: GO5058 IF

5110

5B6B IF lNKEY$="p"

5110

5078 if INKEYI-'z'

5110

5888 IF 1NKEY*=V

Q511B

THEN LET jjc=jx+2: GD

THEN LET jy=jy*2:

THEN LET jy=jy-2i

si

50

H

511

si:

5i:

51!

T ]

514

PAP

51S

PAP

516

jx

5l7i

a

51 Bl

G(

5191

GC

5281

GO

5218

5300

taa=

5318

tbb=

5320

tec*.

5330

tdd=j

5340

taa=j

5418

tbb=j

5428

tcc-j:

5438
.

tdd=ji

5440 f

5600 1

ET j».

5610 [

LET jx

5620 I

AND pb

5630 II

AND pb'

5648 II

AND pbi

565B 1}

AND pbf

5668 IF

LET jx=

5678 IF

T jx=ox

5688 60

5708 IF

ET jx=o)

5710 IF

LET jx=c
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itbb;

T»'iAT

5890 IF JHKEY*=-«" AND pl=l THEN 60 SUB 4

B9B: GO SUB 5388: LET contM: 60 TO 6008

5995 IF INKEY*=V AND pl=2 THEN 60 SUB 4

000: 60 SUB 54B0: LET cont=l: 60 TO 6008

5188 60 TO 5050

5118 IF pi =2 THEN 60 TO 5688

5128 IF pl = l THEN 60 TO 5780

5138 PRINT AT oy.ox; INK 0; PAPER 7; BRIGH

T lf'l P;AT oy+l,ox;'| |-

5148 IF pUt THEN PRINT AT jy,jx; INK. 1;

PAPER 7; BRIGHT Ii'CFj'iAT jy*l
t
»

;
'rj-i<

5158 IF pl=2 THEN PRINT AT jy,jx; INK 2j

PAPER 7; BRI6HT 1;'*I*-|AT jy+l,jx;'*]»'

5168 LET oved=aoved+l: LET oy=jy: LET ox=

jx

5178 IF aov§d=6 AND pafuel=6 AND pi =1 THEN

60 SUB 4000: 60 SUB 5308: RETURN

5168 IF ioved=6 AND pbfuel=6 AND pl=2 THEN

60 SUB 4888: 60 SUB 5488: RETURN

5198 IF ioved=3 AND pbfuel=3 AND pl=2 THEN

60 SUB 4800: 60 SUB 5400: RETURN

5208 IF ioved=3 AND pafuel=3 AND pl=l THEN

GO SUB 4080: 60 SUB 5308: RETURN

5218 60 TO 5858

5388 IF patankM THEN LET pata=jy: LET pa

taa=jx: LET pana=jn

5318 IF patank=2 THEN LET patb=jy: LET pa

tbb=jxr LET panb=jn

5328 IF patank=3 THEN LET patc^jy: LET pa
tcc=jx: LET panc=jn

5338 IF patankM THEN LET patd=jyi LET pa

tdd=Jx: LET pand=jn

5348 RETURN

5408 IF pbtankM THEN LET pbta=jy: LET pb

taa=jx: LET pbna=jn

5410 IF pbtank=2 THEN LET pbtb=jyi LET pb

tbb=jx: LET pbnb=jn

5428 IF pbtank=3 THEN LET pbtc=jy: LET pb

tcc=jx: LET pbnc=jn

5438 IF pbtankM THEN LET pbtd-jy: LET pb

tdd=jx: LET pbnd=jn

5448 RETURN

5688 IF ATTR (jy,jx>=15 THEN LET jy=oy: L

ET jx=ox: 60 TO 5050

5618 IF ATTR ljy,jx)=t22 THEN LET jy=oy:

LET jx=ox: 60 TO 5850

5628 IF jy=paaay AND jx=paaax AND ioved*5

AND pbfuel=6 THEN LET paaaa=2: 60 TO 5138

5638 IF jy-paaiy AND jx=paaax AND aoved=2

AND pbfuel=3 THEN LET paaia=2: 60 TO 5138

5648 IF jy=pa*uy AND jx=pafux AND ioved=2

AND pb<uel=3 THEN LET pafuel=3: GO TO 513

5658 IF jy=pafuy AND jx=pafux AND oved=5

i »taU*. flND Pb*uei=6 THEN LET pafuel=3: 60 TO 513

5660 IF ATTR ljy,jxl=121 THEN LET jy=oy:

LET Jx=ox: GO TO 5050
x
"
2:

5678 IF jy<=8 OR jx<=8 THEN LET jy=oy: LE

l"
t2! 60 T

5688 GO TO 5138

.„ m T
™ 1F A™ ljy,jxl=l5 THEN LET jy=oy: L

»12
-
M

TeT jx=ox: 60 TO 5858

, cn T
5711 ,F ATTR ( JV<Jx)=12! THEN LET jy=oy:

*Ta bU
'LET jx=oi: GO TO 5858

7; BRIGH

i=8 AND p

SPECTRUM
5728 IF jy=pbaay AND jx=pbaax AND toved=5

AND pafuel=6 THEN LET pban=2: 60 TO 5138
5738 IF jy=pbaay AND jx=pbatx AND aoved=2

AND patuel=3 THEN LET pbaM=2: 60 TO 5138
5748 IF jy=pbfuy AND jx=pbfux AND ioved=2

AND pafuel=3 THEN LET pbfuel=2: 60 TO 513
8

5758 IF jy=pbfuy AND jx=pbfux AND toved=5

AND pa*uel=6 THEN LET pbfuel-2: 60 TO 513

8

5768 IF ATTR <jy,jx)=122 THEN LET jy=oy:

LET jx=ox: 60 TO 5858

5778 IF jy<=8 OR jx<=8 THEN LET jy=oy: LE

T jx=ox: GO TO 5858

5788 GO TO 5138

5BBB PRINT AT 4,25; INK B; PAPER 4; BRI6HT

1; FLASH li'HTSl'jAT 5,25;"|MT
5818 LET rnd=!NT IRND*6I

5828 FOR ifI TO 158: NEXT n

583B IF rnd=2 OR rnd=5 THEN LET ink*4: LE

T paper=8: LET mn=B: GO TO 5858

5848 LET ink=0: LET paperM: LET nin=l

585B PRINT AT 4,25} INK ink; PAPER paper;

BRIGHT Ij-firSTjAT 5,25;"l»«J'
5668 RETURN

6000 IF pi =2 THEN 60 TO 6868

6010 IF patl=l THEN LET jy=pata: LET jx=p

ataa: LET pano=pana: LET patank-1: 60 TO 6

6020 IF pat2=l THEN

atbb: LET pano=panb:

050

6838 IF pat3=l THEN

atcc: LET pano-panc:

05B

6040 IF pat4=l THEN

atdd: LET pano=pand;

850

6058 60 TO 6188

6868 IF pbtl=l THEN

btaa: LET pbno=pbna:

100

6B7B IF pbt2=I THEN

btbb: LET pbno=pbnb:

LET jy=patb: LET jx=p

LET patank=2: GO TO 6

LET jy=patc: LET jx=p

LET patank=3: 60 TO 6

LET jy=patd: LET j.-p

LET patank=4: 60 TO 6

LET jy=pbta: LET Jx=p

LET pbtank=l: 60 TO 6

LET jy=pbtb: LET jx=p

LET pbtank=2: 60 TO 6

6BBB IF pbt3=l THEN LET jy=pbtc: LET jx=p

btcc: LET pbno=pbnc: LET pbtank-3: 60 TO 6

180

6090 IF pbt4=l THEN LET jy=pbtd: LET jx=p

btdd: LET pbno=pbnd: LET pbtank=4

6100 LET pas5=B: LET oy=jy: LET ox=jx

6118 IF pl-J THEN PRINT AT jy,jx; INK 1;

PAPER 7; BRI6HT 1; FLASH 1;
-
CTj';AT jy+l,jx

• rjn«
6128 IF pl=2 THEN PRINT AT jyjx; INK 2; P
APER 7; BRIGHT 1; FLASH l;"*r»':AT jy*l,jx;

613B IF INKEVM-1" THEN LET pass=pas5*l:

60 TO 6168

6148 IF INKEY*='0' THEN GO TO 6428

6158 GO TO 6138

6168 IF pl=2 THEN GO TO 6268

6170 IF pass=5 THEN LET passM
6175 IF pass=l AND pat2=l THEN

b: LET jx=patbb: LET pano-panb

=2

6188 IF pass=2 AND paU=l THEN

c: LET jx=patcc: LET pano=panc:

=3

6190 IF pass=3 AND pat 4=1 THEN

d: LET jx=patdd: LET pano=pand:

=4

6208 IF pas5=4 AND patl=l THEN

a: LET jx=pataa: LET pano=pana:

=1

6218 IF pass=l AND pat2=B THEN

tttfli 60 TO 617B

6228 IF pass=2 AND pat3=B THEN

ass+l: GO TO 6170

6238 IF pass=3 AND pat4=8 THEN

assM: GO TO 6178

6248 IF pass=4 AND pat 1=8 THEN

ass+1: 60 TO 6178

6258 IF passM THEN LET pass=8

6255 60 TO 636B

6268 IF pass=5 THEN LET pass=l

6278 IF pass-I AND pbt2=I THEN LET jy=pbt

b; LET jx=pbtbb: LET pbno=pbnb: LET pbtank
=2

6288 IF pass=2 AND pbt3=l THEN LET jy=pbt

c: LET jx=pbtcc: LET pbno=pbr>c: LET pbtank

6298 IF pass=3 AND pbt4=l THEN LET jy=pbt

d: LET jx=pbtdd: LET pbno=pbnd: LET pbtank

6388 IF passM AND pbtl=l THEN LET jy=pbt

a: LET jx=pbtaa: LET pbno=pbna: LET pbtank
=1

LET

: LET

jy=pat

patank

LET

: LET

jy=pat

patank

LET

: LET

jy*pat

patank

LET jy=pat

i LET patank

LET pas5=p

LET pass=p

LET pass=p

LEI pass=p
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6310 IF pass=l AND pbt2=fl THEN LET pass^p

assM: GO TO 6268

6320 IF pass=2 AND pbt3=B THEN LET pass=p

153+11 GO TO 6268

6338 IF pa55=3 AND pbt4=B THEN LET pass=p

855*1: 60 TO 626B

634B IF pass=4 AND pbtl=B THEN LET pass=p

nstls SO TO 6268

6358 IF passM THEN LET pass=8

6368 IF pl=l THEN PRINT AT oy,ox; INK Lj

PAPER 7; BRIGHT Ij'CTj'jAT oy+l,ox;"CU"

637B IF pl=2 THEN PRINT AT oy,ox; INK 2;

PAPER 7; BRIGHT 1;' •|S";AT oy+l,ox;'#l»"

6388 IF pl=l THEN PRINT AT jy.jx; INK 1;

PAPER 7; BRIGHT 1; FLASH l;'CfJ
1
;ftT jy*l,jx

-!

639B IF pl=2 THEN PRINT AT jy,jx; INK 2;

PAPER 7; BRIGHT 1; FLASH1;' •HTjAT jy»l,jx;

'•J*'
6488 LET oy=jy: LET ox=jx

641B 60 TO 6138

6428 IF pl=i THEN PRINT AT jy,jxj INK I;

PAPER 7j BRIBHT 1jTTj';AT jy+i.jxj'CIT

6438 IF pl-2 THEN PRINT AT jy.jx; INK 2;

PAPER 7; BRI6HT 1;"*I*";AT jy+l,jx;"*I?_'

6435 IF *ir=l THEN LET hr=l: RETURN

6448 IF cont=l THEN LET cont=8: 60 TO 581

I

645B 60 TO 5BB8

65BB PRINT AT 4,25; INK 8; PAPER 4j BRIGHT

lj'fffSrjAT 5,25i"|ft«r

6510 LET able-8: LET unable-B: LET «ove=8

: LET »ove=fl

6528 PRINT AT 7,22; INK 7; BRIGHT k'Hove/

Fire"

6538 IF INKEY$="f" THEN GO 5UB 2BBB: RETU

RN

654B IF HKEW-V THEN LET tnoveM: GO T

6560

6558 60 TO 653B

6568 PRINT AT 4,25; INK 6; PAPER 4; BRIGHT

1; FLASH 1;'|S"BT;AT 5,25;"IUT
6578 PRINT AT 7,22;"

658B LET rnd=INT IRND*28>

6590 FOR n=i TO IBB: NEIT n

66B8 IF rnd=3 THEN LET inkM: LET paper*B

: LET unableM: 60 TO 662B

6618 LET paperM: LET ink=B: LET *ble=l

662B PRINT AT 4,25; INK ink; PAPER paper;

BRIGHT l;'(STftl-;AT 5,25;"t«J"

663B IF able=l THEN PRINT AT 7,25; INK 7;

BRIGHT lj'OK": 60 TO 6BBB

664B IF unable=l THEN PRINT AT 7,24; INK

7; BRIGHT l;"Sorry';AT 8,22;"You Can't": F

OR t=l TO 58: NEXT t: RETURN

7BBB IF pl = l THEN LET jy=l: LET _tx=l

7818 IF pl=2 THEN LET jy=l: LET jx=19

7828 LET oy=jy: LET ox=jx; LET dwn=B: LET

up=B: LET count=B

7B3B PRINT AT jy,jx; INK B; PAPER 4; BRIGH

T l;'Cr?;AT lYn.jxj
-^!*

7B4B IF INKEY$="q" THEN LET jy=jy-2: LET

up=l: 60 TO 7880

7B5B IF INKEY$="z" THEN LET jy=jy+2: LET

do*n=l: GO TO 7088

7068 IF INKEY$="t" THEN 60 TO 7218

787B 60 TO 7840

7888 IF jy<=0 THEN LET jyM9

7890 IF jy>=2i THEN LET jy=l

71U IF ATTR (jy,jx)M21 AND do«n=l THEN

LET jy=jy*2

7118 IF ATTR (jy t
jx>=122 AND do-n=l THEN

LET jy=jy*2

7128 IF ATTR (jy,jx>=121 AND up=l THEN LE

T jY=iy-2

7138 IF ATTR (jy,jx)=122 AND up=l THEN LE

T jy=jy-2

7148 IF jy<=0 THEN LET jy=19

7158 IF jy>=21 THEN LET jy=l

7168 IF ATTR <jy,jx)M28 THEN GO TO 718A

7178 GO TO 7880

7180 PRINT AT oy.ox; INK 0; PAPER 7; BRIGH

T 1;'| r;AToy*l,ox;'| I"

7198 PRINT AT jy.jx; INK 0; PAPER 4; BRI6H

T liTH'iAT jy+Uxi'nJ'
7280 LET oy=jy: LET ox=jxi LET up=0: LET d

onn=B: GO TO 7840

7218 IF pl=l THEN PRINT AT oy.ox; INK 1;

PAPER 7; BRIGHT 1;'CTj';AT oy»l,oxi"C12*

7228 IF pl=2 THEN PRINT AT oy,ox; INK 2;

PAPER 7; BRI6HT 1;"*1»";AT oy+l,ox;"»l!»."

7238 LET count=count+t

7248 IF pl«=2 THEN GO TO 7318

7258 IF count=l THEN LET pata=jy: LET pat

ftl*jl

7268 IF count=2 THEN LET patb=jy: LET pat

bb=jx

7278 IF count=3 THEN

cc=jx

7238 IF countM THEN

dd=jx

7298 IF countM THEN

73BB GO TO 7370

7318 IF count=l THEN

aa=jx

7328 IF count=2 THEN

bb=jx

7338 IF count=3 THEN

cc=ji

7340 IF count=4 THEN

dd=jx

7350 IF countM THEN

LET patc=jy: LET pat

LET patd=jy: LET pat

RETURN

LET pbta-jy: LET pbt

LET pbtb=jy: LET pbt

LET pbtc=jy: LET pbt

LET pbtd=jy: LET pbt

RETURN

7378 LET jy=jy*2

7380 IF jy>«21 THEN LET jyl

7398 IF ATTR (jy,jx)=l21 THEN LET jy=jy*2

7480 IF ATTR Ijy,jx)=122 THEN LET jy=jy*2

7410 IF jy>=21 THEN LET jy=l

742B IF ATTR (jy,jx»=12B THEN GO TO 7440

7438 60 TO 7398

7448 PRINT AT jy,jx; INK 0; PAPER 4; BRIGH

T l;'nr?;AT jy+l,jx;"^JL?

7459 LET oy=iy: LET ox*jx

7460 60 TO 7B4B

IF pl=l THEN LET jy=l: LET ix=3

BB18 IF pl=2 THEN LET jy=l: LET jx=17

8020 LET oy=jy: LET ox=jx

883B PRINT AT jy.jx; INK 8; PAPER 4; BRIGH

T lj
-rXT;AT jy*i

T
jx;'C!ZJ'

B848 IF INKEY*=V THEN LET jx=jx-2; t60 T

81B8

6058 IF INKEY*="p" THEN LET jx=jx+2: 60 T

81B0

8068 IF INKEYI="q" THEN LET jy=jy-2: 60 T

8100

8070 IF IMKE¥*="z" THEN LET 3Y
c
JY+2: GO T

8100

8080 IF INKEY$="i" THEN GO TO B288

8090 60 TO 8848

8100 IF ATTR tjy,jxl=121 AND pl=l THEN LE

T jy=oy: LET jx=ox: 60 TO BB40

8110 IF ATTR (jy,jxl=122 AND pl=2 THEN LE

T jy=ay: LET jx=ox: GO TO B84fl

8128 IF ATTR <jy,jx)=15 THEN LET jy=oy: L

ET jx=ox: 80 TO 8840

8130 IF jy(l THEN LET jy=oy; LET jx=ox: G

TO 8048

8148 IF jx<2 OR jx>l8 AND pl=l THEN LET j

y=oy: LET jx=ox: 60 TO 8040

8150 IF jxMB OR jx<10 AND pl=2 THEN LET

jy=oy: LET jx=ox: 60 TO 8040

8160 PRINT AT oy,ox; INK 0; PAPER 7; BRI6H

T l;"l PiAT oy+l,ox;"| P

8170 PRINT AT jy.jx; INK 0; PAPER 4; BRI6H

T IjTXTjAT jy+I.jxi'LXJ"

81B0 LET oy=jy: LET ox=jx

6198 60 TO 8B4B

8280 IF object*! AND pl=l THEN PRINT AT j

y,jx; INK If PAPER 7; BRIGHT l;"[S«r;AT ft

l,jx;"lsai": LET paaiy=jy: LET paaix^jx

8210 IF objects AND pl=2 THEN PRINT AT j

y,jx; INK 2; PAPER 7; BRIGHT lj'fSWTjAT jf

l
t
)x;MMT: LET pbaty=jy: LET pbaix=jx

8220 IF object=2 AND pl=l THEN PRINT AT j

y,jx; INK 1; PAPER 7; BRIGHT 1;"|**I';AT if

l fjx;'|*ff : LET pafuy=jy: LET patux=jx

8238 IF object=2 AND pl=2 THEN PRINT AT j

y,jx; INK 2; PAPER 7; BRIGHT i;"IS»T;AT jy^

l,jx;"l*5f: LET pbfuy=jy: LET pb*ux=jx

8240 IF Qbject=3 AND pl=I THEN PRINT AT j

yjxj INK 1; PAPER 7; BRI6HT 1;'GTP;AT jyj

l.jxi'LS"

8250 IF n=l AND pl=l THEN LET pacya=jys L

ET pacxa3 jx

8268 IF n=2 AND pl=l THEN LET pacyb=jy: L

ET pacxb=jx

8270 IF n=3 AND pl=l THEN LET pacyc=jy: L

ET pacxc=jx

8260 IF n=4 AND plM THEN LET pacyd*jyj L

ET pacxdK jx

8290 IF object=3 AND pl=2 THEN PRINT AT j

y t
jx; INK 2; PAPER 7; BRI6HT ljTT^AT j||

l,jx;"^jj"

8306 IF n*l AND pl=2 THEN LET pbcya=jy: L

ET pbcxa3jx

B318 IF n=2 AND pl=2 THEN LET pbcyb=jy: L

ET pbexj>=jx

8328 IF n=3 AND pl=2 THEN LET pbcyc=jy. L

ET pbcxe=ji

B338 IF n=4 AND pl=2 THEN LET pbcyd=jy: L

ET pbcxd=jx
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9108

9118

9120

9138

9140

9158

9160

TA 2t

9180

9190

9200

9218

9228

9230

9240

9250
I

9260
j

9270
I

9288
I

9290 [

9300 I

9310 D

9328 D

9330 D

9340 D
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!6H

n

OT

DT

iO T

LE

LE

pi

v. 6

ET }

LET

IRIGH

IRIGH

AT j

lAT iy+

«ix

ftT j

'jAT jy*

AT j

|ftT jy*

--it

[AT j

1'iAT jy+

*jx

t AT i

I'iAT jy+

sjy: L

Bjyi L

=jy: L

|.jyi L

IT AT j

?;AT jy*

Fiyj t

t»=jy: L

ceiy: L

*jy: L

LE

LE

8348 IF pl=l THEN LET jy=l: LET jx=3

B35B IF pl=2 THEH LET jy=I: LET ji=17

8368 IF ATTR (jy,jxl=121 AND pl=l THEN

T jy=jy*2

837B IF ATTR tjy,jxl=l22 AND pl=2 THEN

T jy=jyt2

B3B8 IF ATTR <jy,jx)=12B THEN GO TO 8488

839B 60 TO 8368

B488 LET oy=jy: LET ox*jx

8MB RETURN

85BB PRINT AT 4,23; INK 7} BRIBHT Ij 'Posit

ion";AT 5,22;'aMunition';AT 6,25;'Base'

8518 LET object"!

BS28 RETURN

8538 PRINT AT 5,22; INK 7; BRIGHT 1;' Fu

el '

854B LET objects

8558 RETURN

B56B PRINT AT 5,24; INK 7; BRI6HT lj'Canno

n';AT 6,25; BRI6HT B;'

857B LET object=3

B5BB RETURN

B799 REN *SCREENt

B8B8 BORDER Is PAPER I: BRIGHT fl: CLS

8818 FDR n=l TO 28 STEP 2

B82B PRINT AT n,l; INK

11ST T—

T

PAPER 7; BRIGHT

T1 I—I—I—

P

8B38 PRINT AT n*l,lj INK B; PAPER 7; BfiIGH

I 'it- I I I I | |_J_X
8848 NEXT n

885B RETURN

9BBB FOR n=8 TO 15?

981 8 READ a

9B2B POKE USR V*n,a
983B NEXT n

9848 RETURN

9058 DATA 255,1,1, ,1,1,1,1

9B6B DATA 1,1,1, 1,1,1,1, 255

9B7B DATA 255,128,128,128,128,128,128,128

9888 DATA 128,128,128,128,128,128,128,255

9B98 DATA 255,1,125,125,125,125,125,1

91BB DATA 1,125,125,125,125,125,1,255

9118 DATA 255,128,19B,19B,19e,19B,19B,l28

9128 DATA 128,191,198,198,198,198,128,255

9138 DATA 255,128, 156, 198> 19B,19B,I56,128

9148 DATA 128,156,98,198,198,156,128,255

9158 DATA 255,1,57,125,125,125,57,1

9168 DATA 1,57,125,125,125,57,1,2559178 DA

TA 255,1,1,129,129,129,129,249

9188 DATA 249,129,129,129,129,1,1,255

9198 DATA 255,128,128,129,129,129,129,159

92BB DATA 159,129,129,129,129,128,128,255

9218 DATA 255,128,128,128,135,135,129,143

9228 DATA 143,129,135,135,128,128,128,255

9238 DATA 255,1,1,1,193,193,129,253

9248 DATA 253,129,193,193,1,1,1,255

9258 DATA 255,1,1,1,225,225,129,241

9268 DATA 241,129,225,225,1,1,1,255

9278 DATA 255,128,128,128,131,131,129191

9288 DATA 191, 129, 131, 131, 128, 128, 12B, 255
9298 DATA 255,1,1,1,225,241,249,249

938B DATA 249,249,241,225,1,1,1,255

9318 DATA 255,128,128,128,135,143,159,159

9328 DATA 159,159,143,135,128,128,128,255

9338 DATA 255,1,1,249,9,233,233,185

9348 DATA 185,233,233,9,249,1,1,255

J P

SPECTRUM
935B DATA 255,128,128159,144,151,151,254

9368 DATA 254,151,151,144,159,128,128,255

9378 DATA 255,128,128,159,144,151,151,158

93BB DATA 158,151, 151, 144, 159, 128,128, 255
9398 DATA 255,1,1,249,9,233233,127

94BB DATA 127,233,233,9,249,1,1,255

9588 LET patHi LET pat2=i: LET pat3=l: L

ET pat4=I: LET pbtl=l: LET pbt2-l: LETpbt3
=1: LET pbt4=

9518 LET pana=l: LET panb=2: LET panc=3: L

ET pand=4: LET pbna-1: LET pbnb=2: LET pbn

c=3t LET pbr>d-4

9528 LET paca=l: LET pacb=l: LET pacc=l: I

ET pacd=l: LET pbca=l: LET pbcb=l: LET pbc

c=l: LET pbcd"l

9538 LET fir=B: LET cont=B: LEI paa»-4: L

ET pafuel=6: LET pbauM: LET pbfuel=6

9540 RETURN
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CLASSIFIED OEPT. (CG) A.S.P. Ltd., 1 Golden
Square, London W1.
CLASSIFIED RATES — 40p private per word. Semi
display £9 per single column centimetre. Series

rates on application. Please note that all classified

advertisements under £20 must be prepaid. All

cheques or postal orders to be made payable to

A.S.P. Ltd., (P.H.)

Telephone Dave 01-437-0699

FOR SALE ATARI SOFTWARE FOR HIRE

JOKES
FREE
Britain's No; 1 Jok*
Catalogue jwchod
with ov*r 500 practical Joke* from 5p
Stink bombs. Whoopoo cushion, wob-
bly lager glau laxative tea bags,
imoke bombs, wiiiio sugtr cigarette
bangers, joke blood. s»ck, mess, soap
sweots, wet Jokes, exploding |okes.
Tiag-c tricks, party fun kits, masks,
make-up. sea monkey*. 9>ri strip pens,
adult party packs, saucy novelties,

naughty presents, posters, badgers,

the complete Joke Shop by Post
Send i3p stamp with your name and
address for bumper colour catalogue
and Free Gift to:
MATCHRJTE. THE FUNNY BUSINESS
[Depl CG.) 1&7 WINCHESER ROAD.

BRISTOL BS4 JNJ

SOFTWARE
ATARI 400/600/800 XL XE
OWNERS UTILITIES

BOUGHT A DISK DRIVE?
Stuck with programs on tape. TRANS*
PAC solves It TRANS-PAC. REV 2
Now relaasedl Si* disxn with more progs
mom up-dates, including multitape to

auto-boot di&K. mum-tape to menu, di** to

tape, tape to tape* disk to dish Multr-move
of fries comes packaged on three double*
sided Memorex discs

£2S post free.

BACKUPS
Tapes or disks 5AE for liite

CRACKER
Will list M/C progs to scree", ynu edit

download your personalised version wpih

or without M/C knowledge- Hours of fun
changing Tej-.i io leave personal messages
on screen Sluck on an adventure search

lor clues. Also acts to beck-up your Atan
tapes
AH lor only ao on TDK tape fl6*) post

XL ftXER
Will allow you Io play games written for

400,900 range on your XL disk version £10.

tape version £1
All pott free- Mall ordar only.

For full lists sand S-A,E. 24 hour despatch
STOCKSOFT

15 WOOOBROOKROAO,
BIRMINGHAM UQ 1UE

ATARI
400/600/800 XL/XE SOFTWARE
We have an all round selection ol

disks, cassettes and cartridges

FOR HIRE. Apply now and hire

your first 4 games free* Well over
800 different original titles. For
full details send slamped
addressed envelope or telephone
evenings 7pm-10pm or weak*

ends.
LOW ATARI PRICES

800 XL Computers £94-95
(P&P £295)

1050 Dish Drives £174.95
{P4P £2.95)

Save C1O00 when you purchase both
Memonw diafcs. boxes of 10 single

density disks £16.50* double density
disks £10.00 Antic and Analog

magazines available

Six subscriptions £19.00.

Games & Software Club,
Dept CG t 35 Tilbury Road,
Thomey Close. Sunderland,
SR3 4PB. Tel: 0783 286351.

SOFTWARE

OVER 6,000 GAMES
FROM £1.99

For Comm 64, 16 : VIC 20 :

SPECTRUM ; AMSTRAD
DRAGON ; ATARI 400/800/
1200 MSX : BBC :

ELECTRON : SAE FOR
PRICE LIST

Istale which mcro)

ARCADE SOFTWARE
202/3 Shopping Hall, East
Ham. London E6. Or phone
01-471 8900 FOR A PRICE.

Attention Commodore. Amitrad
Atari, BBC. and M.S.X. users.

THERE'SAWHOLE
UBRARYOF

SOFTWARE FORYOU
AT THE WUDLAND

CQrW>UTa.UgRARy.
LIFE MtMGtR^HlP-|USt£6

LIBRARIES
BBC / ELECTRON / DRAGON
software library. Membership
£5.00. tapes 1 (+30p P&P). Stamp
lor details. E. Tucker. 58 Blenheim
Walk. Corby, Northants.
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SEND TO: 1 GOLDEN SQUARE, LONDON W.1. 6L20 7AR.

Please place my advert in CG for Issues

commencing as soon as possible. I am enclosing

my cheque/P.O. for £ {made payable to

A.S.P. LTD) Advertisers please add 15% VAT

Name

Address

Phone No.

Signature DateP i imii
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Commodore 64.

Price £7.95

Hot Line

Mail Order Service

-0225-316924

H
I
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^

eep in che steamy Amazon jungle

riBnwaMETriri^Jii^ii^i^ai.^gAV^Tii tyyiiKi

creepers. Armed only with a blowpipe and

a limited number of poisoned darts, your

journey takes you through some of the last

unexplored areas of Rainforest.

Look out for treacherous headhunters and

\ scorpions, while above you deadly tree

y snakes wait to strike at easy prey,

i Try and outrun them, but you'll have to

stop, load and shoot eventually!

Your adventures take you through dank,

caves echoing with the sound of bloodsucking

vampire bats. Wierd wraithes chase you out to face the

climax of the game around a ruined temple.

Dodging the crumbling masonry you must combat

giant spiders waiting to entwine you in their deadly

webs. But are you accurate enough with your blowpipe

to face the final conflict?

There are 4 levels of difficulty spread over 3 incredibly

detailed 3D scrolling landscapes and should you be

. n^^ caught out, the end you face is definitely not for

k
v
s the faint hearted.

Realistic sound adds to the thrill of the

VtiJ

^W^^
tej^

itf

yours if you are dragged away by the

awesome Quetzalcoatus.

Load up. and be ready to shoot!

New Generation products are

sold according to their terms

of trade and conditions of sale

FREEPOST. BathBA2 4TD.



48K Spectrum

chronicles of the Un6 of fAiRliqht

i . a pRelude the Light Revealed
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ByBOjanqeBORQ
(author ofThe Artist)

he first example of the revolutionary 3D "Worldmaker" technique

12/13 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London WC2E 8LH Tel: 01-240 1422/7877 Telex: 892379


